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AGENDA 

TUESDAY, 26 JANUARY l?$> 

0830-0900 .- REGISTRATION 

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, 26 AND 27 JANUARX 195^ 
09CO-1230 - MORNING SESSION 
1330-1700 - AFTERiiOON SESSION 

WELCOME -------- ---J. E. Sullivan, Director 
Airborne Equipment Division 

CHAIRMAN L. M. Chattier, Head 
Actuating and Flight Control Systems Section 

ASSISTANT CHAIRMAN ------ B. L. Mettee, High Temperature Project "-...gineer 

AIRFRAME MANUFACTURERS DATA PRESENTATION* 

I. Data Presentation Sequence 

A. Measured airplane hydraulic flu.tl temperature data including outside 
air temperature and compartment temperature. 

B. Calculated airplane hydraulic fluid temperature data. 

C. Information on materials, finishes, design criteria end teats on 
160 T  and above components and systems in which ths contractor he= wtan 
engaged. 

D. Additional comments and recommendations of each company. 

II. Companies to Present Data 

A. Quitted because of classification. 

III. Group Discussion 

The Joint U3AF-NAVY program on high temperature hydraulic systems as 
noted in the first, second and third BUAER-WADC Conference Reports will be pre- 
sented for discussion in the following ordart 

A. Determination of a standard procedure for obtaining and presenting 
airplane hydraulic system fluid temperature data. 

B. Fluids 

C. Packings 

D= Puapo 

F. Control Valves 

P. Relief Valves 

G. Actuating Cylinders 

H. Filters 

I. Accumulators 

J. Hose Assemblies 

K. Colled Tubing 
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L. Tubing and Fittings 

M. Other Items 

II. System Design Requirements 

IV.  Coordination Procedures 

A. Discussion on establishment of system for interchange of data 

8. Discussion on whether or not establishment of a committee to accept 
assignments .Is necessary 

C. Discussion on additional meetings of this type 
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WELCOME 

BY 

COMMANDER R. A. WEATHERUP 

HEAD, MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT BRANCH 

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

FOB 

J. E. SULLIVAN 

DIRECTOR, AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

Good morning, gentlemen. On behalf of the Bureau of Aeronautics I'd like 
to welcome you to this conference. 

This problem of high temperature has been with us for sometime. I'd like to 
assure you we've been concerned with it although, I'd like to admit, we haven't given 
it the attention we should have. 

Also, I would like to discuss the very human problem of doing first things 
first.  It now appears we've reached the position where high temperature hydraulics 
is first. 

I think most of you have received copies of the BuAer-WADC conferences. 
These conferences were instituted in order that we would be sure that the Air Force 
and the Navy efforts on high temperature hydraulics would be coordinated. 

Of course, the success of these meetings is completely dependent on coordi- 
nation with you people, so as not to get off on a tangent. The express purpose of 
this meeting is to obtain such coordination. Its success will depend largely on you. 

We plan to hold our meetings with the Air Force monthly until we see our way 
clear in this field. From the agenda you can see we want to first establish what 
actual temperatures we are encountering in our new airplanes. 

Then we would like to coordinate our research and development program, and 
finally a general discussion of information for the benefit of all. 

The success of this meeting is in ycur hands, and your cooperation will be 
appreciated. 
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NOTE 

All statements and discussions not pertinent to the subject of high temperature 
hydraulic systems have been eliminated from this report with the intent of expediting 
publication. This does cause discontinuity in the reading. 

L. M. CHATTIER, Chairman 
High Ter-pert ture Hydraulic Conference 
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INTRODUCTION 

BY 

LEO MORSE CHATTLER 

HEAD, ACTUATING AND FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS SECTION 

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS 

Good morning, gentlemen.  For sometime now we have all been talking about 
the high temperature problem In aircraft hydraulic systems.  In fact some of you have 
expressed considerable concern about the lack of activity in developing high tempera- 
ture hydraulic components. In this regard, as Commander Weatherup pointed out, with 
the limited personnel available in the government units concerned with these systems, 
we can only do first things first and high tomperature hydraulics is now first. 

I believe that we all agree that by exerting a joint effort en this problem, 
we will be able to progress at a greater rate. Thus, this conference was called to 
bring everyone up to date on the accomplishments of c'.\e  Airframc Industry and the 
Services. Also that «re may be coordinated in our future efforts. 

From the Information presented at this meeting and with your concurrence, 
I expect that we should be able to establish in the minutes of this meeting the 
followingi 

1. Upper operating temperature limit of MIL-0-5606 fluid. 

2. A second higher temperature limit for new high temperature fluids. 

3. A specified fluid for use with the second step temperature range. 

h.    A complete summary of the airframe manufacturers research, development 
and test experience on equipment and devices above 160°F. 

?. A firm Industry-Services program for developing, tasting and producing 
high temperature hydraulic systems with a very high dwgree of reli- 
ability. 

In regard to these temperature limits, I have beau concerned for- sometime 
with the fact that people speak about extremely high temperatures in our airplane 
hydraulic systems and yet I find that the actually measured temperature data on our 
present day aircraft is very meager.  I hope wo get some good data during this meeting* 

Many companies have taken the approach of nno trouble, why worry about the 
tecpsrat'.'-s". This approach Kay have sufficed in the past, but will not be acceptable 
for the present or the future. The reasons for this is obvious. With a hydraullcally 
operated flight control system we are no longer in a position to wait for a failure 
pattern before we fix up our airplanes, because this will mean the loss of aircraft 
and pilots. We must know what trw "_ife of our components is going to be, because, 
unlike heretofore we will have to establish equipment replacement schedules so that 
the equipment can be replaced on an airplane before it falls. Thus, we must know what 
our actual airplane hydraulic system temperatures are. 

The actual life of components and our ability to accurately determine this 
life will have a strong influence on how the airplane systems will be designed. To- 
day we have two schools of thought on flight control systems, for example. Some feel 
that a 2 pump system where one pump supplies one flight control system exclusively 
and the other pump supplies a combination alternate flight control and utility system 
is an adequate system arrangement. Others feel that we should have a 3 pump system 
so that we have two completely independent flight control systems and an independent 
utility system. The major reason being thrt any utility component, and these compon- 
ents are as high in number an 70, when it falls should not fail one part of the dual 
flight control system. It is obvious that for the former type system, to have any 
success whatsoever, we need a very high degree of reliability of the hydraulic system. 
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PART II A 

Information on Materials, Finishes, Design Criteria and Tests bn 16C°F and 
above components and systems as presented by the alrframe manufacturers. 



MR, CHATTL12R: We will now continue with Part C of Item I, which is infor- 
mation on materials, finishes, design criteria and tests on 160 degree ? and above 
components and systems in which the contractor has been engaged, and additional com- 
ments and recommendations of each company. We will first hear from Mr. Ralph Middle- 
ton of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation,. 

MR. MIDDLETONj LOCKHEED; As far as testing is concerned, we recently start- 
ed tha series of te3ts looking towards development of suitable packings primarily. 
We haven't done anything at all on testing of components of pumps or valves. 

Our packing consideration we feel would be reasonable to use in some of these 
spots, which represent hot spots in the airplane and particularly with respect to land 
seals. We have set up a packing test fixture which consists of a rod without any pis- 
ton hcnd on It which is cyoled through a block which has removable glands at each end 
so we can put in any type of packing we happen to think of for test purposes, and we 
can either circulate the fluid through this block or ha^» it static in the block. 
It's heated by means of electric heaters lnstal.ed in cavities in the block itself and 
one hT.tar is within the hole on the rod. This unit is cycled by means of another rod 
attached to it. We can vary the rate of cycling and the stroke and we can also, at 
the same time vary the pressure applied hydraulically to the test unit. 

We can impulse it or cycle it in any manner seemed desirable. We haven't 
done much with that system as yet. However, we have used a few preliminaries, using 
67 holdings. Also we have teflon back-up rings. Using PRP Los Angeles packing and 
also Parker packings, a standard approved oompound. 

The method which we have tentatively arrived at for cycling was a one inch 
and one cycle per second. We picked a temperature for this test of WO degrees F 
feeling it was better to start off with a single temperature »nd then arrive at a cycl- 
ing rate which could bo kept constant, and hadn't attempted to evaluate the materials 
available. 

So in order to be above any temperature which we could see in the near future 
for our systess, we picked '+00 degrees. The test which we have run at kCO  degrees, 
using this rate of cycling and impulsing the Input of fluids so that the pressure im- 
pulse of 3000 psi is started simultaneously with the rod. Then at the end of the 
stroke, the pressure is released and the rod is moved in the other direction for atmos- 
pheric pressure. That seemed to give us a means of cycling, which would in some res- 
pects approximate what happens in the actuating cylinder. Using this method, we were 
able to cycle a standard figuration of standard "0" rings and back-ups about 7000 cy- 
cles, at which time we got a failure. However, apparently we were getting some leak- 
age which we were unable to evaluate because of the heat and since we were using 5606 
fluid we couldn't collect any leakage. So that failure was determined by actual break- 
down of the seal which produced a heavy rate of leakage and loss of pressure. The 
failure in each case consisted of—in the case of the leather—consisted of complete 
loss of the leather. The "0" ring itself got hard and brittle and had broken apart. 

Our next attempt with the standard "0" ring and the teflon back-up rings 
produced much better results. We were able to get a little over 17,000 cycles on it 
at which time the selector valve failed and we had to stop that particular test and 
since a certain amount of soaking statically at the temperature occurs, we discontin- 
ued chat test and started out with new packings because we feel at some time during 
the course of our testing we want to introduce another test where we do have a shaking 
period statically Interposed between a number of cycles and a certain number of min- 
utes static. 

Based on what we have observed in the one airplane, we feel that the static 
soaking may have a bearing on the packing life. We have been playing around to some 
degree with the static seals, metallic static seal, which was recommended to us by 
Wright Kiel'*  -id sc far we haven't gone far enough with it to tell much about it. We 
have had di  .-•'  ty  getting parts made. Static seals have, in general, given us quite 
a bit of tro ,  t  particularly in this hot section in the airplane. We have had in 
actual number more static seal failures than we liave had dynamic seal failures. Of 
course, percentage-wine, that isn't true, because there are more ststic seals in the 
system. 

In an attempt to evaluate that, we have run a series of tests where we have 
not impulsed it but have Just soaked It. And we had temperatures ranging from 160 to 
300 degrees. 160, 230 and 300 were the three temperatures used for various lengths of 



tine, from one day through seven days, examining one sample seal each 2lf-hour period. 

In the course of that evaluation we tried most of the various high tempera- 
ture compounds which were recommended to us by Linear, by Parker and by Plastic Prod- 
ucts. Those were tried along with samples of the standard compounds* 

In every case the appearance of the seal and its physical properties at the 
•nd of even 2U- hours at 300 degrees was very poor. 

As far as we can determine, the high temperature compounds which were pre- 
sented to us for testing, didn't appear to have any more merit than the standard com- 
pounds ve were testing. They seemed to have the same characteristics and in the gen- 
eral appearance of the seal. We did not run any impulse tests on that set up. 

I gueSs that's about all the data I have to present at this time. Maybe I 
can think of BOre to add during the course of the discussion. 

MR. CHATTLERi We will now hear from Mr. Detweiller of Lockheed Aircraft 
Corporation. 

MR. DETWEILLER, LOCKHEBDi Things I have to say are In regard to the early 
st££9s of the test program which we have embarked on for the testing of packings for 
use of the elevated temperatures. 

This setup that Ralph Middleton mentioned, where ve have the gland installa- 
tion on a straight shaft, operating the shaft through a 1" stroke we have baen running 
at 1*00 degrees F, using standard packings, the more recent test being with teflon 
back-up rings. 

The last test completed shows evidence that our procedure was not adequate 
Inasmuch as we have been running at the elevated temperature. This is wrong for two 
reasonsi One is that we found that after having run large numbers of cycles at the 
•levated temperature, any time we reduced the temperature to say room temperature, 
70 or 80 degrees, we Immediately had leakage, while after warming up again, Just befom 
100 degrees, the leakage would discontinue. 

Naturally, a package is not very good if it seals only when it is hot. That 
would indicate that any test program that you embark on to test synthetic or rubber- 
like packings would require a temperature range—that is, you don't run a large number 
at an/ one cycle, but periodically, throughout the duration of the test, you have to 
decrease the temperature to see where the leakage will develop. 

The other thing is that tne thermal expansion of the rubber seems to be pro- 
viding a characteristic which is to be considered. The volume of the "0" ring in it* 
room temperature situation is less than the volume of the groove.  It is less than 
100 percent occupation; on the order of 80 percent, or something like that. After 
having run 28,000 cycles, when we take the packing out it's very apparent that it had 
100 percent occupation or greater than 100 percent. 

Inasmuch as the teflon rings—we had teflon on both sides of the ring, in 
other words, pressure side and external side—we had as much destruction on the teflon 
as we did without the teflon. We were getting to where we had more than 100 percent 
occupation. 

The only information we have been able to find on the expansion of rubber 
would indicate that it's in the neighborhood of as much as 12 times that of aluminum 
which,of course, then indicates tte higher the temperature you go to the =ore sritlcal 
the occupation might be. 

If you have to decide whether you want to provide more grooved volume, in 
order to acc«pt the full volume of high temperatures, cr whether jreu vant to try somehow 
to keep the ring from extruding while you're providing more than 100 percent occupation. 
I'm not sure which is the right direction to go, but at lease that needs to be consid- 
ered. That's probably one reason why we provided a good seal at high temperature; we 
didn't have a seal at low temperature. We got more than 100 percent occupation and it 
started to seal at that point. 

MR. CHATTLFR: Any questions? 

MR. KELLER: I'd Just like to add to that.  Instead of considering that in 
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terms of temperature, there's a lot of swell In any elastic being in a fluid. 

We noticed where we had "0" rings at high temperature they have swelled. 
Take them out and set them aside and they would go down. Wouldn't you say that would 
be true, Bart? 

BARTi That's true. 

MR. DETWEILLERJ While these first tests we ran w?~e with leather back-up 
rings, the leather rings got hard and broke the "0" ring. After 28,000 cycles, using 
teflon, they were almost like new.  I happen to have them in my briefcase if anybody 
wants to see them. That's when they were run with teflon. Apparently there is some- 
thing that happens at UO0 degrees. 

MR. CHATTLER*  Any other questions? 

We'll go to Glenn L. Martin'3 experiences. Have you run any tests at all 
at high temperature? 

MR. COOKEJ No. Leo, we haven't had any specific high temperature tests. 

MR. CHATTLER: Okay, nothing from Glenn L. Martin. How about McDonnell? 

MR. IRWINi No, we haven't run any high temperature tests either, Leo. 

MR. CHATTLER« Next is Mr, Oppenheim of North American Aviation, Inglewood. 

MR. OPPENHEIM. NORTH AMERICAN!  !,  . \ppendlx 1) We have here a summary of 
all high temperature evaluations to date, «• '  r, there isn't enough to go around. 
I would like the services to each get one, ana .ne to each manufacturer hare. 

In general, the summary clarifies past experiences up to 250 degrees F and 
the present trend and also future trends. The data included in the report is a sum- 
mary of North American findings and the services and contributions from other manu- 
facturers. In the lab we have run screening tests on various fluids with the 5606 
and the diester fluid, ML 3908, the Cal.Research product, and the OSU^-l from Monsanto. 
We screen these fluids on a pump analy'.a that was run at 300 degrees F. These pumps 
were built to give system pressure and also flow. 

Just a quick rundown on the total number of hours that each pump ran with the- 
varlous types of fluidst With the MIL-5606. we had 22.2 hours of total testing time 
after 300 degrees F. This failed to maintain system pressure. The other pump ran 
likewise, 22.2 hours at the same temperature and also failed to maintain the system 
pressure. 

On the ML 2029 fluid, which is the diester base fluid, we had a pump failure 
after 6 and 7*1 hours at 300 degrees. MLO ^938 fluid, one pump ran 1*0.5 hours. 

This information is on Page 10. Some of the problems •neountared hare were 
piston bore problems. Ve also had packing difficulties and lack of pump and fluid 
conditions, and we had thermo difficulties causing the binding of moving elements as 
well as fleecing of the pistons in the oyllndar. 

From this analysis we screen our future test fluid, vh; jh Is 0S'+5-l. For 
our future work we have been going along with this work. However, from other reoords, 
there is a development of MLO 8200 which is a California Research product, It's a new 
product, just developed. 

MR. CHATTLERt Lt. Kirs, is your ML 8200 the eta- as tii* Cal. numbs?? 

LT. KINOi Cal. Research developed them all under the Air Force. MLO means 
Materials Laboratory Order. "23 vas the first group developed from a C6-C8 sllloate. 
There vas a oholoe of C6-C8 x-atio for the best viscority characteristics. That mater- 
ial was thickened with a silicon which was later found not to-be too compatible. Also 
some sludging was noted. To try to get away from this the attempt vas made to toss 
what average oil .der call soap In. There you have 6938. That did not prove successful 
because we had an inner aotlon of the sllloon and soap. That's the reason for the 
excessive oorrosion. 
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About this time Mr. Keller dwveluped a vapor phase oxidation phenomena or 
what hfive you. We felt that a flas>- point of 350 for an oil developed for <HX> degrees 
maximum use was probably too low. but Increasing the flash point, which is a crude 
measure of Tapor, we would decrease the amount of material In the vapor phase and 
therefore decrease Its susceptibility to oxidation. 

In other words, to do that we had to go to a dimeta silicate. However, this 
8200 is the final thing under a contract which you might have noted were in the Cal. 
Research report either C6 or C8. We have added to this a metal deactlvator. 

MR. OPPENHEIMJ As far as the system of components, we have a little infor- 
mation as to that, and that is on Page 11. 

MEMBER1 What kind of pump is that? 

MR. OPPENHEIMi Vickers 1503 constant delivery pump. It seems like the 
question mark is in the number of hours that a system or component can operate is 
determined, by the "0" ring in the packing material. It seems that most of your "0" 
rings and packings will take a permanent set after 5 hours of actual operation or 
soaking at your higher temperatures. 

After that Is mostly a direct correlation between wear characteristics as to 
when the "0" ring will fail. We have tried various "0" rings—the standard "0" ring 
and the selastic material. However, the selastlcs are not compatible with 0SW5-1. 
There is a hundred percent swell in that Instant. 

Here is the picture of the "0" ring before and after it was iaaerssd in 0S**5 
for a 2'f-hour period. However, this is not the oase with your standard packing. There 
is difficulty with your hose assemblies and to date we have not too conclusive infor- 
mation on the ability of present hoses to withstand 50 hours of 300 degree operation 
which we are attempting at present to standardise. 

The leather back-up rings will oharr after approximately 5 hours of opera- 
tion at 300 degrees F and will crystaDize and score the actuating cylinders. Teflon 
back-ups work satisfactorily. However, there was evidence of cold flowing and a 
slight feathering condition. 

We had a few failures in our types of solenoid colls. We used the standard 
units and their solenoid coils did burn out after a period of testing at 300 degrees P 
and changed it to a Marvista type solenoid and it has worked satisfactorily up to 300 
hours F. 

The filter will be satisfactory after 2500 hours of operation. We have tried 
the Permanent Corporation's special metal filter and it is very satisfactory at 300 
degrees F. 

At present, we are attempting to evaluate a variable volume pump which is a 
Vickers, 6 gallon type. 

MR. CHATTLKRi This latter test you spoke about was 5606? 

MR. OPPENHEIM: That was OSM-5 with all 3 t}~e3 of fluid. At present, this 
variable volume pump, which is the 320? standard pump, we have run the system for 20 
hours to data and the volumetric efficiency decreased from 98 percent to 93 percent. 

Ti.9 internal leakage acres- the drive and load cylinder was approximately 
15 drops %t%mr  20 hours. The cycling rate was ? cycles p&r mlnut.. 

This operation is an intermittent operation, so to speak, that we stsj'l anew 
each morning and warm up rapidly from an ambient condition from around 65 dagi-ees and 
we have a temperature rise 2-1/2 degrees pe-* minute in our chamber. The sC.-oal testing 
tine per day when would be 5 hours at 300 degrees* 

To date we had some experience with the spring tensions losing thfcir durabil- 
ity and also a loss of system pressure, especially in the Vickers type relle* valves. 
I think that*s about all. 

MR. CHATTLSR? Any questions? 

MR. LANGt Is this 0S>+5 you use that which Monsanto calls Skydrol? 



MR. OPPENHEIMi No, It's not Skydrol, but It's a later development. 

MR. LAVQt    But you use the standard type "0" ring? 

MR. OPPENHEIMi Yes. 

DR. KLAUS, PENH STATE: How do you heat the fluid In the pump? 

MR. OPPENHEIMi We heat it through a relief valve system. We have Jackets 
around the pumps and the case temperature was approximately 300 degress and the oil 
inlet was minus 2 degrees* 

DR. KLAUSt  In looking at these data, this PLR 3039, you mentioned that's 
not a high -iiester. That is the poorest diester you could pick, which falls apart 
thermally at about kOO  degrees.  It was never intended for high temperatures.  It was 
intended for 250 or 300, in which area it is apparently working fine. This type you 
are looking for is MIL-78O8, the jet inlet oil spec, which gives you another 150 de- 
grees.  Mesters of that sort we've run in our test stand for 12 or 15 hours at 500 
to 525 degrees F, end a total of Uo  hours above 350 degrees F without any appreciable 
deterioration in the oil. It's not currently an aircraft type pump. 

That happens to be a little Vlckers Vane Pump which is manufactured for the 
General Motors Corporation and is used as a power steering unit. You probably have 
them in your Chevrolet if you have power steering in the 195V model. But General 
Motors and Vickers rated It at 500 degrees. We ran it with a fluid and as I said, we 
have WO hours operating time.  It's an interesting pump In that all the varying mem- 
bers are steel. 

The vanes are located against the cam ring by centrifugal force. The bush- 
ings are loaded by hydraulic pressure, so differential expansion problems are nil. 

I think there's some misunderstanding on 3039* A number of tests hiive been 
run in industry on diester type of fluids and the reason for that was to catch low 
temperature performance. 

Let me mention, as far as I know, 3039 is obsolete. Fluids meeting this 
spec 6387 are now not being produced from secondary alcohols, but they do meet the 
lov temperature properties. That is. you can get the high temperature properties of 
the 7808 and still be under the low temperatures. 

LT. KINGi I'm recovering from Doug Moreton's cigar, but getting back to 
30391 and tests in general on the pump. 3039 was designed for use on the standard 
alternator drive. I'm a hacker when It comes to mechanics, but I believe that was a 
combined hydraulic motor-governor affair. You hydraulic engineers know a lot more 
than I do about it, but we have even more than 500 hours in service out of 3039 and in 
lubricity it was all right. 

Right now we're studying some of the material for the reclamation program. 
Some of that fluid used 500 hours was examined by Penn State under the original work 
of putting it in the alternator drive. At the end of 500 hours it still looked good. 

at 160? 
My question is, are we still trying to measure lubricity on pumps designed 

MR. CHATTLER: Let's answer that later on, when wc talk about pumps. 

Tomorrow morning wt are going to cover tha eompensnts, materials, fluiut 
etc., and for that dlaoussion you will all hav* had the benefit or the pressnt expedi- 
ences of th« 'Industry, so we will be able to finalise cur thinking about what we 
should be doing in the future. That's why I arranged the program in voltf manner. 

For the remainder of the afternoon I want to finish tne presentation of the 
company experiences in high temperature test work. Therefore, during the course of 
the aftsrnoon, don't gm'c  concerned if some point goes by that you think you ought to 
have your aay on. You will have time to do that tomorrow. 

We finished North Amenoan, Xnglewond. The nixt company it Republic Aviation. 



MR. FERENS, REPUBLIC AVIATION: We have beer, working on hydraulic fluids 
and components materials for some future airplanes. However, we do not have extensive 
data to repor-c on as yet. We have, however, run a two hundred hour 300 degrees F 
hydraulic pump test on New York Air Brake pump satisfactorily through the two hundred- 
hour test on a Texaco diester type hydraulic fluid DL-122-3. 

We have also run ccsspatiMJity tests on various synthetic rubbers and other 
materials used in the hydraulic system on rubber, plus Monsanto 0S-h5  and this Texas 
fluid and some other diester material. However, we are setting up a thermo chamber 
for testing a typical hydraulic system for testing all the components at elevated 
temperatures. This equipment is nearing completion, and ve hope to start testing 
various fluids and components in the near future, such things as performance of pumps, 
coatings, various coating compounds, other types of hydraulic seals, filter elements, 
electrical units, pressure switches, cylinders themselves—the full assembly Inside of 
the cylinders— and all of those types of problems. 

We hope to start testing on this phase of the program the next month or so. 

MR. POLLARD, REPOBLIC AVIATION: This is the spring material temperature 
data. It Is taken from a paper given to the ASMS by Harold C.R. Carlson, in one of 
a series of sessions they held in New York last fall covering all phases of spring 
designi 

"Permissible Elevated Temperatures for springs. Loss of load at these 
temperatures Is less than 5%  in *f8 hours. 

Springs used at high temperatures exert less load and have larger deflec- 
tions under load than at room temperature. The modulus of elasticity, which deter- 
mines deflection, is reduced with Increased temperatures thereby causing greater deflec- 
tion under load. The torsional modulus for steel may be 11,200,000 at room temperature, 
but it will drop to 10,600,000 at WOO degrees F. and will be only 10,000,000 at 800 
degrees F. The elastic limit also reduces in value, thereby lowering the permissible 
working stress. 

RECOMMENDATIONSi Design stresses should be as low as possible for all springs 
used at elevated temperatures. Corrosive conditions usually occur with high tempera- 
tures—especially with steam—and may require using a corrosion resistant materials 
Allow for 5% loss of load. The temperatures listed may be Increased 20 degrees to UO 
degrees, but the loss of load may be nearer 10JC. The materials are Ir. the heat treated 
or spring temper condition. 

SPRING PERMISSIBLE 
MATERIAL ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 

Brass Spring Wire ^O^F. 
Phosphor Bronze 225?F, 
Music Wire 250°F. 
Beryllium Copper 300°F. 
Hard Drawn Steel Wire 325°F. 
Carbon Spring Steels 375°F. 
Alloy Spring Steels >+00oF. 
Monel U-25°F. 
K-Monei W50°F. 
Z-Nickel Type B 500°F. 
Stainless Steel 18-8 550°F. 
Stainless Chromium **31 &00°K. 
Inconel 700°F. 
High Speed Steel 775°F. 
Inconel-X 850CF. 
Chrome-Moly-Vanadi"m 9C0°F. 
Cobenlum, Elgiloy 1000°F." 

MR. CHATTLER: Any questions? 

MR. KELLERt What was the New York Air Brake pump used in the test? 

MR. FERENSi This is a 66WA300. It;s a standard pump* except with modifica- 
tions for the damping portion of it to eliminate some ci.itv.ar, the higher temperatures 
to bring about low viscosity. The temperature was kept at 300 degrees. It was a 



two-hundred hour test that went up from 150 degrees on up to 300 degrees over a period 
of a hundred hours of operation, followed by a hundred hours at 300 degrees, at 3000-lb 
pressure and full flow. 

DR. KLAUSi  Do you know what the viscosity of the Texas fluid was that you 
mentioned? 

MR. FERENSt About 3.8 centistokes. 

MR. SHARP* Did you notice any difference in the running of the pump when 
you got to 100 degrees or higher, say, in the sound of it? 

ported— 

fluid? 

MR. FERENSt Actually the pump was run at New York Air Brake, and they re- 

MR. SHARP: You didn't observe the operation? 

MR. FERENS: I knew that it was operating. 

MR. SHARP» Do you know what the aileron pressure was? 

MR. FERENSt Slight suction on the aileron. 

MR. WEINER, NORTH AMERICANi What was the code designation of the Texas 

MR. FERENSt TL-2293. They added ai; inhibitor to It and called it 236»f. 
2293 is the same as the 2361*- that you may have had, without the oxidstion inhibitor. 

MR. PCLLARDi The fellows at New York Air Brake reported that, if anything, 
the pump ran smoother and quieter with this fluid—and at the temperatures around 250 
degrees and 300 degrees—than before. 

MR. CHATTLERt Did you give the viscosity temperature extremes on that fluid? 

MR. FERENS: It's about 5000 centistokes @ ~k0  degrees F. 

MR. SHARPt Was the response of this pump that you had at room temperature? 

MR. FERENSt They didn't take the response time at New York Air Brake. 

MR. KELLER: We have had some of this fluid, and we noticed that upon stor- 
age acid crystals formed that came out of the fluid and formed on the bottom of the 
container* Have you noticed anything of this nature with the fluid? 

MR. FERENSt No, we haven't yet. We may have, with the material with the 
inhibitor in It. 

MR. KELLERt If you had the material with the inhibitor in It? Maybe some 
of the Inhibitor came out of It. 

QUESTION: Was it green color? 

KR. FERENSt Right. 

QUESTIONt You say It is an acid? 

MR. FERENSt That's whet we are told* 

KR. WEISERt It's crystals, not acid. 

MR. CHATTLERi Our r.*xt company is North American, Columbus. Do you have 
anything, Bob? 

MR. KIBELE, NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, COLUMBUSt No, I have nothing to add. 

MR. CHATTLERi Then we have Convair. 

MR. KLEVEN. CONVAIR. FORT WORTHi Our attention is in the starting phases. 



We have done a little work on fluid and packings. We essentially have no results 
except preliminary screening until we get readings on a test which is now complete. 
We expect to get some more results fairly soon. 

We have been testing fabrication of three or four half-bard resistant steel 
tubings in half-inch and three-quarter inch diameter", the purpose there to try to 
regain some of the weight due to reduced strength at high temperature. We found that 
In these sizes the tubings will flar satisfactorily; the bending has been question- 
able, but we have been able to get bends down to the standard minimum. We believe 
heavier tools are needed to accomplish the bends satisfactorily, and we've got to cor- 
relate the results we have so far with the minimum possible or allowable elongation, 
as against the 12 or 15 percent that the material wc are testing actually exhibits. 
The minimum allowed was 7 percent. 

We checked some felt wipers, Types 5 and 7 @ 350 degrees F* When they were 
soaked In MIL-O-5606 fluid up to nine hours, despite yellowing, the felts were satis- 
factory for the purpose to retain the absorbency, and there was no noticeable impair- 
ment. 

To test the usability of AK818 nuts with steel tubing 350 degrees F, we've 
only got some partial results which were mainly aimed at checking the predictability. 
We have been able to correlate the fact of initial stress as against that stress built 
up—rather, the initial torque—if it results in excessive tension in the nut due to 
the friction not being what we expect, could at the higher temperature mean that the 
stress is excessive and means cycling of the stress at a high value, due to failure 
due to fatigue. 

I have some comments and recommendations that 1 would like to make, and the 
primary one here is with respect to the temperature objective of our development pro- 
grams here, overall Industry and Service wide. For our purposes, we found that 350 
degrees will do the Job, by tailoring the system to that temperature. 

During the period of about the past year, despite considerable development 
activity, there has apparently been little progress toward attainment of elastomer 
packing matiL^ials suitable for application in the -65 to HOO degrees F temperature 
range. WADC has agreed with Convair that the up to 350 degrees F .-ange represents a 
fairly well-define-i class of service for urgent near future needs, since requirements 
beyond this are generally for levels so much higher as to constitute a super high temp- 
erature class. Since present Ccnvair needs also are for -65 to 350 degrees F system 
(fluid) operating tasperatures, it is xocommended that, as an objective for standard- 
ization and coordinated development, a class be established for this range. The 350 
degress F goal should supplant '+00 degrees F or higher values for current major efforts 
for the following reasonst 

1. It appears that successful attainment of Woo degrees F continuous duty 
for all necessary hydraulic elements will be reached only with great dlffljullv, par- 
ticularly in the case of packings, hose and pumps. Fair success at 300 degrees F and 
limited operablllty at 350 degrees F seems to indicate that with reasonable progress 
350 degrees F can be reached in the near future In time for use on piloted aircraft 
projects now In work. 

2. Lack of early standards for high temperature elements encourages adop- 
tion of Individual design solutions and thereby delays realization of the benefits 
of standardization. Existence cf standards for some value of elevated temperature will 
encourage efforts to design aircraft hydraulic systems for such a limit. Tha operat- 
ing temperature used for design Is usually subject to some dogree of selection wherein 
peak ambient temperature Is the floor value. An objective of 350 degrees F will pro- 
mote earlier standards. 

3* A temperature of 350 degrees F provides a differential over ambient 
suitable for ram air fluid cooling and static system exposure In most piloted aircraft 
flying speeds now believed in work. 

*+. Formal adoption of a 350 degrees F limit should greatly increase the 
chances of success for this value. The possibility of soon obtaining 350 degrees F 
elements as a by-product of working for higher temperatures is not goon, since lines 
of Investigation will probably not be adequately explored unless there is potential 
for the higher temperature. 



5. A more attainable goal, such at 350 degress F could be an inducement 
to greater Independent efi'orts by commercial suppliers.  Dissemination of information 
emphasizing a particular objective ulght also be very useful In overcoming present 
supplier reluctance v;hlch seems to be caused severally by confusion, pessimism with 
regard to technical success and uncertainty of commercial value in view of application 
variations. 

6. Concentration of effort Increases possibilities of success. 

7. Attainment of satisfactory continuous duty equipment for 350 degrees F 
would probably permit applications for higher temperatures where endurance is limited. 
Missiles are a representative case. 

8. Establishment of a temperature class to 350 degrees F does not exclude 
work for higher temperatures but places emphasis where need Is great•  . If a near 
future realizeable limit is not set it may be found that the substam A.  aircraft per- 
formance advance possible with 350 degrees F will be in postponement indefinitely for 
the purpose of developing hydraulic elements to some ultimate high temperature capabil- 
ity. 

9. If during 350 degrees development, leads are found which promise cap- 
ability for higher temperatures, the periodic Services-Industry review will enable 
redirection of the program if conditions warrant. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Any questions? 

Ma wm now have Mr. Sharp of Convalr. San Diego. 

MR. SHARP: Mr. Chattier, we don't have a great deal of high-temperature 
experience, because we have been trying to build current airplanes to 160 degrees F 
specification limit, All our efforts have been directed to holding the line. How we 
did it, I'll have more to say about in Just a moment. 

One thing—it's a little bit of a sideline, as long as we are talking about 
160 degrees experience—is a low pressure reservoir application of a low-range seal, 
6-1/V' in diameter, with pressures ranging from zero to 60 psl. We found that if we 
put enough squeeze in the "0" ring to hold the pressures indicated over the range of 
temperatures, we got so much friction that we couldn't live with It. If we turned the 
"0" ring group down a little bit, we could hold her right under pressure, or at high 
pressure, but at least at low temperatures—that is, relatively high, 20 degrees or 
so, room temperature—caused quite a bit of leakage at low pressure. 

The problem has been solved for the time being by going to a low squeeze 
"0" ring. This gives an indication that the same thing m<ght be true over a spread of 
temperatures in a higher range, say 100 degrees to 300 degrees. 

The reason I was asking about pumps a few minutes ago—we have some of the 
very low serial number New York Air Brake three-gallon pumps, and on MIL-0-56-6 they 
have a tendency to pound as soon as the temperature reaches 200 degrees. We don't 
know what effect this has on pump Ufa, because we don't let it go on very long. We 
haven't worn a pump out yet, but when you hear something pounding the way these do, 
you become apprehensive as to the future of the equipment and shut it off. 

M?.. CnATTLER: You had WF-300? 

MR. SHARP: No, this is the 66 type. 

l:m glad you asked me. That reminds me we are operating thut at iu  psl 
pressure, suction pressure, so I don't believe that is a cavitation problem.  It just 
seems to be when the temperature reading goes Up, the pimps start to get noisy, in the 
new type of positive pistons. 

Is that your question? 

MR. CHATTLER:  Yes. 

MR. SHARP: 66 is the positive loading; 76 Is spring loaded. 

Most of our ground tests—we have learned to see how long it would take to 



pa-si 160 degrees F without any cooling on the different types of cooling, in an effort 
to hold the line in the specifications.  Ground teat on an actual airplane—It took 
five minutes without cooling to pass 160 degrees in normal use of the controls. The 
test run for another model, it took 15 minutes.  On the actual airplane the curve is 
so steep that I doubt if it would become aspirated at 350 or WOO degrees.  It's going 
right on up, apparently. Therefore, soae kind of cooling is imperative, and 1 mention 
this because I heard some comments this morning which led me to believe that people 
think that fuel cooling Is a good answer. They said, "We don't have the problem now, 
but we can always go to fuel cooling." W© have found, much to our sorrow, that this 
is not a good answer. The engine people are quite- critical over high temperatures in 
the fuel system. What's more, the pumps won't pump a mixture of vapor and fuel. You 
don't have to add much heat from the hydraulic system to run this thing out of sight. 

Ram air Is also out of the question, as most of you know, on high speed! air- 
craft, so we are going to have to find some way of Increasing the temperature limits 
sn cur oil, or else expend a lot of power refrigerating it. 

For immediate suggestions, I have only one, Leo, and that is to make it legal 
to exceed 160 degrees as soon as possible. 

Mil. CRATTLISRi It is legal to exceed 160 degrees F, see 5W)-A. 

Grumman Aircraft, do you have anything? 

MR. WEISSKCPFt We have nothing on aircraft dlrectl.. We did some work on 
missiles, which John Roukis will report on. 

MR. ROUKIS, GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT» We ran two tests, actual "'VJ One a short-time; 
another one a little longer. One of them about fifty miautes an'  TO minutes at about 
350 degrees Fj another test for about twenty to twenty-five hours, 

The first test was just to find out the characteristics of the system and 
find out wha ; temperature it would stabilize at, at 350 degrees F. The system was Nev 
York Air Braxe pump.  In the first case, it was short-time, 66WB350 pump, and the fluiO 
was Yukon LB300X. The second case, the twenty to twenty-five hours-plus, was made in 
conjunction with an actuator or response-test, hydraulic servo response test, and it 
was a 57WB300 pump. On one of these tests there were no detrimental effects due to 
operation under these conditions found. As X understand It—I didn't conduct tfce teat 
myself—the units were not inspected thoroughly but merely visually at the end to fee 
if there was anything wrong. There was nothing wrong, so It didn't go farther with the 
Inspection. 

There were no detrimental effects, by the way, on the AN-6227 "0" rings that 
we used in the system. That's about all I have, except that this Yukon is ar. oil about 
a hundred degrees higher viscosity curve than ordinary MIL-0-5606. At 300 degrees it 
had 5 centistokes viscosity. The application was actually, as 1 understand it, deter- 
mined mostly for lubrication properties, using chat oil to lubricate the gear case out- 
side the hydraul'.c system, so 1 ii not going to Justify the use of that oil a& an or- 
ganic solvent. 

MR. CHATTLBPJ Any questions? 

Mr. Bremer, do you have any information? 

Mrt. BREWER, BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY!  (See Appendix 2)  I have a limited 
assount of test dat* here I would like to present. 

To start with, our test facilities at present amount to a s«all hot-box, 
which we heat.  »."e ars planning to s .>'. up a  larger over, which will have a to« twnpera- 
ture limit of 600 degrees, very shortly. The primary object of our lab testing to date 
is to learn the limitations of existing seals and certain special seals, both Boeing- 
designed and outside-purchaser deals, to learn the limitations of hydraulic system com- 
ponents, such as filters, valves, sonar valves, and maintain a log on the pumps we use 
for running these tests. 

The pumps are probably the most expensive part of running the hot tests, and 
I have been very interested in hearing the comments from the others regarding pumps, 
particularly this one which was mentioned that ran at 550 degrees for s-0 hours. It 
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appears that It Is necessary to keep most of these mock-ups as simple as possible, In 
order to avoid breakdowns of components and hold up the entire test. So we have con- 
fined our system to a pump, ran it to actuator cylinders and mechanically-operated 
vilves. 

We also maintain a log of tubing and pitting failures. 

To date all of our testing has been done with MIL-0-5605 ell, in a tempera- 
ture range to 250 degrees. We have used only New York Air Brake pumps to date, 67B, 
67W and the 66W. In the future we plan to use the Monsanto 05J-U-5 oil. 

We have the series of tests broken down into legs of Tests 1 to 7. I don't 
know whether I should take time to describe these individually or not. 

MR. CHATTLER: Can you just review them briefly? 

MR. BREMERt  All right. 

Primarily on seals, we have been using teflon In combination with "0" rings, 
either teflon cut strips or teflon surrounding the "0" ring, and the "O" ring then 
acts as a spring and a static seal. 

The teflon seated to be pretty good at temperatures up to 350 degrees. How- 
ever, on some spot runs above that, we appeared to get considerable extrusion; the 
material is too soft. 

Now to come back to cap strips for a minute. Various styles of cap strips 
have been tried. Those with square ccrners tend to extrude much worse than those with 
chamfer or radius into the corners. We found that the extrusion can be eliminated 
somewhat by having a thicker section on each end, as this sketch here would Indicate. 

Generally speaking, the purolator, or standard filter element, breaks down 
after about eight hours of running at 350 degrees. Apparently, it's a glue that se- 
cures the end caps to the element. We tried various of ..no sslastic materials, 
7180 "0" rings, under the cap strips and as you know, they fesa excessively; but we 
figured protecting the oil ring vtth teflon gives a little better life. However, It 
did not prove to be true. Each of these tests is recorded with a current history. We 
maintain a log of the time in hours. 

for Instance, the temperature that you are runningt Now, at the end of each 
day's run—we start at 8:00 o'clock, run through the day and run a cycle straight 
through during the coollng-off period which starts around 3>00 in the afternoon. This 
curve shows the firing up of the system in the morning and dropping off while cycling 
each afternoon* Thay way we attempt to siaulate a six or seven-hour flight of air- 
craft. 

Any questions? 

MR. MAYHEW, REPUBLIC AVIATION:  On this teflon cap strip, did you ever make 
any friction measurements? 

MR. BREMER: Yes, we made friction measurements. I don't *>«ve the friction 
data with me. We're setting up a «oal friction uieasuring device now, with which we 
record break-way as well &<> running frictlou. 

MR. MAYHEWi Is that a long strip? 

MR. BREMER. It Is a machined strip.  It is machined out. You might call it 
a piece of tubing that is cut off as great lengths. 

MR. MAYHEWi  Do you have any sizes on what you did? 

MR. BREMERt All of our testing has been done on a cylinder which is 2" In 
diameter, the rod of which is 1". It's a double-ended rod, so we have balanced forces. 

MR. MAYHEWi Mr. Sharp went Into this question of having excessive friction 
in reservoir application, and I have something quite similar to it. I have a very 
large-size "0" ring, and I planned on using the material on top to cut down on the 
friction. That's why I was interested in the size. 

II 



MR. BREMERJ With a non-standard groove; that is, a groove that is deeper 
than is called for in tht spec, you would cut down on friction; and you would also 
cut the "0" ring to eliminate any possibility ox  having such failure. 

better. 

MR. WEISSKOPFJ Did you run any leakage checks with that on cap strips? 

MR. BRHMERt Yes, continuously, leakage checks were made.  I believe it is 

MR. STRAUS, WADCJ We have done quite a bit oi" work in that particular field. 

MR. BREMERJ We have been able to stretch the Teflon over the gland and 
under the "0" rings. We have also been able to compress the cap and put 1c onto a 
rod into a rod gland. 

MR. STRAUS:  In a rod gland it1a all right, but in a piston I know we have 
had a great deal of difficulty, especially where your cylinder bars are always cham- 
fered for Installation purposes. They require normal "0H rings, but to try to gst 
that cap atrip ..n there and get it in right is a pretty tough proposition. 

MR. BREMERJ  When chamfer is cut down we've had better success. 

MR. STRAUS:  I'm thinking about or a production basis. 

MR. BREMERJ  It is more difficult than "0" rin£, granted. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  I would like to see a little sketch, maybe, on the board. 
I am confused as to what the cap strip is. 

MR. BREMERJ  (Drawing on board) This is one variety we have tried. Just a 
straight—this is the centerllne of a piston—a straight cap strip. Now, then, this 
is the first version we tried. Then we came down to some reinforcement on each side 
end added chamfers to the corners. The original type—we got excessive extrusion at 
the elevated temperatures. This type, the extrusion was kept to a minimum, and our 
friction characteristics ran pretty much the same.  (See Appendix 2) 

MR. DETWEILLERj  How thick is that cap strip? 

MR. BREMERj  They vary in thickness; for a 2" size, from .0*tO to 080" thick- 
ness* 

MR. DETWEILLERJ Can you stretch that over the gland? 

MR. BREMERJ That's right.  This is the end of the piston, and this is the 
cap strip, which can be stretched over this gland, ind over into the groove. 

MR. DETWEILLERJ  DO you have drawings on your cap strips showing what your 
angles are, to put the legs on the ends? 

MR. BREMERJ Yes. 

MR. CHATTLER: This will all be In the report of the meeting, so you will 
get it.  (See Appendix 2) 

Any other questions? 

MR. MAYHEWj Can you tell ate who makes that? Did you make that yourself? 

MR. BREMERJ These have all been machined by Bcoing. However, there are 
other companies that do a lot of subcontract work that machine special. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Any other questions? 

The next compbny is Chance "/ought Aircraft. Mr. Ludwlg. 

MR. LUDWIO. CHANCE V0U0HT AIRCRAFT *    For some tlae now, we have bean taking 
components that have successfully passed the specification test at 10,000 cycles et 
160 degrees, and you might say, re-qualifying, running 15,000 cycles at 175 degrees 
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and 5?000 cycles at 250 degrees. In general, they will all do this, but the packing 
life is pretty shortjbut one change of packing seems to get them through.  Doing 
15,000 cycles at 175 degrees and 5,000 at 200 degrees seems to be no strain at all. 

We bought some British valves Just to test—that might be of interest—ran 
them 20,000 cycles at 175 degrees turned right around and ran them 20,000 more at 
200 degrees, and didn't have any trouble at all. That'3 about the extent of it. 

MR. MARTIN, DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT* Were they equipped with "0" rings or square 
sections? 

MR. LUDWiGt  "0" rings. 

MR. CHATTLERi  Any other questions? 

MR. BREMERi  I had a couple of questions here that I would like to ask.  One 
is regarding whether or not anyone has run metal seal. 

MR. CHATTLERi We will probably get into that tomorrow. 

MR. GREEN, WADCi  I would like to ask what kind of components Chance Vought 
tested. 

MR. LUDWIGt  These are cylinders, valves, the whole works. 

MR. CHATTLERi Can you get us specific information? 

MR. LUDWIGi  Weil, it's rather difficult. 

MR. CHATTLERt What did you do, just run the tests and throw away the 
information? 

MR. LUDWIG: This elevated temperature data has been mostly for our own 
Interest.  In other wordn. we qualify the equipment to the spec, ~\l  then our test- 
job people got a little bit enthvsed over this high-temperature deal, so they hav«» 
oeen taking components and on the side turning around and re-run them. We have sub- 
mitted certain isolated units to you on the basis of this 175 degrees F 1500 cycle 
and 275 degrees F at 5,000 arresting gear cylinder, is the one I know of. 

MR. CHATTLERi Would you please make a note and see if you have any test 
data? If you have, try to get it to me so we can put it in this report. 

MR. LUDWIGt I know we have a test report on the starting valve. 

MR. CHATTLERi  Douglas, Santa Monica. Mr. Murphy? 

MR. MURPHY, DOUALAS AIRCRAFT, SANTA MONICAI  I will have Mr. Martin speak. 

MR. MARTIN. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT. SANTA MONICAt When wo were introduced to this 
300 degrees problem about five years ago by our engineering department, at that time 
wu developed our laboratory to take care of 1+50 degrees; systems, components, and sub- 
systems. Since that time we have done considerable work at 300 degrees and at >+50 
degrees. I think Doug Moreton will report on most of the above 300 degrees work. 

At 300 degrees, well, I haven't brought any specific test results on it, we 
had a lot of tests en cylinders, relief valves, hose, pumps, packings; and to briefly 
cover the field, we didn't experience a great deal of trouble at 300 degrees on any 
components but hose, a few springs, relief valves, and j.-ckings.  I might add that 
accumulators, regulators rnd pumps were run at 250 degrees. 

On the packings, we have since--veil, about a year ago--undertaken a acre 
intensive R&D program in conjunction with Wright Field, and I would Ilka to define the 
limits of that work first and then generally cover the results of it. 

Details of the work we have done on that are b*>ing prepared and will be dis- 
tributed to your respective companies. There are probably some two thousand-ami-some 
tests Involved. 

Specifically, this packing development program dealt with MIL-O-5606 oil, 
300 degret*  operating conditions, test procedures generally in accordance with 
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MIL-P-5516A? but I think there is a lot to be said about methods for testing packing* 
and moat of this has been covered In the report that is coming out. 

Th"> analysis of the results i.« nlso vitally important.  It's very easy to 
mistake a packing failure for a back-up rallure, or vice versa.  In connection with 
that, the earlier part of the program, we found there were very few packings on the 
market that would withstand a 300 degrees temperature, and their performance was very 
short, vary limited—until we started using the Teflon. As I say, this work wa3 in- 
tended primarily to find out what the limits of standards were; how far could MIL-0- 
5606 oil be used and still obtain packing c jmpatibility--standard grooves, standard 
packing configurations.  In that respect, we worked mostly with letters. 

Then we started using the spiral Teflon, and found that, again, a certain 
amount of reproducibility in packing failure was lacking, since in some cases the 
Teflon would extruue, and in others it would not.  Later in the program we found that 
by reducing diametric clearances, we could get Teflons to perform satisfactorily in 
each successive test. Now the packing that we were working with predominantly was 
2-1/2" and called for diametric clearance of .002 to .007. We were operating at the 
outside, or .008. By reducing this diametric clearance to .005, we have had very good 
experience. 

At the present time we are reviewing quite a bit of the work that was done 
in previous packings. Most of this is done, but we are reviewing it again at the 
reduced diametric clearances and our results to date indicate there ara one or two 
packings that are compatible with MIL-0-5606 at 300 degrees. While I don't know ex- 
actly what the performance—or how the performance--of a packing at 300 degrees com- 
pares with service experience, or how it compares with a standard packing at 160 de- 
grees, we rather expect it will have somewhat reduced service life. 

The next phase of our program will be involved in determining whether the 
300 degrees packings that wc have will perform as satisfactorily at 160 degrees as 
standard packings perform at 160 degrees.  If this is true, we feel that most of the 
standard packings as wo know them today could be replaced with several of the high 
temperature compounds, and wind up with one or two packings that are good for the 
range -65 degrees to +300 degrees. 

As for packings above 300 degrees, there is little that we have don*»—I 
think there is little that can be said right now, until somebody decides what sort of 
fluids we use ovei 300 degrees.  Some of our experience, as Doug will report, indi- 
cates that standards are good on 0S-W5, and I think to define how good, you have to 
pretty well set down what the service requirements are—what is considered good. 

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that we also have worked with the 
cap seal that Mr. Bremer pointed out a short while ago.  We have had some experience 
with it, and that experience showed almost the same results that you obtained.  We 
have since, however, introduced some metal back-ups, to prevent any extrusion of ths 
Teflon, and thesut metal back-ups are not as unwieldy as you might think. Th.sy tr; 
manufactured from laminated shim stock—brass shim stock—and put a scarf cut on it, 
the same as the old cut Teflon had, so you can slip it over a piston head.  It works 
fairly well. 

MR. CHATTLERi Any questions? 

The next company is Douglas, HL Seguiido.  Do you have some information, J~hn? 

MR. BURNS, DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT, EL SEGUNDOt  El Segundo is pretty well dependent 
on Santa Monica for high temperature range. We haven't gone to temperatures above the 
operating temperatures in our systems. At present, that is at the 200 degrees racge= 

MR, CHATTLER; We'll have Mr. Keller, of Downey next. 

MR. KELLER» As you know, we have been working on this high temperature prob- 
lem for somewhat better than three years now, and a good part of what we have done has 
already been reported.  I think a larg* part of It was included in the minutes of the 
Lubrication Conference held at the Pentagon a year ago, November, and in the Lubrica- 
tion Conference held at Wright Field last April; and in the papers given in New York 
last April, and in comments that were mads at the various SAE meetings.  I'll Just 
cover a few of ihe more recent developments. 
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I  was interested to note that on this Bell problem they had no one who 
dared let liquid oxygen cool. We Just had made some tests with OS-45 in contact with 
liquid oxygen, because we have this problem, and we found—we poured two quarts of 
liquid oxygen into a hole and poured four ounces of 03-4-5-1 on top of it and put a 
C-l strip on it and fired it off—and nothing happened.  It wa3 quite surprising. 

Then we have a machine in which you put 3ome liquid oxygen, then some test 
material.  In this case we used 0S-l+5—and we hit them with a hammer--and they tell me 
you c»n explode practically any organic compound with that. We ran ten runs, and 
out of the ten runs we got one rather weak explosion. It's quite astounding, because 
the day before we made tnese runs, the man whose responsibility this sort of thing 
had been, had assured me that the combination wa? equivalent to TNT. 

We also had just finished making atest on a relief valve. We wanted a re- 
lief valve to operate up to 500 degrees F; as a matter of fact, from -65 degrees, if 
we could get it, to 500 degrees, and we got a relief valve from Pantex. We had Just 
finished the test on that last Thursday, and you might be interested to hear that the 
change in packing pressure, the dynamic packing pressure from -65 d«grees our packing 
pressure was 3^50 psl, and at 500 degrees it was 3*+25 psi; and we had a—it might go 
up or down 10 psi, and of course the ch »nge could be Just experimental error over that 
whole range. Really quite terrific. 

We've done a lot of work in the way of seals. It seems to me the remarks 
made about the back-up rings and the type of fuel we've had have been equally as im- 
portant with us, and we found that, for instance, we had trouble with Teflon like the 
other people did. 

MR. KELLERi  (See Figure I; This is a horrible example of what happens to a 
Teflon back-up ring at 350 degrees, after you work it a little bit. We had so many 
of these that this is just a very typical one, and nothing unusual at all. As the 
result of that, for anything above 350 degrees, we are not liable to consider the use 
of Teflon at ail. It's a nes»y thing to handle, and we have found pieces of Teflon 
floating around inside the hydraulic system. Where you have delicate servo valves, 
you don't want to have a piece of Teflon floating around. 

(See Figure II) This is what happens, again, with the Teflon at 350 degrees. 
This happens to be a neoprene-W seal in this particular picture, but we have had the 
same thing happen with the neo-M compounds and the standard "0" rings, and this is the 
sort of thing that gives us all sorts of fits when we try to operate at temperatures 
which are elevated to any particular degree. We Just keep on having tires e. 

We tried, as I mentioned at the recent SAE meeting, using some metallic 
back-up rings. Now these (See Figure IIA)  are solid back-up rings, made out of 
aluminum bronze, and unfortunately they require the use of a split piston in order to 
utilize them; but using a neoprene-W seal, and OS-^5-1, and using a seal test machine 
very similar to the one that is at WADC, operating a 1" stroke at 2 cycles per second— 
which is an extremely high-duty cycles—we operated for 100,000 cycles at WO  degrees 
with quite insignificant leakage, and a few small clouds of gas that we couldn't con- 
dense. We condensed most of the gas. 

So we do have trouble with this particular configuration, because of the 
requirement for the split piston. 

(See Figure III) We then tried making some spiral back-up rings out of 
aluminum bronze, and we found that we could machine those out of bar stock on a lathe 
witnout too much trouble; and we put these in the same testing machine at the same 
cycling rate and again operated these seals at '^OO degrees for 100,000 cycles. Th«.i-!s 
a little over 1^ hours, I recall, and the seal at the right in this case leaked 21 cc'3 
in the Ik hours; and the seal at the left, which looks considerably more horrible, 
didn't leak a bit. 

(See Figure IV) Now, this is a glass-loaded Teflon. We had heard great 
stories about what that would do, and ve trisd out the glass-loaded Teflon, but this 
particular test was made at 350 degrees and failed after 22,000 cycles. Again, this is 
a fairly typical failure of Teflon. 

(See Figure V) Here we have the comparison of two rings, neoprene-W again. 
The on3 at the right has the spiral bronze back-up ring, and the one on the left has 
the spiral Teflon; and they operated at *+50 degrees. Of course, we had 3000 psi be- 
tween the seals. The one at the left failed at 33,000 cycles, and the one at the 
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right had given no difficulty whatsoever up to this time. 

(See Figure VI) This particular seal test, again with neoprene-W oil ring* 
Th^se seals operated for 19,600 cycles, which is about 2-1/2 hours, at 500 degrees F, 
before the "0" rin,j at the right failed. There apparently was no failure on the "0" 
ring at the left, and we feel that we have at long last with the use of these metallic 
back-up rings finally gotten to the point where we are testing "0'" rings, rather than 
testing back-up rings. 

I don't have a picture of it, but Just before I left for here, we ran a test 
of the same sort of sealing setup with the neoprene-W seals at 520 degrees, and we 
got again—I think it was 18,000 cycles—roughly 2-1/2 hours again, at 520 degrees 
temperature. So this looks very encouraging as far aa the seals are concerned. We 
are going to try doing away with rubber now and Just use the metal. That would be the 
best thing, if we could work it. 

MR. CHATTLER: Any questions? 

MR. DETWEILLER: I have two questions: One, what was the wall thickness of 
the cylinder in which this thing operated; and the other is, what was your pressure 
cycle? 

MR. KELLER:  In this particular case we didn't hav a prossure cycle. We 
Just maintained a 3,000 psl. We didn't try impulsing it. So what we have is probabl7 
representative of what you might get in a gland seal, rather than in a piston seal 
itself. 

The wall thickness of the cylinder, I don't recall, Jim. We didn't take any 
particular pains to produce the cylinder. We Just hacked one out of the particular 
bar stock we happend to have. 

Incidentally, these back-up rings are machined to about a thousandth dia- 
metrical clearance; then we would vlng them up and put them in, so that when they are 
in operation, we have practically no fap for the "0" ring to extrude into. 

MR. MAYHEW: What was the material in the springs. 

MR. KELLER:  it was a steel body, with neoprene-W rings.  It had three static 
rings and one dynamic ring and lnconel spring. I don't know whether it was straight 
lnconel, or inconel-X, but it was one of the lnconelu. 

picture? 
MR. BURNS: The spiral of aluminum bronze, could you give us a clearance 

MR. KELLER: We were operating with clearance of the cylinder to the bore, 
the same, I think; that is .005 to .007. We followed the MIL spec on both the gland 
and the clearance. What we are trying to do is do something that we possibly could 
retro-fit into equipment which we had already designed to MIL specs. 

MR. BURNS: Physical dimensions, not including expansion, and pressure 
upsets? 

MR. KELLER: We kept them to meet the MIL specs at ccrm<>l dimensions. 

MR. IRWIN: The basic thickness of thread is approximately the same as a 
spiral Teflon? 

MR. KELLER: No, It's much thinner, because it's easier to cut this. We 
had about five laps on the spiral and left a gap of about half an inch, and then 
feathered the ends of the spiral in a full quarter of an inch, so the gap was prac- 
tically non-existent, and what expansion we had merely tended to wrap the thing up a 
little more and perhaps gave us a better seal. 

MR. IRWIN: After the spirals, do they end up with about the same net thick- 
ness? 

MK. KELLER: The net thickness is the same. We designed this thing for a 
direct replacement. It may be that optimum design for this sort of outfit would take 
a different king of plan, but we had tried to achieve something which could make a 
retrofit. 
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MR. LUDWIOi  I am interested irk what the cylinder material is and the fini*. 

MR. KELLERt  1 don't recall. It was a steel cylinder.  1 suspect it was 
*+130, mainly because around our place they don't seem to know hovto make anything out 
of anything else. 

MR. MIDDLETONt How much clearance was there in the gland itself—how much 
drop was there at the bottom of this rod—between that and the bottom of the groove? 
Was it a close fit, a tight fit, or was it fairly loose? 

MR. KELLERi I don't recall, Ralph. It was a fairly tight fit, Now, we 
cculd wing it up a little bit for Installation purposes. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  Did you wind up the radius of the groove? 

MR. KELLERt No, we didn't wind up the radius of the groove, We had a stand- 
ard groove. 

MR. STRAUS1 What was ths low temperature on the rubber compound? 

MR. KELLERi We have operated these particular compounds at -20 degrees, I 
think that is the lowest we have played with them, Prank. 

MR. BREMERt Were these 22,000 cycles put on continuously? 

MR. KELLERi They were put on continuously, yes. All these tests were start- 
ed »nd run until we had reached 100,000 cycles, or failure, 

MR. CHATTLERs What is your low temperature requirement on that? 

MR. KELLERi The specification still says -65 degrees. I don't believe it. 
We have a high temperature problem which we are going to meet, and if we can also 
meet low t*mp«rature specification requirements, we will do it.  If we can't meet them, 
we will still try to meet the high temperature requirement", to get the Job done. 

MR. CHATTLSR: The problem is the cold-soaking.  Do you damage anything by 
cold-soaking it? I seem to remember back in the old days when we were dealing with 
-Uo  rings that when we put them down to -65. heating them up didn't make any differ- 
ence, because they had been damaged already! 

This completes the experiences of the alrframe manufacturers. 
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MR. CHATTLER:  Good morning, gentlemen^  I trust you all had s.  pleasant 
evening in Washington last night. 

The first thing we'll cover this morning Is fluidst  packings and material!- 
We have a spec—or a proposed spec—on high temperature hydraulic fluid, which we will 
pass out at this time. 

Will you please take out your copy of the 18 December WADC-BUAER meeting? 
It should be dated In the corner the 18th. 

I suppose you've gathered—if you've read over the minutes of the three 
meetings we've had—that we're trying to formulate some program to help reach the ob- 
jective of getting a high temperature hydraulic system and one that would be in some 
sort of a standard form. 

You'll notice that we had selected two temperature ranges. The first temp- 
erature range we selected was 275 degrees F, based on using MIL-O-5606 fluids. 

During cur meetings with the material people at Wright Field, and based on 
the information that they received from Penn State, we felt that the 2/5 degrees 
temperature was a temperature that had sufficient margin so that w« would not have a 
problem in usxng the fluid. 

The thermal stability of the fluid was still very good at that temperature 
providing you did not have too much oxidation. On the basis of system design, we felt 
it probably would be necessary to specify an airless type system for 5606 above 200 
degrees F, so I'd like to open the discussion on temperature limit for MIL-O-5606. 

Do you have any questions? We have Dr. Klaus from Penn State here. Yester- 
day he gave you a copy of the Penn State report.  (See Appendix 3) We also have open 
for discussion a proposal to select the temperature limit of 275 degrees F. With this 
temperature we hope to be able to use several of the standard packings on the QFL list. 
fioe3 anyone have any question* on that temperature or the 5606 fluid being used at that 
temperature? 

MR. WILLIAMS, CONVAIRi Will you define the 275 degrees, is that comparable 
to our 160 or is it a hot spot or bulk oil temperature? 

MR. CHATTLER;  This is the marcimum temperature any place in the system. 

MR. WILLIAMSt This would be In effect then a hot spot. 

MR. CHATTLER;  Yes.  If you wanted to go above that we should go into the 
second range of fluids. 

MR.WILLIAMS: Leo, by "Hot spot" don't you think it's in the tubing or in 
that nature would it run beyond the 275? 

MR. CHATTLER: We've thought about that. You still have that fluid.  If you 
start breaking that down, even though It's n a column, you would be continually break- 
ing down new colums every time you actuated the system. 

MEMBER: That could be covered by changing fluid in the system. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I don't think it would be justified to change the fluid in the 
system every so many hours) however, we could consider changing the reservoir fluid. 
On the other hand most of your new airplanes don't have anything but a.  30 or 60 cubic 
inch compensator. 

LT. KING: Leo, there is no permanent breakdown of fluid. 

MR. CHATTLER: What if we have a system going to high temperature at some 
particular spot, what happens to the fluid? 

LT.KING: I'm q- Tting data compiled now by Penn State people under contract 
to us, and 5606, under al. lab tests appears to be thermally stable up to 500. Let's 
qualify this. 

Laboratory tests—there's no flight data on it, of course. 
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Thermally stable—that is not oxidat.ive stability. 

In other words, in a completely close! system your thermal stability would 
be adequate to 500. You've got a factor in 5606—I'm parading for Dr. Kluusj maybe 
he'd like to take over on it. 

DR. KLAUSi  In this case, where you had a closed system, you could put up 
with that much vapor pressure where you wouldn't volatilize the lower components.  Our 
test" indicate the material is satisfactory to 500. 

MR. CHATTLER? How about the pump wear? 

DR. KLAUS: You're talking about hot spots? In terms of tests of thermal 
stability or oxidation stability, there's no reason why the fluid shouldn't be satis- 
factory in hot spots above this 275? that is, in a tube where it is fairly well con- 
fined. 

You wouldn't want to go spraying it around in the air at that temperature, 
but in a hot spot in a tube, it should be staisfactory well above 275. 

MR. CHATTLER:  It doesn't break down? 

DR. KLAUS:  No. 

MR. CHATTLER:  It mixes in with the rest of the system and would be all right. 

DR. KLAUS: Right. However, I think 275 is a fairly realistic limit for the 
bulk oil tenperature,, 

MR. LUDWIG:  I have some eetual service data on that poinv. We tried to re- 
configure some orifice valves by pouring type metal in them. This material promptly 
melted out when we ran the valves. It came out in round BB shots. This temperature 
was in the order of WOO degrees yet the oil's okay. 

MR. CHATTLER: Then can someone make a recommendation on how high we want to 
go in hot spots? 

MEMBER: Shouldn't we consider the effect of the "0" ring at that temperature? 
I'm thinking In terms of tubing Itself. That's a separate proposition. 

MR. CHATTLER: That would be limited to the packing. 

MEMBER: Would the bulk temperature of 275 be acceptable for our packing? 

MR. CHATTLER: We'll get to that in a moment.  For the moment, a hot spot, 
a closed section of tubing, or even a cylinder with special packings in it someplace, 
how high can we go with 5606? 

DR. KLAUS: How high do you want to go? 

MR. CHATTLER: A thousand degrees. 

DR. KLAUS: That's a little high. We have ran oxidation tests at 500 degrees 
with this type of material and find that as long as the amount of oxygen Is limited to 
the aaount oi oxygen you might expect in the hydraulic system—I think there's some 
data here as to how ma ./ cubic feet of air we mix with hydraulic fluid—as long as you 
keep the amount of air low, the properties in the fluid are pretty good. You don't 
start, to form slugs unless . . . 

MR. CHATTLER: Does anybody want to nominate a temperature? 

DR. KLAUS; The limitations are going to be something other than the fluid 
properties themselves. 

DR. MORETON: I think we have to be reasonable about that.  I admit Dr. Klaus 
has data on that, but you'll run into trouble with your Industrial safety people. 
You'll run into trouble in operations, and when you start climbing above a hundred 
degrees you'll have high vapor trouble. 
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5606. 
LT. KINGt  In the 8200, we ran no vapor phase phenomena and have no data on 

DR. MORETON: You mentioned flash also, didn't you? 

LT. KINGi Yee: the reason for that reduced flashpoint, which is a fair mea- 
sure and measure volatility or vapor pressure, I think in the original VADC--BUAER 
meetings where this 275 vas discussed from the standpoint of packings, the system people 
would recommend you consider that as an overall high temperature operating limit. 

From the standpoint of the fluid itself, calling the shots, is it stable? 
Yes, it is stable, but as a system designer you have other things to consider. 

MR. CHATTLER: When talking about a small section—if you had a break, you'd 
pour out a small section of hot fluid. Then, of course, that would start your fire. 

LT. KING:  Do you cool that small section'/ 

MR. IRWINi You're missing a point.  I'm speaking of a closed area in a hot 
spot. We recognize the fire hazard in any case where the temperature is 200 or h  or 
500 degrees. You have the same problem of fuel. If you have a leak you're going to 
have a fire. Let's talk about normal operatlcns. We're going to have a fire if we're 
going to dump MIL-5606 on something hot. 

MR. POLLARD: There's another thing we have to consider in connection with 
the hot spots and that Is whether the fluid will be stagnant or circulating. It can 
stand more if it's circulating through the lines almost constantly than whore it's 
stagnant and you get the full effect of the heat. 

MR. CHATTLER: For the purposes of the flashpoint and the danger of a break 
in any area, of course the columns circulated or standing still, if it came up to that 
temperature you'd have the hazard. 

I'd l<ke to follow up a little more on the 8200 fluid. Lt. King, you said 
you bad a problem of a flash when this fluid hits the atmosphere. 

LT. KING:  In some of George Keller's testing he noted that we ran into a 
phenomena that we can call a vapor phase operation. As he slowly heated the fluid the 
temperature of the vapor above the fluid was greater than the temperature of the fluid. 
That increment increased to a point of burning. 
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You're heading for the barn when you're talking about that.  That's why they 
have these flashpoint things. They aren't safety precautions from a fire standpoint 
as far as initial evaporation goes.  It's going to be all right as long as it's con-        t 
fined, but you've taking a lot of changes, I think, with electrical equipment if you 
can't absolutely guarantee that confinement. 

If you spat 366 fluid at 350 degrees in the vicinity of any open electrical 
equipment you're nicely cocked and primed for a big explosion. 

I, for one, woul^ place very small odds on that occurring, but you try and 
tell a lot of safety people. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Do you say 100 degrees above the flashpoint? 

DR. MORETON: I heard a lot of discussion yesterday from IX.  King of the 
disadvantages of having a flashpoint above an operating temperature. Then, the first 
thing I know, 2V hours later, they're trying to Jasz up the petroleum to make it more 
inflammable; one of the two is wrong. 

LT. KING:  I think Dr. Moreton has a good point there. I think you made the 
statement that this is laboratory data. You asked us what the thermal stability of 
the thing i3 and we quoted it. You people have to put this fluid in the system. I 
think Dr. Moreton has a good point there; if a hot spot leaked in an airplane. 

MR. CHATTLER: We're talking about the flashpoint, Was that flashpoint that 
you were talking about on the 8200 fluid also? 
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Therefore, we had the choice of doing two things.  Trying to add an inhibi- 
tor which would suppress this or 3eeing if we can keep the amount of material in the 
vapor phase to a minimum. That is, maybe we can reach a minimum to vhex* this fire 
point will be raised. 

Therefore, instead of going in and saying we'll take a vapor pressure of 
1.5 mm we went back to the old method of flashpoint. We wanted to see vhathappene if 
we put a flash of l+05 on it. All indications were that it does not suffer from the 
oxidation. 

MR. CHATTLERt Thank you.  Now, how about 5606? 

DR. KLAUS: I would like to make a comment on this flashpoint. Flashpoint 
means the fluid will burn if somebody lights it with a match.  It also means, in a 
hydrocarbon, where it has a pressure of 10 mm, the point where it burns on a hot sur- 
face is closely related with ignitious temperature of *+80 to **90. 

MR. CHATTLERt If you had a break in the line exposing the fluid to atmos- 
phere, unless you have a spark source it will not ignite? 

DB. MORETON: At 566, a spark of .nknown energy, isn't it or is it a hazard? 

DR. KLAUS?  I don't have the slightest idea. 

DR. MORETON:  I'd give them the answer, I do not know, but I would prefer to 
get the figures as low as possible. 

MR. CHATTLER:  How about a temperature? 

CDR. WEATHERUP: At the risk of boring people, I think we have to consider 
this maintenance problem to make it work. Apparently the oil is satisfactory as far 
as its physical properties, but when you Ret to the clerical problem of stating that 
we'll permit a hot spot of this temperature, aren't we getting to the problem of going 
to the next packing? 

It seems to me we're tied up with what our current packing wiH stand. It 
would be foolish, it seems to me, to permit a hot spot of hlgner temperature than ve 
can expect in our current packing. 

MR. KIBKLE:  It's related to duration of the temperature, and we've had a 
hot spot in the red oil system In brakss. I've seen them with disc type brakes where 
they were cherry red, but the duration was short and It doesn't burn up the packings 
in the brakes. 

MEMBER:  It wasn't up to 160 degrees, I'm sure. 

MR. KIBELEs I didn't mean to indicate that. 

MR. MURPHYi On DC-7 brakes, pad they're getting pretty hot, and it was run- 
ning l60 degreea. 

MEMBERS Wo corrected it and took it to 200. 

DR. MORETON: I have seen some data on rejected takeoff tests where they 
measured maximum fluid cavity tests after maximum soak on rejected takeoff where molten 
steel was running off these cherry red or white hot discs you mentioned, but apparently 
the hsst pattern itself was fortuitous enough that it doesn't get into the oil. By the 
same token, that wouldn't be the same in laboratory tests, notwithstanding the fact 
that I think you would be running down. The acid number is up and the variable minimus 
is up. 

MR. MURPHY: Th* backplates under that same condition were running 3*+0 
degrees. 

MR. MIDDLETOHJ Our test results indicate something very similar. On our 
rejected takeoff texts we've measured fluid temperatures around 180 degrees, with the 
brake temperatures ruaaAag 350 or pretty close to that. 
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MR. CHATTLERs We have measured temperatures up around 250 on some of the 
brakes on scao of the airplanes. 

*•?.. MIDDLETONs  In the fluid? 

MR. CHATTLERs  Yes. 

MR. MURPHYs At this Western ARTC Meeting they had not too long ago, they 
set 250 as the top limit; and McDonnell had 250 as their requirements. 

MR. IRWINJ That's right. Bulk oil, 250, 275; allowing hot 3pots in the 
system, something above that. 

MR. MIDDLSTONt How much of a hot spot is it going to be, a foot long or so 
many square feet? 

MR. CHATTLETi We'll set it up for the moment as 275 degree limit, depending 
on hot spots of the area. 

MR. IRWINJ Any hot s»pots to be approved by the services. 

MR. FIELD&s  It may not be strictly along the line here, but I'd like to 
talk about a little ancient history In this game. 

We've had 5606 under some of its former names for a good many years.  In 
those days I was with a different company. But they all had the same experience. 
They were unloader systems in general in use and we designed to 160 and we thought 
that's what we had. 

We found in practice everybody carried 5 little mallet because their unloader 
valve stuck and when it got hot you could smell it all over the place, if somebody 
touched it you'd get steam like a housewife's iron, then they'd pound it with the mal- 
let until it got loose again.  That's proof we're certainly way above what we had anti- 
cipated. 

I don't think we want to get to the absolute limit on these things. We're 
not going to'have the same trouble, but somebody always think* up some trouble to anti- 
cipate. 

MR. GREEHt  I think, after hearing all the discussion, that you summed it up 
pretty well. Leo, that 275 looks like a practical value. We may be able to go higher 
in hot spots whore there are no packings and Just plain tubing. We may have to keep 
it lower than that ir. other places, but generally speaking, 275 sounds like a workable 
value. 

MR. FERENS:  I go along with the safety side of this and suggest further 
that--and recognize too--that we probably should put some limit on the compartment and 
structure temperature where these fluids are. Even though you're down to a 275 fluid, 
if you take a 350 spot, you're worse off. 

MR. CHATTLERs That's what che hot spot is. 

MR. FERENS:  It's not the fluid or packings, but the safety of this particular 
fluid you're playing with.  I suggest we add that riJtht in the limit, that you thwiidnt 
go ever say 275 or 300 on the structure temperature or any of the components in the 
compartment, electrical, solenoid, et cetera. You'll eventually put it on when acci- 
dents occur, and you might as well recognize it. 

MR. MAGEE, WADC*  I apparently am one that aoesn't know anything about oils. 
I'm a metallurgist at Wright Field. From our point of view, we're interested in the 
safety of the aircraft. 

I've s^en thousands of burned aircraft due to leakage that has occurred due 
to fatigue fractures.  1 know all of you must have seen some of this tubing after main- 
tenance has gotten a hold of it, full of nicks and everything else. 
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You're liable to have a fatigue fracture any place, hot 3pot or no hot 3pot 
in a structure above or below temperature.  If you can possibly avoid something that 
may cause a fire, I think you shoxild consider that right here. 

That comes into mj field.  As 1 say, I know nothing about your flashpoint 
of oils, but I do know something about materials. 

MR. CHATTLER;  I'm sort of influenced on stretching the point a little bit. 

MR. MURPHY:  You're stretched right now at 275. 

MR. CKATTLERs My main purpose on that is when someone can demonstrate, per- 
formance-wise, that we fall down at 275, and can increase performance-wise by another 
fluid, then I'd like to consider a change, because the problem of perrormance is num- 
ber 1 on our list. 

I feel 'hat the fluid that will give us the flight performance is the one we 
should use, and ail other matters should be secondary. 

DR. MORETON:  Like safety? 

MR. CHATTLER: All the safety measures in the world won't help you if you 
can't put the airplane in the air. 

DR. MORETON:  Yesterday you said you want to know where the hot spots are. 

MR. CHATTLER:  For reliability, I did not say safety. For reasons of per- 
formance and reliability we want to know what the hot spot temperatures are. 

Still I think it's been our good or unfortunate experience to have witnessed 
what can happen to performance if the hydraulic system does not work. Therefore, in 
the type systems we're getting now, performance has to be number 1 you're not going 
to take off the ground unless they work. 

MR. KIBELEJ Aren't we speaking here of specific temperature and don't you 
have to tie in a requirement that we have compatability to any temperature we design 
to, and all the factors we brought up? All of us have to take into account what pack- 
ings we use. 

MR. CHATTIER:  I probably didn't 'itate, Bob, that we selected the temperature 
on the basis of packings and the pump tests that 'iave been run. That's why even 
though Lt. King says 550 degrees F on the MIL-0-5606 fluid, we kept chopping it and 
going back down the line to where we felt ve can get along almost with the system we 
have today and still go to 275 degrees. 

MR. KIBELE: We're talking about some value of hot spot. In one man's opin- 
ion, he's thinking of a hub; someone else may think of an actuator. We have to have 
compatability regardless. With the normal exceptions that come in on certain hot spot 
areas of 275. Shell Research has an article that goes into spontaneous temperature 
and shows that when pressure in the hydraulis system goes down, the temperature goes 
down sharply. 

There were so ?<»ny other factors Involved that very often you can exceed the 
temperature yet nothing seems to happen. This Is th« first of a number of articles 
they plan on running.  It's rather difficult to determine spontaneous Ignition tempera- 
ture at normal pressures.  I Just got this before I came here. 

It's the Shell Aviation News. September. 1953 issue. 

MR. MURPHY: I'd like to bring up a point* Howard hit on lt a little bit. 
I can't think of a better hot.spot than a relief valve. You're going to have a hot 
spot.  It may be an emergency system, where the sy«tem got Jamiaed. If you're talking 
about that condition, you have the packing problem, but you sure have a hot spot. 

MR. CHATTLER: We're talking about a designed hot spot. As a matter offaet, 
you nut sen* tests tor us on your DC-6, blowing off the relief valvo to 360 degrees F 
and we accepted lt as an emergency condition. 
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MR. MURPHY: We hava another item there that takes care of It. 

LT. KING:  I don't want to go on record for recommending overall use of 
5606 for 500 degrees. Ws quoted lab data, as I said before. Isn't there some data 
available right now? 

MR, CHATTIER: Well, I don't know.  J*ck Ludwlg said thsiy ran tests to 250. 

LT. KINO1  I'm thinking maybe Prank Straus or Bob Green may have obtained 
information that could be made available. 

MR. CHATTIER: In selecting this temperature, we want to get started testing 
equipment at 275 degrees. If we pick this point, we can all get started. If, after 
a certain amount of tests that we all may be engaged in, we find this is ridiculous, 
there's only one way to go. 

LT. KINO: I'm thinking of the X-3. There, if you got d«   you're taking 
it oui of the 'guesstimates' and making It an actuality. 

MR. MURPHY: We certainly didn't want to run 5606 fluid «t 300 degrees on 
the X-3. AS far as I know, the high temperature program started with the X-3 because 
we wanted a different fluid than 5&06, 

MR. CHATTLER: Why didn't you use one? 

MR. MURPHY:  It was not available. 

MR. PROMISELt Well, In talking about hot spots, you better talk about the 
other materials than the fluid itself. Because most of your designs are based some- 
where on the order of 160 decrees.  If you are talking of 350 or UOO degrees, proper- 
ties of your aluminum alloys drop down badly too. These are not only static proper- 
ties, but fatigue properties. You're Increasing failure from a number of other source*. 

If you're going to talk hot spots. I think you should design the hot spots 
carefully with respect to location of materials In the hot spot areas, rize of hot 
spots, conductivity of materials in the adjacent area, and a lot of other things. 

MR. CHATTLER: Then we all agree en 275 degrees F  and require that devia- 
tions be obtained for hot spot areas where the fluid temperature is above 275 degrees* 
Any other comments. 

MR. BUMB: The only thing I could say about the temperature, I think It 
ought to be understood this isn't a magic temperature; that's okay, but that we have 
to probably, for the time being, face it—I don't think it ought to he accepted by 
everyone that here's a temperature that's okay. 

X  don't think It's healthy, but I think we're going to have to buy it.  In 
other words, with our testing, we came up with the idea that units are possibly good 
at 250, on the basis of testing we have done. We won't say that 275 is 25 degrees too 
high. We think It's a logical, passible temperature. 

But I don't think anybody should say 275 is as good as 160. Everybody should 
be looking for new fluid and materials as far as they can. Meanwhile, this may be 
tolerable. If we say we couldn't go above 160, we'd be stymied on design. 

DR. KLAUS: What was the primary basis of your 250 limit for fluid and 
materials? 

MR. BUMB* Materials such as rubber. 

DR. KLAUS:  I would like to say one thing.  It might not be very popular. 
But I think if everybody is sitting back waiting for a cure-all in the fluid line, 
they're going to hav<* to wait a long time. 

Even the high temperature fluids that Qeorge Keller had been talking about 
have some of the shortcomings that red oil has. You don't necessarily increase spon- 
taneous ignition and a lot of othor things because you have a so-called high tempera- 
ture fluid. You're going to have to live with some of those things. 
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MR. BOMB: Relative to whether we should be looking tov  the magic Items or 
looking harder about how to cool a system . . . 

DR. KLAUSi  I like that better. 

MR. CHATTLER:  We have selected 275 for the moment. We all feel that this 
night be a usable temperature. The Air Force and the Navy are going ahead with their 
irogram of testinr equipment at 275 degrees. Now, do you want to discuss that point 
any further? 

MR. STRAUS> Along this line of picking 275, I think at the meeting we 
agreed or that figure because it was the limit we thought we could get out of rubber 
materials. At th«*t time a lot of thought wasn't given to the fluid, but enough thought 
was given to it to point out that 275, looking at the oxidation charact' lstlcs, that 
gives us some type of us»bis life. 

I for one—if I were designing aircraft, I would be afraid of 275, but I 
think it's something we can use until we g«t more data on it. 

We're now running a 300 degrees, 5606 system, in our lab, and It's not a 
closed system. I notice there's a great deal of evaporation going on in the rod seals 
ana out the reservoir, which is certainly indicative of the fact that the light ends 
are boll*:'.* away and it is different from the properties of the fluid. Unless this is 
an unkmjjn, even If the reservoirs are filled periodically, whether the original pro- 
perties of the fluids will be retained Is not entirely known* I think 275 is some- 
thing that's picked, and it's no indication &a  a positive cure-all. 

MR. COLLEGEKANi H^da't we better call ''.hat 275 a maximum temperature rather 
than a usable temperature? With the understanding that every attempt will be made to 
keep the temperatures below 275* 

MR. CHATTLER: Maximum bulk oil temperature. 

MEMBER) >'o; bulk temperature. Anything below that. 

OH. MORETORs Frank hit on a point here that had been bothering me. I be- 
lieve we're talking about the use of 5606 In present systems where changes in airplane 
configuration due to tines are forcing us to allow the temperatures to go higher; la 
that correct? 

MR. CHATTLER: Not exactly correct; not in my way of thinking. We have to 
select a point where we can say that you have to uss a different fluid. 

DR. MORETOK: You're going to let them go to a certain point.  Dr. Klaus' 
data and Frank's data—they did look at the oxidation numbers. 1 can't help but agree 
on thermal stability. On the other hand, unfortunately, present systems and design 
concepts do not and cannot exclude air* Some consideration fcss to be given to oxida- 
tion factors. Therefore, that limit look* more appropriate. 

MR. CHATTLER: As I said before, we were going to specify a closed system— 
an airless reservoir type of system. A system like on the T-86 or some o*: the air- 
planes we are getting from Douglas. 

I felt, in that type of system we would certainly minimize the oxidation 
characteristics or the oxidizing of fluids. So the present system wouldn't be accept- 
able where you have a pressurized reservoir pouring volumes of air into the tank or 
letting it blow off. 

bottom. 
DR. MORETON: Get rid of the fluid in the tank and leave, say 50 cc at the 

MR. CHATTLER: These will hold, for some temperature range, 250 to 275. 

MR. FIELDS: I want to know whether we're going tc think about this as a 
continuous temperature or whether it's for a short duration.  It normally runs a short 
time. One thing is the heat generated in the systom itself. Another thing is due to 
aerodynamic heating on some of the modern airplanes, and the third thing is the fact 
that we're getting down where instead of having a nice big fuselage, we get ourselves 
an engine, a big blow torch, and wrap the outer skin as tight as wo can around it. 
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So VQ  get heating from that 3ort of thing. That does not change aerodynam- 
ics, but it may be rather difficult from the cooling standpoint, with some possible 
exceptions, but it can't be a very great duration. On most airplanes, you simply c^n't 
carry enough fuel and you can't drill enough oil wells to run them at Mach 2 for very 
long when the aerodynamics becomes serious.  If we talk about 275, is that at the peak 
of these thing3, and normally it runs 200 degrees, or is it 275 all the time? 

M^. CHATTLER8 That's really the peak.  In other words, this is the peak of 
the bulk oil temperature so it means you're not going to be at 2/> all the time, but 
it is the so-called upper limit of the nuid and I wanted to set a demarcation line at 
that point so that if everybody sees they're over that limit, that they arbitrarily 
not say, "We'll see if we can get by on it," but go to the next step fluid. 

If we start using a new high temperature fluid gradually in experimental 
airplanes, we'll probably progress more rapidly than if we convert other airplanes 
after we f?.nd we have a problem. So we're set on the 275 degrees F for MIL-O-5606 
fluid. 

Now, paragraph 3A2 where we spoke of cadmium plate, copper, tin and zinc as 
being very questionable items in a system that may be permitted to go up to 275 de- 
grees F. 

IB. KLAUSi Everything but tin and zinc are in the MIL-0-5606 High Tempera- 
ture Report.  (See Appendix 3) 

LT. KING; Also, a recommendation made, Elmer, on magnesium; do you want to 
cover that? 

DR. KLAUSi Magnesium is easily corroded in any system where it stands a 
chance of forming water on oxidation. In the !**>-, it's difficult to keep down magne- 
sium corrosion in any oxidation tests in the order of 350 to '•OO uegrees.  It becomes 
virtually impossible tc cut down magnesium corrosion. 

MR. CHATTLER: Everyone please take note of these points; ws will try to 
glvs you more information in the report. 

Now Item B. based on the developments, we selected as an accomplishable 
temperature or a realizable temperature, a fluid temperature of **00 degrees F as our 
second step. 

There was some comment yesterday by Mr. Kleven of Convalr where he felt that 
this temperature was 50 degrees too high. Is this acceptable to the group as our sec- 
ond step? 

MR. FERENSs The next page mentionss  "All future work will be concentrated 
on ML0-&200 fluid, unless more promising fluids are found, as this fluid Is the most 
advanced in its field." 

You're putting the cart before the horse here. 

I was rendering whether that is the most advanced fluid in its field—based 
on what? Is there flight data on it or is this a laboratory thing? 

MR. CHATTLERJ For the moment we'll say WOO degrees is a reasonable tempera- 
ture; let's get into the fluids new. 

WAX AND BUAER have studied the available fluids. I was trying to obtain a 
fluid, some fluid so that at sometime we can say "This is our UOO degree fluid, and 
this is what we'll design our equipment to work with." 

As I said, I want to select a fluid that we can all work with and I've al- 
ways felt if you take one fluid and .spend your time working on what appears to be the 
best fluid, that you will accomplish the end result of a good fluid-system much soonev 
than if a lot of people were working on  lot of fluids and one fluid coaiiig up to tlv? 
fore-front that is not really THE fluid. 

If that thinking isn't right, let's have other suggestions. 

MEMBERt Let Doug Moreton go first. 
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MIL-0-8200 
MR. CHATTLERj The opposition at the moment, I'm sure, is between 03*+? and 
I. 

DR. MORETONJ That's not so. 

it up, 
and say 

MR. KELLER: One of the things I object to is designing » fluid, chopping 
, and a month after you get the first formulations, start wricing a spec about 
aying to the industry, "That is what you should use." 

it 

MR. CHATTLERJ  NO one has done that. 

MR. KELLER: This is the third or second time—if my memory is right--we've 
been trying to get a hydraulic fluid. J'm interested in getting the best fluid for 
the operation that I can get. 

We have had this OSWJ and there was something you didn't like about it so we 
got it revised to OSWJ-l.  I was told, "George, there's no sense in going on with 
OS^J this is a much better fluid." 

I don't know much about, chemistry--but I could take this fluid back and run 
it--and we found that there were a number of things about that fluid that were not at 
all satisfactory, and we let the sponsors of that fluid know about it to improve the 
fluid and make it workable. 

Soon we had 6983} again they said, "George, this is the fluid, 
fluid that's the answer to all your prayers. Use this fluid." 

This is the 

Wa took the fluid and started playing around with it and there was again 
something wrong with the fluid and couldn't use it. 

As a matter of fact, just last Spring, as recently as that—the first version 
of this spec appears on Page 5. MIL F^O1^ y.&s  put out. I was told It wasn't written 
about this MLO 6982, but it happened that the requirements of the spec and the proper- 
ties were identical. This is perhaps a coincidence. 

We were again forced to revert to 0S>+5-l. Now, we have MLO 8200, and we 
have gotten some of that fluid about 2-1/2 months ago. and we're testing it. We 
haven't completely evaluated it. Again, we are told thin is far and beyond 0S*f5-l» 

I hate to think again of having to fight out the battle of the specs and 
again being forced back to 0S^5-1 which we find we can use. 

I object strongly to the writing of specs around somebody's pet fluid. I 
know that Wright Fl«2d has had a contract with Cal. Research to develop fluids with 
them and the Cal. Research people have done an excellent job. 

I think they've been hamstrung by poor requirements. But within the require- 
ments, I think they've done an excellent Job. But I think the requirements were not 
designed around actual operating requirements* What «e need if we're going to have a 
spec which is an objective for a fluid is a spec which says what do we need for a fluid 
to put in a system and have it operate. 

We >io not wai.t a spec which is written around what someone at any particular 
time thinks.1 about that fluid, particularly If he's the sponsor of the fluid.  I don't 
care whether I use 0S1+5-i, whether it is a MIL number, an AMC number or any sort of 
number. What I want is the best fluid. 

I suspect strongly that writing a spec around one particular iluid is not 
going to be the way to get us the best fluid the earliest. 

The way to do It, if you must write a spec at this time, write one that sayst 
What are we going to require of a fluid for operating at some specific temperature. 
This is the only way you can evaluate one fluid against another. 

This sort of spec writing is automatically rejecting everything but one per- 
son's pet fluid. 

spec? 
MR. CHATTLERj I agree with you one-hundred percent. Can we write such a 
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MR. KELLHRt If we can't wa shouldn't write the spec at this. time. 

MR. CHATTLER* There are people today that have to use a fluid. You people 
yelle* bloody murder when we introduced a fluid and all the problems associated with 
using more than one fluid in airplanes. 

If we're going to permit the individual selection of fluids and everyone may 
have his pet fluids, we're going to get into that, situation. I'm trying to say, let's 
select a good fluid and work with it and make it work In our systems* Then, if a bet- 
ter fluid comes along, let this be a next fluid. 

Has there or has there not been enough experimentation with fluids that we 
cat. do that? If there hasn't, we shruld set up some program of evaluating fluids. 
But we know as svery month and year goes by each fluid is getting better and bettar, 
but people have to select fluids to use in their airplanes. 

All I'm trying to determine Is what should we select so some people can use 
a fluid and we aren't up against this terrific, logistics problem which the Navy knows 
too well. 

DR. MORETONt I have something to say too, about this whole thing. 

In the first place, I'd like to get it straight In my speaking on the fluid 
situation, in some cases 1 may be talking as a member of Douglas Aircraft with Frank 
stomping on my instep and in ether eases I'm thinking of fluid evaluation at Douglas. 

I ticii't think it's over ueeTt brought cut In the open In front of all the 
effective people, Douglas Aircraft Company has for sometime been involved In a rela- 
tionship with the Monsanto Chemical Ccinp2Hv_ We have net—in" in mind but the UUVGIUP— 
ing of userul hydraulic fluids and other lubricants of a related type for purpesas of 
selling them and making money Just like you build airplanes. 

The ones we make for aircraft have the least prospect and thosa arc where we 
spent the most money and make the least. All of the formulations that have come up to 
date are Douglas Aircraft Company formulations. Monsanto, through another marketing 
arrangement, has done an excellent Job. 

I'm not here to plug my particular fluid, I Just want it m&de clear who I'm 
speaking for so everybody will know that part of my talk that is a pitch and that part 
that is objective analysis. 

I, for one, think it's high time that, as you said, you agreed if we can't 
write these specs with realistic tests, prescribe the requirements meeting these de- 
sign engineers, let's not write them. 

You have a good point, Leo. in wanting to start out on a good fluid. Nobody 
can argue on the desirability of having everybody agree on something, but unfortunate- 
ly the facts of life are very often competitive design that takes people into differ- 
ent fields. It's that way with OS1*?. 

In formulating that fluid we were specifically aware of these problems. 
Without one of the ingredients In it, it would definitely be better than the hydrollses 
test.  It definitely might be better in some of its other laboratory tests, but we 
specifically put that ingredient in there as one example of the design concept becaus* 
it made it more compatible with present packings, because we felt that a fluid that 
was good in the 350 to 450 range, that would get along with present packings a little 
better, was going to be a more valuable industry piece for the next five tc ten years 
than one that looked nutsy up to 550. That automatically assumed you have to leave 
behlng all the things you've been using for the last ten years. 

If the choice were mine today, in view of tiven the numbers I heard yesterday, 
I'd still leave the ingredient in. 

I'm convinced, after yesterday's discussions on temperature—I certainly am 
pleased to have heard that that fluid was cut right down the line for what they want 
It. Furthermore, I think there's going tc be others Just ae good. 

Maybe X corporation is going to do it. If a spec must be written, I titink 
it ought to be written with the functional braad requirements only. 
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I would like to suggest that the first thing to find out is, is a spec nec- 
essary. 

MR. CHATTLERJ How do you buy fluids without a specV 

uR. MORETONJ  It's done all the time.  I'd like to know the privilege of 
the non-spec materials that you buy every day--because they work. 

Here we are at vhe point, searching not for standardization, but for the 
maximum we can get out of the aircraft. The minute you attempt early standardization 
you put a dead leveling floor over the competitive aspects. You give it to the de- 
signer and say, "Do the best you can with this." 

MR. CHATTLERJ How many sources of supply do we have for 5606? 

OR. MORETONJ  I would imagine half a dozen. 

MEMBER*  Four. 

MR. CHATTLERJ  This is, of course, the desirable situation. 

DR. MORETONJ Yes. 

MR. CHATTLKR: How did we reach the stage that we reached with 5606? 

DR. MORETONJ Time alone. By the tine 5505 came out—It was a long time be- 
fore anybody touched Standard Oil of New Jersey products. It was the sole source for 
a long time. 

I'm sure Dr. Klaus will underwrite that statement. They finally did it, and 
it's an excellent fluid. I simply s.iy that time and competition can take care of them 
and I don't think we can worry them down. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Would it have been taken care of, 5606, if a spec had not 
been prepared at the time? 

DR. MOPETONt  I don't think that's necessarily so.  I think competition 
would come up with a proper spec or no spec. 

Are you procuring enough high temperature hydraulic systems equipped with 
hydraulic fluids so that there is a crying need for the  spec? 

MR. CHATTLERJ How much testing was done on 0S>+5, any other testing besides 
North American and Douglas? 

DR. MORETONJ R^W much experience is there on 0Sl+5 testing versus MLO 8200? 

MR. CHATTLERJ  I just wanted to point out that it was tested in just a few 
places. 

DR. MORETONJ F«sr more than any fluid here, I will warrant. 

MR. CHATTLERJ That doesn't necessarily say that 0SW5 is the best fluid we 
have today. 

DR. MORETONJ NO; I don't think it i.i. But I'm confident that there are 
other usable fluids. 

MR. CHATTLERJ  Let's get to your previous point. How many peopl? are going 
to need a ^vCO degree fluid within the next year for airplane production? You know 
what airplanes you're building.  Do you need a WOO degree fluid? 

MR. MURPHXJ  DO you mean are we going to need it or need it for production? 

MR. CHATTLERJ Can you select a fluid and say, "This Is the fluid we're 
going to use." 

MEMBERJ Why not ask who is now looking for a fluid that will work at TOO? 
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MR. CHATTLER: What I was trying to determine Is how much time do we have to 
play around with fluids. 

HR. MURPHYJ Who is testing high temperature fluids? 

MR. CHATTLER:  We got that In yesterday's discussion. They're not testing 
fluids, they're testing packings. 

DR. MOP.STON:  I think there's a lot of mysticism here about the need to have 
a single fluid that you can develop a pump on. I would like to have Dr. Klaus' opin- 
ion on this; looking at the lubricity problem we realize what a complicated problem 
it is. 

My impression of it is in the pump tests we've run there was a variety of 
synthetics over the past six years, that if you achieve a pump, for example, *,hat 5s 
anything like the pumps we see today being tested in the high temperature program*!; 
that if it wo* its successfully in 0SH5, and somebody Is testing that fluid, or it works 
successfully on MLO 8200, or on the Texas fluid, although there is viscosity there, 
that has me bothered. 

But if ycu can get success on those, 1 think there's a higher degree of 
chance it will he satisfactory than these other types. We've tested more synthetic 
fluids in pumps of a variety than any other organization, X believe. 

I think PRL has done more work on the chemical types but when It comes to 
running elevated measure piston pumps, I'm sure we've blown more money out the window 
than the rest. 

In other words, if you get a reasonable lubricity material, and a pump goes 
along at 300 degrees or better and you come along with a fluid of a related type, as 
is the Cal. Research, for example, there's a high degree of possibility that you will 
run Into problems. 

Those problems are not necessarily affecting the technical design fixtures. 
If you happen to fix on OS1*? and a better fluid comes along, of a relatsd type, it 
doesn't mean you'll have to go back and undo the whole thing. 

MR. CHATTLER: As long as we stick to the silicate base fluid. 

DR. MORETOHJ That isn't a silicate fluid at all. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Is it not. 

DR. MORETGN: I would like to stand on the record that it is not the same 
structure but closely related. They have similar chemical properties. If they are 
the same thing, what's so year's ahead about it? 

LT. KING: Leo, I heard both Dr. Moreton and Mr. Heller about these chemical 
tests. However, if I send a fluid, if the Texas Company sends a fluid, or If PRL 
sends a fluid at my request, what happens to that fluid? Does it go into a pump? 

The first thing that happens, it goes into a chemical lab in the aircraft 
company. Why don't they then stick it in the pump and pump it? Why don't they put it 
in a valve? You have a means of quality control .ind a means of selection. 

What sort of tests do they use? I don't know; these people can tell us.  I 
do believe I saw a test report where they ran an oxidation corrosion test, on 6893. 
the little monster which corroded with magnesium. That may be on interesting point 
too. 

Silicates have been known for ft long time. They're quite simple to make, 
relatively, and when production gets up, the people up in planning and in the chemical 
company may say it is relatively cheap. Why haven't they been used more? 

The greatest silicate production right now is used for one purpose.  It's 
used in treating buildings. They use silicato hydrolysis on the building for a coating 
pVrpose. Therefore, in that case they use the hydrolytlc instability of ethel-sillcata 
for that purpose. 
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If you're looking for physical properties influencing it, take your straight 
chain silicates.  They'll give you the physical properties.  Why don't we use them? 

I think if you're looking also for therao stability, you can take a fenil 
narial silicate and use them as heat transfer media and it is better than daltherm, 
but unstable. You get water in them. 

If you can't take a resinous material in the system, I don't think you can 
take a siMcate in the system.  Until you decided to design an aircraft hydraulic sys- 
tem to exclude in any way shape or form water, or the presence of moisture, even In 
small quantities, then I think the materials in the general class, of which are known 
to be hydro"!ytically unstable, we need a hydrolyitic stability test. 

MR. KELLER:  One thing I don't do, as a matter of fact, is believe anybody 
else on anything like heat.  I have gotten myself into trouble that way before. 

We 'nave certain things which we believe are necessary for us to know in 
order to tell whether something is going to operate satisfactorily in a hydraulic sys- 
tem.  One is operating the hydraulic system.  We have other chemical lab tests which 
we think are mighty important. Some of them we make regularly, and I don't see it in 
the spec. 

MR. CHATTLER:  This is & proposed spec, George. 

MR. KELLER:  I have suggested that they Include these items. We make some 
of these tests, and on the basis of some of these tests which do not appear, at least 
one of the previous MLO fluids would be completely undesirable for a hydraulic system 
of which I had any part. 

So we still find it necessary to check the data that the producers of the 
fluid give us. We find it necessary to conduct such additional tests that we, as 
builders of hydraulic systems and not as manufacturers, feel are important in the ac- 
tual operation of the hydraulic system. 

MR. CHATTLER: Are you talking in WOO degrees? 

MR. KELLER: Yes. We don't have a pump that will go to 550, so we are forced 
to talk in the WOO degree range. 

We have been operating a silicate ester fluid in this case—it happens to be 
OSU-J-l. merely because we Have not be»r» successful, in the course of a long, costly, 
extensive search, for other fluids, we have not been able to find any fluid as good. 
I hope MLO 8200 will be as good or better. 

Until we Tind others, we're going to stick with that fluid which we think is 
the best. We have been operating test stands in our lab for pretty nearly a year at 
very high, very low and normal operating terms in an exposed location out in our back 
yard, a place where the wind will whip in, and when we get rain in California, that 
comes in there too, and we have not had any difficulty in operation or storage of the 
normal fluid in those areas, and we have not taken any particular precautions in stor- 
ing them, over and above that which we will take in any fluid—we don't sit it out in 
the rainstorm. We won't do it with red oil, MLO 8200 or OS**?. We have close contact 
with our field work. On the basis of actual operating experience under conditions not 
entirely optimum at all times, I don't believe we have a hydrolysis problem. 

MR. CHATTLW: Where are the machines located? 

MH. KELLER:  Out ir. our back yard. The 0S»f5 As not being handled any <u?f»T*. 
ent than the red oil we have. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I don't think you can make the statement that hydrolysis can- 
not be a problem. We know we get water in our system. 

MR. KELLER: Four-hundred degrees. I wonder if any test was performed to 
test it with steam. That perhaps should be the teat we make. 

MR. CHATTLER: We're not going to si art arguing about individual tests. 

LT. KING: Leo, I'm just an old lab hacker; maybe Dr. Kl«»? could bear me 
out on this. If we take a material that reacts with another material, such as the 
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possibility of a silicate reacting with water, that sets a room temperature, and you 
heat it up to U00 degrees, you Just don't distill the water out. You have a reaction 
taking place. 

I was c. lousy student In physical chemistry, but as I recall the case, that 
reaction is doubled for every 10 degrees rise C in temperature. So although you may 
drive most of the water out, you may still have hydrolysis. 

DR. MORETON:  I did not mean to Imply that a hydrolytic stability test 
vas . . . you choose the word, incidental.   I da say, if we do decide—because we're 
going to hydraulic instability history--to use thcsa things, do not impose it on a 
fluid or use it to exclude a fluid until you know that it correlates, or have reason 
to believe that the correlation with the service condition that it attempts to dupli- 
cate. 

I can assure you, we are Just as acquainted as the military labs in the ser- 
vices as to the stability of these things. We're Ju3t »3 concerned with the integrity 
of the product. All I can do is again assure you, if we thought it was a major prob- 
lem, we'd do something about it. 

We recognize it isn't as stable as the one you propose. We consider it is 
more than safe for the type of systems these gentlemen have to consider. We've been 
fortunate to live next door to the people that do that type of thlnklnc for a great 
many years. 

MR. CHATTLER: Whatever fluid ve come up with, Dr. Moreton, regardless of 
all the tests George Keller runs, or other people run, about two years after you have 
it out in the al-olane, then you'll know what your problems are. 

LT. KING: When I mention tests, I'm not referring to materials, any speci- 
fic fluid, magic X or P or anything, but I was referring to this (indicating). 

If we, in our little glass cases, have missed the boat on a hydraulic fluid, 
this proposed spec is a plea to you people that use it to help us out. This is not 
the sev.e little monitor that went out the first time. 

MR. CHATTLW:  I was going to call for that. 

LT. KING: Just a minute. So far as vlscosit). we have shown, and Perm 
State College has shown, that, you can pump with an efficiency of somewhere above 85 
percent in the small pump they use, to a viscosity of less than 1»W centistokes. You 
people have to use them. 

The original requirements have been 3 centistokes at the maximum temperature 
designed to use. You'll give the fluid people a break by cutting It down, but will it 
cause trouble? You're going to have to decide that by tests. 

Total credit for this is to Perm State College. Lubricity was adequate to 
1.85 in the one we're discussing. I think it would be fairly safe to say right now, 
providing material is silicate you will have a fair margin of lubricity at 1.5 or l.h 
centistokes. But this is from a chemical aspect, a hydraulic fluid aspect. It is 
only proposed. In the case of your pump test, if you have a better wear test, let's 
put it in. But running "f-ball wear test does not always work. The pump's the only 
thing. 

Hydrolytic stability; as long as you work in an aircraft plant, you don't 
have that problem as you do out in the field. When you have airplanes that heat up 
350 to HOO degrees, you come back dovn. 

I heard you couldn't exclude air from the hydraulic system. We live in a 
water atmosphere.  If you want the system to eliminate hydrolysis, let's throw the test 
out, so you don't have to run it. 

The second point is, we at the Field and you in the Navy have been the same. 
We're locking at anything and everything. We were given a mess of i-equirements to 
develop a hydraulic fluid. We got the materials somewhat to ii~3t those requirements. 

Now industry, with their technology, will definitely produce a better fluid 
as time goes on. The only way we'll tell is to test everything and anything that goes 
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on. We're open to test anything and everything that goes on. 

MR. CHATTLER:  The Navy and Air Force wi]l test fluids for a period of a 
year, let's say, maybe one more year will give us the time we need to be able to select 
a fluid at some particular stopping point and I feel that we're going to have to do 
this because, otherwise we're going to be in a position to have to approve a variety 
of fluids in production airplanes. 

The purpose of this meeting was to coordinate this program; thus, all com- 
ments were in order. We'll test MLO 6200 and 0S*+5 in system and component tests. 

If anybody knows of any ether fluids, let us know, We'll concentrate on the 
ones we know most about.  Let's say a year from today we'll have a lot more test in- 
foiwation.  Then we'll try to select a fluid for the -65 degrees F to -i^O degrees F 
range. 

In the interim, I'd like all comments on the proposed spec, 
your comments to WADC and BUAER. 

Please send 

I'd like to get comments also on the hydrolytic stability requirement in a 
'tCO degree fluid.  Do you want «:o explain hydrolytic stability, please, Dr. Klaus? 

DR. KLAUS:  I'd rather not be quoted.  Hydrolytic stability is fairly simple. 
You mix water with a fluid under any condition and does the fluid fall apart, and as 
an idea, do you have sludge? That's what it means. 

I want to establish that Perm State doesn't sell a darn thing. Vhile we're 
speaking of fluids with experience, I think perhaps if we're talking slxmt a WOO de- 
gree hydraulic fluid, some consideration should be given to the fluid that has the 
most practical experience than any of these ester fluids, such as MIL 8708, which is 
fairly close to your specs. 

In some cases, things like the alternator drive have been run with a Jet on 
it.  Esters can be made to 2500 centlstokes minus 65 limit. They have been tested at 
high temperature.  I would like to see the argument get off, "Is my silicate better 
than your silicate?" and perhaps look at some other fluids. 

MR. CHATTLER: If anyone knows of a fluid they think we should be working 
on, write WA'TC or BUAER. 

DR. MORETON:  As you know, I'm against this spec being used even for exhibit 
purposes and I would like to make a suggestion that this year plan that you propose 
sounds to us like a very reasonable approach. 

I would like to further suggest that at the end of that year you give con- 
sideration to—instead of having any single person supporting his or her fluid or 
ideas, that the Job be turned over to the Hydraulics Committee of the SAE, who is 
familiar with this work. 

This is the way we resolved the non-inflammable question. Everybody agreed, 
Including the aervies, as the result of that a workable Joint plan came out of it. I 
don't see how we can bypass the opportunity to follow the sass road. 

I'm assured that Bob Terry, or whoever is Chairman, would appoint a group 
of individuals to represent both sides of the problem. 

MR. CHATTLER: Who wrote that non-inflammable spec? I never saw it. 

DR. MORETON:  The Navy did. 

MR. CHAl'iLER: Have the hydraulics engineers do it. 

DR. MORETONt  Let the men who have the requirements decide what the require- 
ment Is and if they need chemical help from me, Monsanto, Dr. Klaus or the Services, 
they should all be held at the same degree of knowledge. 

I'm merely suggesting that if Industry must live with a spec on hydraulic 
fluids and design airplanes for those specs, you peo, le should be <ule to guide the 
thing and determine when we are going too far and no, some service's laboratory.  I 
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think this Is the wrong approach. 

MR. CHATTLER;  Here's a spec.  This can be made into a spec that would be 
agreeable to a lot of people, A spec may originate from anyone? but then this spec is 
thrown at the mercy of the group.  Each one has an opportunity to comment on it.  They 
make s survey> and the majority rules in the paragraphs that go into the spec.  I 
don't see why we can't do that. 

DA. MORETON:  Use it for a teeing off? We've bypassed those things long 
enough. 

MR. CHATTLER:  This will be a coordinated spec by everybody in this room. 

MR. BARTHOLOMEW*  I'd like to interject one slight word of caution.  I've 
yet to have an aircraft manufacturer come up to me—if one of you come in and says, 
"I have a chlorinated Panther here and it's going to take your rubber suppliers to 
come up with an adequate rubber, if that can be done." The sooner a fluid is esteV 
llshed the quicker you will get elasticity. 

George Keller presented data yesterday on '+00 degrees F. That work was dene 
on a compound developed two years ago, and probably not anywhere near hydraulic sys- 
tem use. Dr. Klaus mentioned the use of diesters. According to what I hear from the 
engine people^ they're limiting the use in engines. They have to cool their engines, 
Just because there's no hose or seals in contact with diesters. 

Consider the fact that the quicker you standardize on the fluid, we in the 
rubber industry will get you rubber seals. 

MR. CHATTLERt  Dr. Moreton, with one single sole exception, there has never 
been a spec that's come out on hydraulics that hasn't been well coordinated with all 
the people concerned. 

Of course, you realize, in any spec somebody has to make s decision because 
there's a great deal of differences of opinion. But I think we have done real well in 
the A6 Committee on our specs. 

If we could get these people to spend enough time to think and to read this 
fluid spec and understand what those individual requirements are and what they mean. 
For example, this problem of close tolerance valves, silting, this probably should be 
a requirement of the spec. 

DR. MORETON:  It should ba. That's the sort of thing we really need. 

MR. FIELDS: It looks like you're up to where I like to see it. I'm not a 
chemist. If it's a chemical term I know nothing about it. The only point I have to 
make, the darn things work sooner or later. 

Can we write a spec actually that comes down to the mechanical engineer 
level rather than to the chemists level? I don't know whether it can be done.  It 
would certainly help if we could put our requirements in our own language. 

MR. CHATTLER: We'll keep that in mind. 

The next subject Is packings. This is Item IV(A) on p&ge 3 of the 18 Decem- 
,<JT minutes. It stated there that WADC was preparing a packing spec fo. 275 degre-isF. 

Since this specification will parallel the present spec very closely except 
for temperature limits and possibly aging, I expect the specification to be issued at 
an early dete and I would like to get started on qualifying packings as soon as pos- 
sible for 275 degree* F limit. 

Based on the WADC contracted Santa Monica, Douglas cycling tests we have 
found the PRP, Los Angeles, and PRP Dayton, AN6227 standard compounds may be able to 
pass the 275 degrees F proposed spec, so we are going to undertake to try and qualify 
these packings first. 

Of course, as the spec becomes finalized, anyone of the packing manufacturers 
is in a position to submit his new packings compounds for qualification. 
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At the next A-6 meeting, we'll try to have thts -pee available for the people 
sc that they can all get started in submitting compounds for the 275 degrees ? group. 
We'll not dissolve the present 160 degree* F group. We want to come out with another 
QPL that will give us a 275 degrees F rang*. 

Any comments on that program? 

MR. FERESS. As I understand, you're going to take the packings that you 
have here, finl out which Is the best, and draw a spec around that? 

MR. CHATTLERt No, to the best of our knowledge, we're going to prepare a 
spec for 275 degrees F, then tike th» compounds and see if they pass that spec. 

MR. FERENSi  In other words, a performance spec? 

MR. CHATTLERt That's correct. 

MR. MURPHYi  But you'll change the numbers in there? 

MR. CHATTLERt Correct. 

MR. STRAUS< That was an easy spec to write, because we just took the 5516 
and changed some temperatures, and erased the allowable swell. 

There is one question I'd like to throw on the table, and that Is one of 
correcting leakage. There's a possibility there will be no leakage. In other words, 
it will either evaporate away or bum away.  I think there should be some method manu- 
facturers can use whereby there will be consistency in measuring leakage at 275 de- 
grees F. 

Douglas has done a lot of work, and they would be in a position to show pit- 
falls they have had. The spec Itself Is well written, except how can we collect leak- 
age, or define leakage. 

MR. MARTINt At the present time we have a method which will beat anything 
known so far. We use a transfer barrier, a simple cylinder. The normal impulse that 
you normally apply to the packings in >5l6 tests is simply being transmitted tnrough 
a cylinder, with a piston in between the fluid and the system, and the fluid in con- 
tact with the packings. 

We load up the piston or apply it to one end and load up the cylinder with 
oil and have it calibrated, and aftei the packing test is complete we force all the 
oil in the system out and measure it; and the difference, we assume, 13 leakage. 

In a 50.000 cycls s&uursnce test, which take* a couple of days to run, as a 
matter of fact, if there is any leakage you can decect it. It's not the best system, 
but It's given us rather consistent results. 

MR. CRATTLER: Would this group accept that type of a test, for lack of any- 
thing better? 

MR. KELLER>  Do you measure these at the same temperature? 

MR. MARTIN* Yes, at 300 degrees J. 

Incidentally, all of our tests have beei conducted at 300 degrees, not 275 
degrees F. 

MR* KELLERs  X'v« noticed Frank Straus at Wright Field conducts packing 
testa one way; Douglas dees it another way; and we do it another way. Frankly, I 
don't think any of us are doing the others very such good in reporting these packing 
tests, beceuse we don't have a uniform mainod of making these tests. 

I'm holding no brief for the method we use. I'm trying to get something 
uniform for the industry to be able to compare our data.  I would like very much to 
have it the way we and the people at Douglas are doing it. 

MEMBERS There are so many ways of making it. Maybe your way and WADC's way 
and Douglas' way will give you a liberal education. 
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MR. MIDDLETON:  I thought it was good to try out different methods, because 
you may uncover weaknesses not covered by some other method of testing.  If you have 
a standard method, it may be that everybody will overlook the same thing.  It may 
show up in a particular application. 

If you have bad packings, relatively speakine, they'll show up all about the 
same. 

DR. KORETON:  The original question, unl*ss I'm very mistaken, the method vs 
are using here In evaluating this is so close to the normal spec or the Wright Fle3.d 
method of testing, there isn't an arguable difference as far as our testing; is that 
correct Mr. Martin? 

MR. MARTIN: Let's put it this wayi If we ran simply 5516, we wouldn't be 
too sure whether that packing was good or not. 

MR. CHATTLER: Are you speaking about a 3CO degree test? 

MR. MARTIN) Yes; or a 160 degree test.  If we're trying to qualify packings 
for 160 and it is strictly a military spec test, we wouldn't be too certain. 

MR. CHATTLER: Ycu say MIL 5516 is not an adequate spec? 

KTA. MARTIN: We don't feel it in. 

MR. CHATTLER: For the purposes of this spec, perhaps you can sand your com- 
ments to Mr. Straus. 

MR, MURPHYi  I think you ought to have one base level test, and if you want 
to grant that, fine. 

MR. GREEN:  I think this is a very good item for discussion.  I feel as 
Fr Jik just said, that we should have a standard test as a base level test which we can 
all use. Then we'll have comparative data. 

I'm sure that problems will come up which will be peculiar to some unusual 
packing operations and we will have to run other tests and maybe the base level test 
will have to be improved as we go along. 

But I think now is a good time to throw Ideas in and arrive at some means of 
testing which is more or less standard. 

I think chat one thing we should keep in mind in arriving at such a test is 
to arrive at a test as simple as possible from the standpoint of kinematics of the 
test rig and the hydraulic circuit, because we found in high temperature testing that 
we have so many breakdowns of various components it delays the work tr-i —ndously to 
flz up parts of the machine that fail. 

I think we should pool our ideas on this thing and come up with something 
that would be acceptable to everybody, to do a good job. 

MR. HILL: To get back to leakage measurement, I would seem to think that 
the fact that It's hard to measure leakage under these conditions is some indication 
that a small amount of leakage isn't important, therefore, any method which is the 
best that you can reasonably do, even though it's approximuta, is plenty of good cri- 
terion. 

There are two things about leakages Oas Is  tha =^='.:r.t of fluids ycu lose 
from the system; and the oth«? thing is tkt it masses everything else up in the air- 
plane which Is usually more important. If it doesn't do that, possibly it can take 
more latitude. 

MR. MARTIN: One thing I want to say. while we go through the motions of 
measuring leakage at high temperature and run rests which may or may not have signifi- 
cance, the evaluation of the results you get from the tests is more important. 

We don't feel it's too important to collect leakage at high temperature. 
What's more important is the amount of leakage you get after temperature is reduced 
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aftar an endurtnco test of 50,000 cycles, and how much is the leakage at minus 65. 

While you have leakage requirements, you have to evaluate which of the re- 
sults are important and which results are not important. 

MP-. MURPHYi  I want to comment similarly along what John's pointing out. 
What we want is the requirement for 275 limit, not just the leakage. What value is a 
life test run at 200 degrees or 275, if the 2/5 peak is not going to run 275 for the 
life test? 

A complete evaluation, let's say, 275 top limit system temperature and a rea- 
sonable temperature specifically he written around that. 1 think It requires sub-com- 
mlttes work to arrive at something suitable to everybody. 

MR. CHATTLERi Va  have a tolerance in our spoc. What do you run it at? 

MR. STRAUSi Seventy, 70.000 cycles and a temperature of 100 degrees. The 
new one should be something like this. Minus 65, so many cycles at room temperature; 
so many at top temperature; and so many cold. 

MR. MURPHY: Why room temperature? Let's say you have a 275 peak. Your ^ap- 
mal temperature involved will be higher than 110. 

MR. STRAUS: When I say "room temperature", I mean standby. 

MR. CHATTLERi He was mentioning, Frank, probably a temperature of 200 de- 
grees where tho packing will spend most of its operating time for the life test. 

MR. MARTIN: Yesterday we discussed all these temperatures and to me they 
seemed to indicate the normal operating temperatures were running 50 degrees cooler 
than peak temperatures. 

If we assume from the previous discussion on red oil that peak temperature 
is going to be 275, I don't know if we're still clear on that, but you mentioned in 
the final statement that 275 was a peak bulk temperature.  I think what we're talking 
rbout is 275 period.. 

MR. CHATTLKR:  Correct. 

MR. MARTIN:  It might be out in the wing or tail someplace.  If we have a 
275 peak temperature and if we can assume that the difference between the peak tem- 
perature and normal operating temperature is 50 degrees, possibly the life tests should 
be conducted at that temperature with screening for leakage and packing characteris- 
tics after the endurance tests at other temperatures. 

MR. STRAUS: That's something that, has to be worked out. 

MR. CHATTLER: Why net take your finished spec an send it to the people who 
want it and let them comment on it. Then you can start getting some ideas so that for 
the final coordinated spec, there won't be as much work. 

MR. STRAUS: Right now physical property tests are blng run at 275 to see 
where they fall. 

LT. KING: This has something to do with 5606, and is a mineral oil compon- 
ent anti-tack and a thickener. Now, In places where you have actuators drawn out and 
held for « long time, you may get evaporation; probably will get evaporation. Perhaps 
your maximum temperature will be dictated by that evaporation. That evaporation, if 
it's carried out to a point, may leave a fairly tacky surface which might effect the 
"0" rings. 

MR. CHATTLER: Has anyone run into that? 

MR. MJDDL ETON: We've had some experiences which indicate that this soaking 
statically may be more injurious to the packing than continuous running. You can get 
different characteristics. 

MR. CHATTLER: Mr. Martin, did you run any tests like that? 
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MR. MARTINi  Stand?/ tests. We tested packings prior to test and also pack- 
ing off the 3helf. 

DR. MORETON:  One other sugge -'.on, which is sure to lead to some contro- 
versy:  In the past, when a problem of this nature has arisen, PRL in most cases have 
come up with a fluid which allowed yv    run the thing for test purposes. 

In other words, hydrocarbon oil, with similar properties to 366, but doesn't 
have a thickener which is better in evaporation qualities, and didn't have this tack- 
ing that Lt. King mentions.  If that could be used, it wouldn't have to bo complicated 
at all.  I'd like to hear any comments on the feasibility of that. 

MR. CHATTLER:  We don't do that now on our packing tests. 

DR. MORETON: You're at a level where the composition problem would be 
brought into focus with 366. You may be reflecting something which is not typical of 
service conditions. 

LT. KING:  In line with what Dr.- Moreton is talking about, Perm State did 
a lot of work on silicates and in all their lab tests it looked very, very good, but 
at our meetings there wa 1  an indication that we wanted 5606, no change, not a differ- 
ent spec with new materials, but with the old red oil. 

DR. MORETONs My idea was to use .it for endurance, where the problem of long 
soaks is leaving a tacking rod which would influence the packing, if it's not reflec- 
tive of what they expect in service, then use an oil which has other characteristics. 

MR. MIDDLETONJ  It's the effect cf the heating on the packing.  It's then 
started up again. 

MR. WEINER:  If I understand it, it is suggested that another oil, with Get- 
ter volatility properties, is suggested for certain test purposes. Red oil is danger- 
ous because an oil not as volatile would not be subject to that evaporation.  As Lt. 
King mentioned, lt would also show different solvency characteristics.  We wouldn't 
know what we're working on. 

MR. CHATTLER:  We've ruled out the test. 

DR. KLAUS: An oil like that would be easy to formulate. 

MR. CHATTLER? That takes care of our 275 packing specification. If anyone 
has any comments that you care to send to Prank, we would appreciate it. 

Now, packings for silicate ester based fluids. 

MR. BURNS:  I'd like to make one comment regarding this temperaturs test 
for consideration. 

We are at present testing at room temperatures for the major portion of their 
life, but operating systems l*+0, 160 up to 259, and we're deriving some satisfaction 
from that. 

If we intend to impose ho<. box test cycle on every unit henceforth at these 
operating temperatures of 250 to 27.'', we're imposing a terrific expense on all our 
testing requirements and possibly te a screening test at high temperature we may be 
able to run most of our endurance cycle at a lower temperature. 

If we operate 70 to 110 degrees and derive results up to 150, there is no 
reason why we can't do the same kind of testing on a large scale and derive informa- 
tion on temperatures of 250 to 2?5» 

MR. CHATTLER: It's the screening tests that might be a problem. The ques- 
tion say for the lt00 degree fluid, would be, whether It would be worthwhile trying to 
develop packings for the silicate aster type cf fluid. 

In other words, Mr. Bartholomew did not rule out rubber at WOO degrees, al- 
though at our last meeting he was skeptical on what they can do. 
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Do you think It would be warranted at this time to concentrate on packings 
for this type of fluid? 

MR, WEIf/Efi! In my experience, what is called Park C293-70 rubber is nicely 
compatible. A your *go MLC 8200, in our exposure test, it conducted itself very well 
for attaining a i nxlonui of 3.8 percent swell. In that standard test we have approxi- 
mately 3-1/2 days exposure to five different conditions. 

One condition is one hour at WOO degrees P and one-half hour at 50C --gross 
F and this rubber withstood it very tell. 

MR. BARTHOLOMEW* Let's say the rubber has existed very well for three hours 
at 550 which I think in some respects is quite an achievement. However, if you talk 
about low temperature, you're out in another ball park. 

Today it would be questionable whether it would work. This whole program- 
Leo said at the last meeting I was skeptical--.! would like to clarify that.  I was 
asked whether a rubber meeting the requirements of an "0" ring and still in the operat- 
ing range of minus 65 degrees P could be developed. 

However, there L jems to be some confusion over the validity that may go back 
to the same argument of the fluids a while ago. How many of the laboratory tests are 
truly indicative of service. It may take a new approach to a spec. 

I will say this* We have rubber compounds now and hope to have much better 
ones in the near future which will exist in the silica esters or other types for pro- 
longed periods. 70 hours up to 500 hours continuous immersion in the fluids, with 
twnperature of V or 500 degrees. They will exist. They stay rubber like. 

Some of these materials are flexible at minus 55 degrees P. Whether they 
wlil vork in a hydraulic system I cannot predict. If they fall in the present screen- 
ing tests of MIL-P-5315, I still wonder if they wouldn't work in many components of 
the hydraulic system* These are the things to be determined. 

ER. MORETONi I have one word of caution in regard to tne question of simi- 
larity. Our tests were all the presently available compounds including the acrolate 
types and the Buna-N types, neoprene types, some lastex. We have made exposure tests 
of the different forms of silicon containing materials. 

Our data so far Indicates that my pure base fluid with a skeletal structure 
of silicon has an effect of temporarily getting along with the high temperature in the 
fluid and subsequently loses some of its good properties. 

I think a separate Wright Pleld report, or some other report, claimed that 
as a general rule silicates are poor plasticisers. 

We took this into consideration with the fluids we have proposed and did 
something about it. As a result, while in some short term tests information is very 
limited, it appears at high temperatures one may see » very strong similarity between 
silicate ester bass as ve continue to increase the time or temperature we find verifi- 
cation of that which we are hunting for, which is a better compatibility with existing 
compounds. 

We have been very badly bitten by the hydraulic engineers by Skydrol in its 
ability to get along with packings. We sacrificed a number of things to make OSM-5 get 
along with packings. 

We would prefer that 03^5 be fudged with regard to the packings you want to 
use in that particular fluid and we would not recommend—in fact, we wouU recommend 
against using information from packings derived from tests in other silicate materials. 
Here's where the only major difference exists. 

MR. CHATTLERi That's a new one. 

I.R. KELLER: At the suggestion of the rubbers lab, Mr. Bartholomew in partic- 
ular, we had Investigated this Hloar 21 sometime baok and found that in addition to tb> 
poor low temperature properties, even though it existed in the fluids, the mechanical 
properties at any temperature were so poor it wasn't worth considering. 
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We have wade testa In different silicate based fluids with a number of dif- 
ferent types of packings and we will confirm Doug's statement on OfciW?, but even an end 
packing does . xist very well.  We are not basing our evaluation program on this fact, 
however. 

We wish to leave the door open, in our own particular case, for other fluids 
if thoy turn up to be better. 

Ag.iin on the recommendation of Mr. Bartholomew, we are doing most of our 
work onrFoprene which is compatible on ail known silicate fluids.  I wish to point 
out, however, in the course of our testing ue have surprised ours.lves with the abix- 
ity of packings to operate under high temperatures. 

Wd think we have gone a long way in providing an answer to this problem.  I 
'lo not wart anyone to feel that we have a packing or are close to having a packing 
which can be used at high temperatures and subsequently be used At zero or below.  I 
do not think we arc there yet.  We are probably not very close.. 

MR. CHATTLER:  How good is it? 

MR. KELLER: Bart can answer that. 

MR. BARTHOLOMEW»  It's flexible at minus 65 degrees F.  It's hard to predict 
how well it will work i.»: each application at low temperature.  It's far better than 
the acrolene and bettor than the Buna-N. 

MR. CHATTLER: lien's concentrate en the packings that will be good in the 
silicate ester fluids. This is going to be a major problem for the WOO degree system. 

Item C, on Teflon rings, refers to the present dimensional concroversy on 
Teflon rings.  We expect to resolve this problem tomorrow at a special meeting with 
Douglas, Santa Monica, North American, Columbus, North American, Inglewood, the major 
contenders in this controversy and anyone else who desires wo attend. 

As I mentioned before, the packing tests, we have decided, will be run with 
Teflon back-up rings. I have Just one other question to ask about the prese t Teflon 
rings. 

Lockheed is claiming, they're having trouola with the Teflon ring in the 
st«tic seal application.  Does' anyone have an/ comments oo static seal application of 
the present Teflon? 

MEMBER * That was 6230 static seals. 

MR. CRATTLER: I guess most people are using 6227. How about you, Mr. Bumb, 
are you using Tsflon now? 

MR. BUMBi Yes, 

MR. CRATTLER: Have you been using 6230 applications? 

MR. EUMB: "e« we have, but have net had too many failures as yet. 

MR. MIDDLETON: We feel that the installation problem is bad. It's too hard 
to get these things into a cylinder or seal where you have a blind installation, where 
the ring has to be forced past the end of the cylinder or gland that screws in. 

MR. CHATTLERi We found the same thing at Qu: .set, whilo converting some AD 
cylinders. They've racewnended *hat ve make the Teflon ring solid. 

MR. MIDDLETON: With a scarfed cut? 

MR. CHATTLER: Washer type. 

MR. MIDDLETON: How do they get it in? 

MR. CHATTLER:  Internal gland, not external. 

MR. MIDDLETON: There are many applications where the groove is on the male 
part 
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MR. CHATTLER: You may have a cylinder end where you're using it as an exter- 
nal seal* 

MR. MI DDL CT Oil's  We've had trouble with the 6227 sizes too. 

MR. CHATTLERj  Ralph, did you -ay you couldn't stay over until tomorrow? 
We're going to have the Teflon meeting tomorrow.  If you can stay over, we might ask 
those people about their experiences. 

Any other comments on packings? 

MR. STRAUS:  One correction I'd like to make that I think I may be respons- 
ible for. Pagf» h  of the minutes dated 6-7 October 1953« "Although the present stand- 
ard "0" rings are supposed to be acceptable in the MLO-X fluid . . ."I think we can 
delete that because later tests show it definitely shrinks bally. 

MR. CHATTLER* What do you want to say? 

MR. STRAUSs I would say delete the whole paragraph and sayi "It's very 
possible new packings will have to be developed in the MLO-X fluid." 

MR. BARTHOLOMEW:  I would like to point out that I have heard that most of 
the packing manufacturers are still reluctant to work very hard on some of these prob- 
lems involving new fluids and particularly the high temperatures. 

The thing I want to get across is, we at WADC, and all of the Services, have 
spent as much money on high temperature packing materials as has been spent on fluid 
developments. 

We have quite a background available at the Field continually working on 
this problem.  If any of you have questions or comments you care to make, I would 
welcome receiving them from you. 

MR. CHATTLER* Item C-l Materials and Finishes is the next item or. vour 
agenda. 

On finishes—cadmium plate, tin plate, zinc plate—the question for these 
materials Is the high temperature range. You will have to take precautions when you 
are designing your 275 degrees systems, to watch for those materials. Let's now have 
a discussion on these finishes. 

Copper, for example in 5606. Frank, would you like to say something on that, 
what the effects of 5606 fluid are on copper at 275 degrees F. 

». KLAUS« I can't speak for all 5606 fluids, but a typical 5606—several 
typical 5606 fluids that we have looked at--show no appreciable copper corrosion at 
the 350 degrees F. Copper corrosion does not start with incipient oxidation. In 
other words, you can have some oxidation before you get copper corrosion. You do get 
copper corrosion if you have severe oxidation. 

MR. CHATTLEhi Then for the purposes of these systems, until they have prov» 
otherwise, we will assume that bronzes that have a semblance of copper in them may be 
acceptable for the system. 

MR. MARTIN* We have run several tests in conjunction with this long-term 
discussion with Wright Field, and some typical aircraft forms of bronze that are used, 
as compared tc pure copper at the 350 degree level, we find that the rate of attack 
on the typical aircraft materials is at least, at the worst, only half of that of pure 
copper; so that there is farther evidence that it is more likely that the typical 
bronze will be fairly safe. 

DR. KLAUSt    I would like to endorse that statement. We have never found a 
bronze—that is worse than copper. They are all somewhat better than copper. 

MR. CHATTLERJ  Does anyone have zny  questions on copper or copper alloys? 

MR. ROTHGERY: I was wondering what the effect of MIL-0-6083 would be. What 
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would be the effect 01 any corrosion inhibitors; what effect they might have on copper. 

MR. CHATTLERx  I guess no one has any information on the effect of MIL-O-6O83 
preservative fluid on copper, WADG will conduct some tests in this respect. 

The other item that we might discuss for a moment is aluminum alloys; and In 
aluminum alloys we are speaking primarily of 61ST, 52SO aluminum tubing, 2^1, 17ST 
and l'fST fittings and components. Should we conduct an inv=5ti^«.ti&u on No. A, let's 
say 61ST and 52SO tubings, to see whether the fatigue characteristics of these mater- 
ials decrease at 275 degrees F.  I know they do decrease some. 

Do we have comments from the Materials people present? 

MR. MAGEE; WAXi There is evidence that fatigue characteristics of 61ST-6 
at elevated temperature do go down.  I think that all of you. have the data on that 
which was done for Materials Laboratory by Armament Research.  It's a very thick book, 
and it contains the complete data on these alloys, room temperature and eiav.-ted temp- 
erature- -about ten thousand tests. That should be a guide that is fairly correct. 

We know that 61ST is net as good an elevated temperature material as some 
of the others. 2*fST fittings. 1VST fittings, when they are below the aging tempera- 
ture of the material—that's 3@5 degrees—then they do exhibit good qualities. When 
they get above that, then you run into a problem. 

I want to digress a moment and present co the people who are working with 
ultra-high temperatures an idea—this is not a new one—it's the idea of SAP, sintered 
aluminum powder, or. as Alcoa cal^s their product. APNP. That's nura aluminum.  It's 
stable at whatever temperature you keep it.  In other words, it is the only aluminum 
which does not decrease with time and temperature, because thei'e is no alloy present. 

For example, at 600 degrees, you could have a material which will held 
20,000 psi continuously. Materials Laboratory has work going on at the present time 
at Thompson Products to learn how to forge this, and they have made good progress. 
We weren't thinking of you people at the time that this was started; we were really 
thinking of the engine people with their aluminum blades, and of course their fatigue 
problem is far more critical than yours. However, I see no reason why it should not 
be ideal for you people that have to design to high temperatures, and if you think 
that there may be some merit in that for your future design. Maybe you will want to 
get in touch with Thompson Products, or somebody else, to forge a sample and try it 
for you, some fitting or something else. 

I believe that BuAer has several projects on the materials, and WADC has 
another project on elevated temperature fatigue up to a 1000 degree. At 1000 degrees 
it's about 9,000 psl short-time temporal strength. These two fatigue values arc rela- 
tively good. 

This is something of promise, which when I listened to Mr. Keller with his 
presentation yesterday, I couldn't help but feel might be an aid to him and to the 
rest of you that may come into that category. 

There are essentially four grades of this material: M255, which is approxi- 
mately 5 percent oxide content, M257, which is approximately 7-8 percent oxide; the 
Swiss product which is approximately 11-12 percent oxide; and the M256, that's Alcoa's. 
That is from 13 to 17 percent oxide, and of course the properties increase with the 
amount of oxide present. The elevated temperature—let's say 600 degree* temperature-- 
elongation of this pure aluminum alloy is 6 or 7 percent in 2 Inches.  It's less at 
elevated temperatures than it is at room temperature. However, that is not too much; 
maybe 9 percent at room temperature. Therefore, design criterie. in that respect should 
not affect you too much. 

I don't know if I've transgressed too f»r from the po4Jit at this time, but 
I thought it was worthwhile to bring up to you. 

MH. CHATTLER: Thank you, Mr. Magee. 

I think it probably would be warranted to conduct some impulse and vibration 
tests at 275 degrees F on the aluminum lines and fittings. We have scheduled to do 
some of this v.ork this coming year. We will do the work with flared fittings and 
flare-less fittings. 
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Getting back to finishes, I believe that the cadmium plate was Investigated 
in MIL-O-5606 fluid? 

DR. KLAUS:  Yes. 

MR. CKATTLER: What were the results? 

DR. KLAUS> Teats were conducted above and below 250 degrees: there is some 
indication that there was some 5606 fluid that corroded cadmium below 250 degrees. 
I don't know how easy or how difficult it is to eliminate cadmium plate, but on the 
basis of corrosion, it would be desirable if we were to eliminate it from the interior. 

MR. MARTIN: How woull you fe«»l, Dr. Klaus, about this new nickel-process 
plate affair ? 

DR. KLAUS: I would guess that it would servo better than cadmium plate. 

MR. MARTIN:  It aeemed very applicable when it was suggested. 

MR. ROTHGERY: What is the problem—corrosion above 250 degrees, or is it 
a matter of the cadmium getting brittle, or which? 

DR. KLAUS: It's corrosion. We can dissolve off the cadmium plate with most 
organic materials when they start to oxidize. That goes for diesters and mineral oil. 

MR. CHATTLER: We had some experience with that, in hydrolube. 

MR. ROTHGERY: We have done quite a bit of work at the Colunbu3 plant; at 
the Inglevood plant also. We have investigated a number of nickel processes, and 
actually we found that corrosion-wise it is about as good as regular electro-plated 
nickel. However, the thing we have had against it has been the question of getting 
good adhesion. It requires extreme care in funneling this, and we've had trouble at 
times reproducing the same type of finish; that Is, If we get one finish one time, the 
next time we -/111 get another. It requires such close control over the bath that in 
effect it is also rather brittle, even after baking fcr fairly long periods. I think 
we ran into some problems with the hydraulic system. 

MR. MIDDLETON: We had similar trouble with the electro-nickel, what testing 
was done with it, and In two or three cases now where we have used it, it has produce5 
blisters cr has blistered off, especially down in the bottom of grooves, places which 
are apparently hardest to get clean-surfaced; and the service gear has to be absolutely 
chemically clean and they don't aeem to be able to do it. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I suppose many paople are working with these nickel finishes. 
Maybe it vlll get to be a usable process if enough development work i: performed on 
it. It Is a reasonable replacement for chrome plating, because you don't leak air 
through the nickel as you will through the chrome plate. 

MR. POTKOERY: I think it's an expensive process, also. 

DR. MORETON: We have had several specimens plated up for various reasons 
at different concerns that said they could do it, with equivalent results of those 
reported here", but recently they had ths opportunity to review--! think the originator 
of the large-scale plate for this—In their new plant on the Coast. I might add that 
at first the chemists had gone to almost fantastic preparations to maintain the clean- 
liness of solution condition. Since, they had had obviously very wide experience com- 
pared to most of the others, it is equally obvious that they consider it important. 

By the same token, most of the specimens that we have received from that 
source see* to be pretty good. 

MP ROTHGERY: We had some specimens that were good, and some we got that 
were not good. We found that a continual filtration of the solution Is absolutely 
mandatory, for one thing. We ran into the problem of our pumps that were set ap. We 
finally ended up by coating the inside of our pumas with Teflon, which worked very 
well. 
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MR. CHATTLER:  The other two finishes in qusscior. ere tin plate and zinc 
plate.  Do you have any comments on that  Dr. Xlaus? 

DR. KLAUS'  w0_ 

LT. KING:  I'll nave some data later,on that. 

MR. CHATTLER: Thus, summing up materials for 5606 at 275 degrees F: 

1. We are going tc run vibration impulse tests on aluminum fittings and 
tubings. 

2. We are going to investigate further the tin plate and zinc plate fin- 
ishes, and report on them. 

Is there any other consideration that we should bring up at this time in 
regard to materials for ths 275 degrees systems? 

Before we close this subject let's talk about corrosion resistance in our 
275 degrees g 5606 system. 

We have been using the plain carbon steels and the high carbon steels with 
MIL-0-5606 and with 6083 as a preservative fluid. Now the major problems that we have, 
and this is a significant poi.it, concern the component parts of plain carbon steels 
or high heat treat steels that actuate into the fluid and then cat into the atmos- 
phere. The subsequent atmospheric corrosion has been severe in hydrolube and moderate 
but unacceptable in MIL-O-5606.  It would seem to me that this condition would bscoos 
more critical when we operate at a higher temperature in MIL-n-56C6. 

Insofar as this point is concerned, this means only meeting the requirements 
of our present specifications, which apparently very few people have been meeting In 
the past. These conditions occur in sequence valves pressure switches, single-acting 
cylinders, et cetera.  This requirement w4.ll be rigidly enforced in the future by both 
the USAF and BuAer. 

Now let's talk about corrosion resistance inside hydraulic components. As 
you all know we have had this subject under discussion for sometime and the Navy's 
theme has been and still is a more reliable component. The following is the Navy's 
reasons for requiring internal corrosion resistancei 

1. Corrosion to a significant degree has been found in components that are 
in Navy stock rooms all over the world. Corrosion has been found in 
aircraft that were inactive awaiting delivery in pools for periods longer 
than ** months. 

2. A majority of the equipment returned from all parts of the world to 
overhaul bases in this country are discarded because of corrosion. 

3. Corrosion has been found in components in prime contractor's plants 
awaiting production installation. Corrosion has been found to a small 
degree in components removed from active aircraft that have net been 
inactive. 

W. Corrosion has been found in components in vendor's plants awaiting de- 
livery to prime contractors. 

In view of the above the Navy has gone ahead and is trying to get corrosion 
resistant materials or protective finishes on all of our components, even though we 
are using 5606. Maybe ve have a little more of a problem in a carrier based airplana; 
I s*y this because we haven't quite concluded & Joint Air Fores and Navy agreement on 
making corrosion resistance a requirement.  It would seem to me, though based on the 
above that it would be a very desirable requirement.  I discussed this with the people 
at the A-6 Meeting; and certain people Jumped up with both guns blazing, "How can you 
do it? We've been using 52100 steel for close telerance valves, and U-130 and what- 
h«ve-you. You can't use stainless steel with close tolerance valves; it's too soft, 
it will gall". But this is all talk of what has gone on in the past. This does not 
mean that we cannot start investigating materials, different types of materials, to 
achieve the construction of a component that under any handling condition, whether 
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it is in the contractor's plant or whether it is in service, that will insure us a 
component that is free from corrosion when we put it in the airplane. 

& 

They do an awful lot of repairing of airplanes. As a matter of fact, a 
god maintenance crew—and this is based on my experience on my trip overseas—out of 

squadrons I found one squadron that I thought was really a sharp outfit. The rea- 
son I felt they wers sharp was tha^; every time they would have a failure of a compon- 
ent, whether it was due to corrosion or what-have-you, they would undertake a preven- 
tive maintenance program for checking this equipment on every other airplane, even 
though it may have occurred on only one or two aircraft. Their aircraft availability 
was very high. Of course, their preventive maintenance was also very high. 

It was in this squadron that I really found this large volume of corrosion. 
I not only found it in the hydraulic system, I found it on a lot of engine parts, 
many fuel system parts, because they were using much equipment out of stock. They 
were changing equipment on their own schedule, where they thought there was a possi- 
bility of failure.  On the components that we had for the Corsair airplanes, which 
v<sre real old components, three, four or five years in stock, corrosion from that 
storage was really widespread; and they were supposedly stored with 6083—and it turned 
out they were. The squadrons were taking three, four and five units out of stock be- 
fore they could find one that would work in an airplane. 

This ell gdts to the point of saying that we need more reliable systems. 
Everybody says that.  Everybody sayst "We need two power controls, plus another safe- 
ty, and what-have-you." Well, if we are going to increase that reliability, the 
elimination of the corrosion point, I feol. would be a considerable improvement; and 
the increased initial cost is Just a drop in the Ducket compared to what we are pro- 
bably throwing away in corrosion of components. It really doesn't involve too much 
more money.  It's just « matter of starting to see what types of materials and finishes 
can be used. Of course, this Is a development process, but if we never start doing 1\ 
why we will never get it done. 

I know some of you are thinking that unless we ean sucessfully apply the 
corrosion resistant materials or protective finishes to our more complicated equipment 
that w» may decrease the reliability of the component because of poor material com- 
binations resulting In galling for slid- valve? increased operating forces for sole- 
noids, extreme temperature binding, breaking of parta due to notch sensitivity, et 
cetera. All I can say In this regard is that ve won't know until ve try. I believe 
you all know that the materials people of BuAer are available at all time* to discuss 
these problems vlth you. 

This, of course, carries also Into the different fluids that we get into. 
I don't know hov good OSW5 Is as a storage fluid. I don't know If Monsanto or Douglas 
know thit It Is a good or bed long-time storage fluid. So we need another preservative 
fluid for that fluid? We oan eliminate the entire preservative problem by Just select- 
ing our materials accordingly. 

So. for the record I want to day that I think ve should do it, and that 
the end result vill be a long time reliable unit. 

MR. ROTHOERYi Are the Services doing anything about evaluating these corro- 
sion-preventive materials? Sometimes there are a lot of erroneous conceptions about 
corrosion. The Idea is, sometimes you put something in your radiator; your car is 
going to last for the next ten years without replenishing it or draining it out. Act- 
ually, the sources for some of the corrosion inhibitors are such that they are not 
good as far as quality control Is concerned. I mean, we ran Into soze problems, I 
know. We were investigating hard aluminum and the corrosion inhibitors. Ve fooled 
around with some that were absolutely useless. There vere claims being made for than. 
I woi.Jer if the Service; are iol^f anything about evaluating them. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Thers has beer, a lot of work done in evaluating fluids. Hov 
can you evaluate the material quality-wise. I don't know. All I do know is, that the 
chemists are mysterious people, and they can't give you a straight answer. I guess 
it's a tough problem to give a straight answer. In trying to analyze the hydrolubes 
I learned only that it Is a problem I never could get a quantitative answer as to what 
happened to the fluid. It's just a big and complicated problem. I feel we all will 
be better off by building a system that from the materials standpoint we will minimize 
the effort that the chemists have to pi>t into the fluid to do the Job for us. 
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Doe3 anyone want to make comments about this particular subject? 

MR, STEFFEN, NORTHROP AIPCRAFTi  I would like to ask you*  Do you want a 
system that is absolutely protected against corrosion? Conceivably right now, you 
could make something that wouldn't corrode.  New materials are available, if you want 
to pay for them, that won't corrode. 

MR. CHATTLFR:  I don't know how such materials fit into all the different 
parts that we have to manufacture in the hydraulic system. 

MR. STEFFEN:  They don't go into all of them, but you can get more corrosion 
resistant materials, I would say, than we are using at the present time. 

MR. CHATTLER: That As what I think we should try to do. 

MR. STEFFEN:  Regardless of cost? 

MR. CHATTLERJ  I don't know what this means in cost. What material are you 
referring to? 

MR. STEFFEN:  117-11*- heat treated stainless, that I believe has good proper- 
ties. 

MR. MAGEE:  Ever) thing is good except the stress. 

MR. CHATTLER: That is your materials investigation program.  One tough 
point is to determine the degree of corrosion resistance dwsired. This is still a 
big question mark, between the Air Force and the Navy. I don't think the 200-hour 
salt-spray test is the answer, perhaps the 360-hour 100 percent humidity test is the 
answer.  I really don't know. 

MR. STEFFEN:  I think it would be good if you could define, more or less, 
what you would like to have in the way of material* 

MR. CHATTIER: We're going to do that. We're going to try to select a list 
of materials that have corrosion resistant properties and for the moment say that 
these materials will be acceptable even though we know that some combinations may not 
be. As we discover these ecmbir-°ti'?ns we will i-ule them out for future design. 

All 1 am trying to tell you is that this is something we should thick about; 
we should start working on it, and we are going to try to get you to work on it by 
making at least one exchange of correspondence, where we will say, "What are you doing 
about, getting more corrotion resistant materials in your airplanes?" 

I think our whole high temperature program will be simplified if we do that; 
and let's try to do it. 

Any other comments? 

MR. CHATTLER: Now on the *+0o degree materials, of course, we have more or 
less ruled out aluminum alloys. Mr. Magee of Wright Field has suggested some materials 
in the aluminum alloy field that may be useful. At the moment it seems that most 
people are using stainless steel, *+130 steel and 52100 steel. 

The other material that I think we should he Investigating is the titenium 
alloys. There we have the strength that we need. 

As you know, we have a contract with Boeing, and we have one with Weatherhead, 
They are both investigating titanium fittings and tubing. The titanium fittings that 
I saw at Weatherhead looked very good to me. They hadn't gone through impulse or vi- 
bration tests yet, but it did machine very well. 

Now, I don't know what titanium will do for control valves, or other compon- 
ents j but we certainly should look into it. There is no reason why we can't start 
worJ'fng with it as scon as possible, even using it in our present systems—and not wait 
for the 5*00 degree systems. 

MR. MAYHEW:  Do they use roll threads? 
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MR. CHATTLER: They ara regular, machined and roll threads, the same kinds 
they put on the present fittings. 

MR. JACOBS, BUAER: Mr. Chairman, I might add, in your ax. suasion of titani- 
um you are confining your discussion to the tests tha t we hare been running so far on 
hydraulic equipment; but in another area, the fastening fie?d—the bolt and nuts 
field--ve have run under experimental contract with the H. h. Harper Company, 
that all the normal production methods currently in use are acceptable with titanium. 

One of the factors involved is the upsetting procedure,of course. I think 
they had to go into hot upsetting, but that does not always apply to the hydraulic 
components as we know them today. Roll threads, drilling, machining, forming, other 
machine shop practices that would enter Into the construction of hydraulic parts, were 
investigated and the report of this contractual work is being uade available, I would 
say to one hundred percent of the aircraft companies through the HASC Representatives. 
I suggest that you fellows ft  in touch with your HASC men when you get home and see 
whether those reports will be of any help to you. 

MR. CHATTLER: There is much material available on titanium. I have a little 
book in my drawer right now In which there is listed several hundred titanium reports, 
the physical properties, forging and machining and what-have-you. You might get your 
materials people on the ball and start looking into it. 

MR. JACOBS: The titanium fitting looks very much like the steel fitting, as 
far as finish is concerned, and all other outward appearances. 

MR. METTEEv  Bendlx In their accumulator and acutating cylinder are going to 
try titanium. 

MR. MAYHEW: Can you tell me what alloys you are using for those fittings in 
this contract, on the tubing and fitting contract? Were you able to bend it success- 
fully, or were you trying flare!esa fittings to see what the results would be? 

MR. CHATTLER: Mr. Mayhew, Mr. Jacobs is trying to get some figures on that. 
I think the last Boeing Report had some flaring data on the titanium tubing* 

MR. JACOBS: To date, the Information we received from either of these two 
contracts has been very meager. They've had delays in getting material and setting up 
for their initial experimental work, and as Mr. Chattier said, the last report from 
Boeing is the first real data that we have, and even that was rather skimpy. I think 
that it confined itself mainly to some flaring troubles that they bad with the tubing. 

We have nothing on anyadvanced tests, such as impulse or even static tests, 
I don't believe. We hope to disseminate that Information from now on. rather that at 
the end of the contract. We will send it out intermittently as we get it from the 
lii/ntractors, rather than *v«ilt the completion of the contract. 

That's our present pl^n; it hasn't been finalized as yet, but we hope to do 
that. 

You raised the question as to the alloys that were being investigated.  T 
don't have the exact data before me, but I believe Weatherhead, on the fittings, is 
investigating the REM-CRU RC-130A. The tubing that Boeing is checking, I don't know. 
They are working with—well, the names of the companies are immaterial, because they 
each have various alloys.  Unfortunately, I don't have that data right with me. 

MR. MAYHKW:  I would Just like to add something: I had contracts with 
REM-CRu on tubing, and they say that th*y don't consider that they can make tubings 
with small wall thicknesses. Anything in the neighborhood of .035 to .06? is out or 
the question, as far as they are concerned. They say that the best they can do— 
excuse me, I am Just talking about RC-130 alloy—is about 1/8 to 1/h  in wall thickness. 
That is very discouraging, as far as using it in place of stainless steel. 

The reason I brought up this stainless fitting problem, I have also been 
made to understand that thera 1? a sensitivity problem as far as titanium goes. That 
also predicated my question, whether they were roll threads or machine threads. 

MR. WILLIAMS: We have fatigue tests on titanium bolts in comparison with 
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standard aircraft bolts, and we have found that they do have low fatigue properties 
compared to their ultimate strength as contrasted with steel, and we were getting head 
failures on them.  The threads didn't fail; these are roll threads.  We were vorking 
with 150 and 130. 

MR. MAGEE: To me it looks as if rolling or any other forming titanium would 
have to be done warm- I don't see at the moment how you are going to get away from 
it, and of course thtc presents a problem.  However, that i3 becoming a problem in all 
other metals, as you get the stronger alloys  It may not be so difficult as the time 
that you want to use them. 

MR. GREEN: We bought a few titanium parts several years ago. We had some 
check valves, shuttle valves and accumulators made of titanium, both titanium commer- 
cially pure and titanium alloys, and results on those part3 were not encouraging.  The 
cones of the check valveswre badly beaten during the cycling test. The shuttle valve 
showed quite a bit of galling, and the shuttling pressure was quite erratic because 
of that. One of the accumulators failed on a proof test, due to what was analyzed 
to be an inclusion in the bovel of the accumulator. 

I don't think any of these things should be taken to discourage us, but they 
are results of our Initial work on titanium components. 

We would Ilka to proceed with this further, but our progress has been slow 
due to lack of manpower* One thing that has recently been suggested is that lithium 
may be a possibility for Improving titanium with respect to its sliding characteris- 
tics. That is one idea that we hope to try. 

MR. CHATTLT31. Your experience, Mr. Keller? What kind of materials are you 
using? 

MR. KELLER: We haven't tried titanium in anything, yet. We have tried 52100 
stainless steel tubings, l+13©AllK) blocks, and surprisingly enough, a lot of aluminum. 
The reason we are using aluminum is that on a number of commercially available compon- 
ents, particularly in the case of housing for pumps and valves of various types, the 
housings which are made of aluminum are made much thicker than is necessary for strength 
alone, in order to get sufficient rigidity. The thickness of material is way beyond 
what is required for strength, so that over quite a long period of time, the high tem- 
perature aluminum is still plenty strong, and this is true over quite a number of 
cycles up and down in temperature. 

MR. CHATTLER. What temperature range? 

MR. KELLERi  Up to WOO degr-es temperature range. 

We are using quits a number of aluminum housings in our components, «u»d cur 
metallurgists tell us that we are quite safe in this. This isn't something we could 
seel too short. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Very interesting, Mr. Keller.  Bared on that experience T 
recommend that we look into the aluminum /-Hoys for kOO  degrees F. 

MR, POLLARD*  Along the same line, two or three of the component manufact- 
urers that I have talked to-have run similar tests on aluminum housed components} 
grading it down or increasing it proportionately to what they feel the aluminum will 
fall of at the hich temperatures. They have indications that they will be able to use 
the metal in that way. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Did you test any of your aluminum units to really know whether 
you had the life the m* .allurgists say you had? 

MR. KELLER:  It so happened we did test them, but we tested them before the 
metallurgists had a chance to do all their slide-rule work, and we didn't run into 
trouble--and they confirmed that we shouldn't. 

MR. PROMISEL: Which alloys are you talking about at this high temperature? 

MR. KELLER: We aren't actually using particularly unusual materials at 
all; quite conventional. 
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MR. CHATTLSRJ  2*f-ST or lM-ST? 

MR. KELLER:  I don't know what the t.lumlnum housings are; what the particu- 
lar alloy is.  They are cast components. We use the material they buy.  We don't know 
"hat the yinwiirmw •iii,»j are. 

MR. PROMICELt  I don't know whether your test is short-time or long-time; 
but it should be long-time. 

MR. KELLERs  I say, I don't know for sure what t^ase alloys are, but we are 
considering a minimum of tv-'o hours at elevated temperature, and usually we are talking 
about longer periods of time than that. In the course of tnat time, at any rote, we 
aren't getting Into any trouble, according to what our metallurgists tell me. 

MR. PROMISEL:  Is two hours a significant number? 

MR. KELLER: For one flight, sir, it is a significant number, even .^r air- 
craft, when you go up and then come down again. You go up and hold your high temper- 
ature, and then drop to the normal temperature; and then go up again. As long as at 
no time you hold it at high temperature for too long a period of time, you apparently 
are on fairly safe ground. 

MR. PROMISE!:  It's cumulative. 

MR. KELLER: Appr&rently there is a number of cycles you go through. 

MR MACEE: First of all, are you talking about casting alloys? 355. of 
course, is best at 300 degrees F. From there on there is a slight drop, so he might 
possibly be using housing of 355. 356 is not bad. On S'+BT, where there is short-time 
use anticipated, some companies are under-aging it. either not giving artificial aids 
at all, which Is a normal condition of 2WST or is they are using one, a 2*tST-8 series, 
they are not aging it the length cf time they normally would, and therefore the time 
In an air weapon would constitute part of that aging cycle—and they are overcoming 
the drop there. 

In other words, they are actually going up in strength to the peak, and may- 
be just coming down slightly, if they overstep that time. 

MR. CHATTLER: Of course, there still are many components made of aluminum 
alloys, as you all know. Some of the people have gone to the steels to make smaller 
components, but Mr. Keller's reference. Mr. Pronisel, was to the fact that we have so 
much stress margin on some of our housings for control valves that thickness of the 
aluminum material will permit you to go to a higher temperature, art: ycu wouldn't nec- 
essarily get a failure in, a part that was stressed for a particular application. 

MR, ROTHGERY:  Batelle, in their Rand project a couple of yeeis ago, did 
quite a bit of work on aluminum alloys—the effect of heat on them.  In fact, as I 
recall, the report was something like that. There was a tremendous number of reports 
giving the effect on various types of aluminum alloys. 

MR. CHATTLER:  There is a lot of information available on the temperature 
characteristics c* aluminum alloys. 

Are you familiar with this Rand Project? 

MR. PROMISEL:  That was 19»+8, I believe. 

MR. CHATTLER: You want to remember that you people are buying equipment 
from vendors who do not have material staffs, and these people are going to fce depend- 
ent upon your survey of the materials in their particular components, as to whether or 
not you have the quality there that you want. You might take note of this particular 
point when you go out to buy your equipment. 

Ion  should also make available to your vendors the material information you 
have so that they can work on their own programs, a.id I suppose we crn do that very 
nicely through our A-*> meetings, because about everybody and his brother are at them. 
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There is one more item, and that is spring's; spring properties drop down 
with an increase in temperature.  So far 1 only heard about inconel-X, on the springs. 
Is this an acceptable, across-the-board material for springs, or does it have some 
undesirable properties. 

MR, KELLER: This is the first time we have actually used inconel springs. 
We made a number of tests on both the regular spring materials in relief valves, and 
some silicon steel spring materials; and the mechanical hysteresis curves on them 
were Ju.^t terrible.  We'd go up in temperature, the pressure would go way down; we 
dropped the tempsrature, and the pressure would go halfway up.  It kept going in a 
loop like that.  It probably would have stabilized off somewhere eventually, but it 
would take us too long to get to it. 

This test we ran the other day en the Pantex relief valve with the inconel 
spring was the first test we had made with an inconel spring, and .1 would say the 
results were very, very striking. We Just had no apparent fading of the crushing 
pressure at all over this wide range of temperature, 

MR. POLLARD; Last fall, the ASME ran a series of tests on springs in New 
York. One of them, there was quite a bit of discussion on the effects of temperature. 
They mentioned the inconel, and there a couple of other alloys especially for high 
temperature springs.  I can get that data and send It to you later on.  (See Part I 
Republic) 

MR. MIDDLETONi We have run some tests on some inconel-X springs fairly 
recently and through temperatures up to about UOO degrees, not specifically for hyd- 
raulic parts but for some other parts, and they worked out apparently very well. We 
haven't had any service experience on it. but the tests didn't cycle up and down. 
They didn't vary even a measureole amount going up to UOO degrees. 

MR. CHATTLERt I understand there are several types of inooiiels. 

MR. MIDDLETON? This was inconel-X we were using. 

MR. SAN'ILIPPO, BUAERi Should we attempt to define what corrosion resistant 
steels are? 

MR. CHATTLERt I don't think we can, at this meeting. You mean, attempt to 
establish some sort of suitable test for corrosion resistance. 

MR. SANFILIPPOt Yes. 

MR. CHATTIER: Well, I think it will probably be much easier to try to work 
something up first, and then let everybody shoot holes into it. From that we can 
arrive at some reasonable tests. 

I guess, for the benefit of the Materials people, we probably should point 
out some of the problems involved in hydraulic system components.  I thought maybe 
John Burns could give us some information on the tests that he has been running with 
stainless stssl spools and slssrcs, because Rsr.y psople havs indicated a desire for 
such information. 

MR. BURNSJ We started this program about two years ago--more than that— 
trying to find a combination of a sleeve and a slide that would continue to do so over 
long periods of time.  I think we have gone through every conceivable material combina- 
tion there is. now; and we go along fine on one spool combination—say, choosing **31 
heat-treat 12'h's and >f5;000, experience, that is, and a chreae elated slide, Just a 
V130 chrome plated slide—and we have "sed that with quite a good deal of success on 
all of our conventional four-way control valves. 

Typical applications are wing flap, landing gear valve, and so forth. 

The next step was, we tried to mak* the slide also of stainless material* 
We have used HHO'S in conjunction with the *+31» at differential hardnesses; that is, 
the W31 at 125 and the MtO stainless at Rockwell C-55 and C-52. 
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Of course, the reason for choosing the Mt-0 for the slide material is because 
it's the easiest to fabricate.  It's a ground diameter lans, only.  We have been run- 
ning into recent troubles with that, however. We find that the differential hardness 
is not the secret to the success of stainless steels in combination with each other. 

We and Bertea have been trying MtO's with M+C. and ^31 with ^31. even at 
the same high heat-treat range, for both of those material, and so far it boks good; 
but I venture to say. before we ar« done checking we will have ens or two slide and 
sleeve combinations that will gall or cause difficulty. 

One of the difficulties that seems to be an important factor is, if you have 
squeezedown, or if you have some pressure effect of squeeze on the slide—in one slide 
configuration and one valve configuration over another—you have considerably more 
difficulty, regardless of the combinations that jrou use. 

We still have quite a few tests to go before we a^e sure of either of the 
M+O-M+C combination or the W3I-V3L Those two show the best promise so far. 

One other thing we have considered is the nickel-plate.  In fact, our A*+D 
airplare started out with a consideration of using **130 and 'tlWO pistons with chemical 
nickel-plate, in lieu of chrome plated piston rods; and we have run into a terrific 
amount of difficulty in consistency, as was implied by the two pravious discussions. 
One of the things that we have discovered in using that type of material is the hard- 
ness of the material. You can't check it very easily in the production nan of things. 

The evidence that we found recently is that the hardness varies between 
batcher from the same vendor. We tried four vendors, incidentally. The variations are 
very noticeable, and the variations in corrosion resistance by salt-spray tests are 
also very noticeable. 

One of the ways of trying to attempt to get consistent hardness on the mater- 
ial—or on the coating—is to bake it, and these baking temperatures have been kind 
of an arbitrary thing. We haven't really decided yet wh«t baking temperature should 
be used; anything from 350 degrees F to 500 degrees F. We found *hat the longer you 
bake it, the higher the temperature, the less corrosion resistance you get.  In fact, 
we had one 500 degree baked specimen go completely red on us in eight hours1 time, 
Just by virtue of the side-by-side comparison of a sample not baked and one baked, 
showing that extreme variation. The ether part vent some 220 hours without any evi- 
dence of corrosion. 

So chemical nickel is still a great doubt to us. 

In two or three applications where ve have had difficulty in finding a suit- 
able corrosion resistant material combination, either from a bearing standpoing or 
something like that, we have reverted to the standard, conventional materials, even 
52100 and just standard chroma-plate ^130, in contact with bare steel. This is a last 
resort for building airplanes. 

MS, BREMER: We ran a series of tests on flareable materials also, a year or 
so age, and came to the conclusion that the best combination was nitralloy sleeves and 
spools, which do not have quite as good corrosion resistance as some of the stainless 
materials, but it will always continue to slide. We oporai-ed some of these slides and 
sleeves with satisfactory results. 

MR. CFATTLERJ You weren't trying to put together corrosion resistant mater- 
ials, were you? You were lust trying to find a good combination? 

MR. BR5MER: ies.    We were also checking the corrosion resistance of the 
materials we were testing.  I was going to say that we ran one set of valves in a 
hydraulic system contaminated with #600 carborundum, and they continued to run Just 
PS good as ever.  In cleaning the system out and cleaning t<S«i valve out, we put the 
characteristics within our allowable range. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Mr. Weisskopf, do you want J report on your stainless steel? 

MR. WEISSKOPFJ We started about five or six months ago working with stain- 
less steels for servo valve applicttion. Corrosion resistance being one of our prime 
considerations at the time- we did go to M+O-C stainless, and to date our work on 
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MtO-C on a range of C-62 to 0-6*+ which we have re-reived, they have proven completely 
satisfactory. They have not gone through extensive life-cycling tests—by that I 
mean, they neve not gone two million cycles, in that neighborhood. We have run sev- 
eral hundred thousand cycles on them, and they have continued to function. 

Several of the things we found out, though, was that cold stabilization on 
this is almost mandatory to getting the high case-hardness you want. wh«n you get 
above C-60. Without stabilization, yoa have difficulty getting that. The diametrical 
expansion which the gen\7eman fron; Douglas mentioned--we have also found that. This 
has to be controlled fairly closely, in that a couple of tenths difference in clear- 
ance can make the difference becween a working slide-valve and a sticking slide-valve; 
one which exhibits sticking characteristics. 

MR. ROTHGERYJ  I don' know whether te bring this up or not, but we had seme 
trouble with leakage on the landing gear structure recently that was chrome plated, 
and the reason 1 bring it up is the fact that we found out that the actual leakage 
was due to the fact—you are talking about using chrome plate for corrosion resistance 
--I am trying to point out that it's important that the pre-plating finish, before you 
put the chrome plating on, is good; because we were working with a finish without 
plating on it, and we found we were getting leakage because of the fact that—we were 
getting leakage through the chrome. If you do use chrome plate on a hydraulic compon- 
ent where you are going to have any type of pressure at all, vou should use a good 
pre-plating finish before you put you chrome plate on it. 

MR. CHATTLER*  Thank you. 

Is there anything else we should talk about on materials? Does anybody have 
anything he wants to say? 

MR. PROMISEL:  I'm sorry I missed what you said about titanium, but I gather 
that there wasn't too much said about it. 

What I would especially like to get out of this group here now is a better 
definition of what their problems are, so we can begin working on some of them.  These 
things take a long time to solve; they are not going to be solved in six months or •>. 
year, or even two years. It's not toe soon to try to pinpoint some of the things 
that you run into from a hydraulic point of view, 

I think titanium Is one of the most promising materials for the hydraulic 
system components that you have for corrosion resistance plus strength, a combination 
that you can't beat with anything else available now, at elevated temperatures.  I 
think you should get an aggressive program under way, rather than a passive program of 
merely testing a few things as they «ome along. 

You people can define your problems; we will undertake to do something about 
them—but wa cannot outguess you on them.  So I would like to have something a little 
more positive and constructive come out of this than just an agreement that we will 
continue to look at titanium. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Of course, we are not quite in a position to get these people 
started on it. They have to do it mostly on their own initiative; however, the Servi- 
ces can Institute a program. Of course, our corrosion resistance project might bring 
this into the picture a little faster. 

Insofar as your question on the problems, maybe we dould spend a few minutes 
on Just talking about some of this. 

MR. PROMISELi  Unless they want to consider this again in one of their sub- 
committees or panels, and prepare a coordinate statement of the kind of things that 
the Services and others should be working on. Even the vendors don't know completely 
what they shoula be furnishing their woruin* crews. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I was referring to the functioning material combinations that 
you want; that is, why can't you use any materials for slide-valves, for example, 
especially the real close-tolerance slide-valves—or problems of that nature—poppets 
or what-have-you in the hydraulic system; and of course the fatigue problem is also a 
factor in the hydraulic system. Generally, I guess any one of the hydraulics people 
can sit down and think about what their problems have been and pinpoint some of them 
from a materials viewpoint. 
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We might just go around the room and maybe we can pick up some information; 
because we in this group here have no mechanism of really getting arything done yet. 
Maybe we could do that through one of our other committees. 

MR, MIDDLETONJ  I have been interested in listening to the talk about slide 
valves, because I have had quite a little bit of experience with slide valves,  doing 
back over that now, I think at one time or another all of these combinations you have 
been talking about—that is MtO and V31 and various other types of the so-called 
"hardenable" stainless variety, and such things as using your soft steels like 4-130 
and so on, chrome plating them, and nitralloy—and in general it seems to me that 
every time we hava gotten into hardnesses that on less than about C-50 we get into 
trouble, ever though we have one part hard and the other part soft. Some time or other, 
that doggone thing does not work: whereas, if you car. keep both of them above C-50 and 
yet a stable rsterial, it is truiy stable at that hardness, it seems to work well.  It 
seemed to keep on working, which is indicative that ths averag* working conditions in 
the inside of your sjs tern are such that the part will resist damage due to whatever it 
encounters in the system, if they are that hard. If they are not that hard, sooner 
or later you find them hanging up, due to getting scratched or broken or what-have-ycu. 

My experience has indicated, too, that in general we get along better if we 
have a homogeneous material or part, in preference to having something which Just 
has a hard coat on it. Nitrsilloy comes into that category, too. because every now and 
then you find a case where the darn things do have stresses in them, brought out by 
the heat-treating process. It's a lot easier to control those stresses, in my past 
experience, if you can harden and stabilize the material as one homogenous material, 
rather than as two different kinds of material in one part. 

I think that goes for poppets, too, as well as the slide velves. 

MR. CHiiTTLEHi Any other comments? 

MR. FIELDt I think probably almost everybody knows more about this than I 
do, but we are making some servo control valves with clearances that are down in the 
mllJionths of an inch measurements, and we use sleeves of, say 521C0, slide of 4-31, end 
they are both hardened; they are cold-stabilized—they have to be, you can't get any- 
where in getting the things together—and it seems to work out pretty well. But our 
hardness is C-62 to C-65, in that neighborhood, and they are just about the sasss* 
Actually, with anything less than thati or by trying to dsip the cold-stabilization, we 
get nowhere. 

MR* MIDDLETONJ One more point in regard to the soft materials like titani- 
um and alleys is that, obviously, when you fit the parts that closely you have to lap 
them; and one big trouble that we have always run into in trying to do thet is the 
tendency of those softer materials to charge with the harder materials, such that the 
locking materials cannot be removed, which means that we have a self-made lock there. 
That has always been one big difficulty in trying to use a softer material for those 
parts. 

MR. IRWINs Ca the same subject—of tho aluminum usage in the slides and 
sleeves--the sharp corner on the Ian of a slide, particularly in the servo valve, is 
a really critical measurement requirement, anyway; and the hard coat tends to chip off 
those corners very readily. The chrome plate does, too—which we don't use, incident- 
ally. 

MR. CRATTLER: You have to have a material that can be heat-treated to at 
least C-65, or thereabouts, in order to be able to make a satisfactory slide valve. 
Is that correct? 

MR. MIDDLETONs  C-50 metal, I would say. 

MR. PROMISELi Put a hard coat on top of It that doesn't chip. 

MR. CmTTLEFU  Ralph, you were pointing out that unless the material is 
homogenous, you may get some undesirable stresses. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  I was talking about steel when I said that.  I started to 
think about it in regard to steel.  I don't know how it would work with an aluminum 
alloy, but I rather suspect that you would run into dimensional changes in the alum- 
inum alloys. You would have to worry about heat. 
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MR. CHATTT.KRj In other words, you aren't going to have material that does 
not go with useable strength. 

MR. WELLS, BELL AIRCRAFT CORP» Because of the tolerancas on slide valves, 
it must be stable against growth. 

MR. CHATTLERj  Yes. 

So this is one problem that the materials people must be cognizant of and 
consider when they want to supply us with n.-w materials for our slide valves. 

Now, can anyone think of any other requirements? 

MR. BREMERJ  I den't think we should be tied down by any of these require- 
ments too closely. 

MR. CHATTLERj We're not tying anybody down. We're Just trying to give the 
materials people guides so that when they suggest a material to us, they might know 
what some of the physical property requirements are.  I know that we can generally say 
we want a material that is corrosion resistant, has good fatigue properties, is not 
notch sensitive, is easy to machine, can be heat treated to C-65 and at C-65 still 
retain its corrosion resistance, will not chip on the corners, at cetera. 

Are there any other special cases that anybody can think of that fall into 
the category of the slide valves? 

MR. BURNai  I would like to get an idea of anyone's experiences—you are 
talking about hydraulic components and troubles in a materials sense—how about fin- 
ishes, external finishes of aliiSunuB alley products, such as housings or valves, and 
so forth? 

You know, our experience has been a littlo bit enlightening on both shuttle 
valve and hydraulic lock valves, where the body of material is an extruded member or 
a forged member; and we're getting corrosion outside-in, obviously, because it is in 
a location susceptible to quite a bit of collection of salt-spray, and so forth, during 
carrier operations of the airplane, where a shuttle valve is located right on the 
wheel brake in the wheel well* 

We have taken Into consideration coatings, that is sulphuric acid anodize 
coatings on the material, zinc chromate, and a hydraulic fluid resistant paint coat on 
the outside, as an extra precaution, to keep any hydraulic fluid or lubricating oil 
from affecting the zinc chromate. 

Could we have an idea of anybody else's experience or recommendation? 

MR. CHATTLERJ Yes, we could open that up for a few minutes' discussion.  I 
don't mind telling you, this is a problem. Would you say in all of the airplanes, Ben? 

MR. METTEEJ We have had a lot of trouble with several different model air- 
craft. 

MR. CHATTLERJ We also have had stress corrosion failures of aluminum alloys 
components recently. 

MR. METTEEJ We have stress corrosion on all model airplanes. 

MR. CHATTLERJ There is corrosion from thu outside-in} and corrosion in some 
cases from the Inside-out.  In one ca.se, In one particular valve, there was corrosion 
originating from the back-up ring in the corner of a groove. 

MR. MARTINI There has been some problem in our plant, as I recall, of the 
corrosion that can occur to aluminum lines right In storage in the plant, wh«re the 
interior line is all right, because it is capped off and .-aaled and has been treated; 
but the exterior apparently can get contaminated with di~%, which la ill tSat ^* nec- 
essary to start corrosion; and I think—maybe Frank could correct me on this—but tney 
worked on a new phosphate-type coating treatment which requires, as I recall, a subse- 
quent bake, which looks very promising as a barrier-protection to corrosive influence 
from the outside, far more so than with any priming and other organic finishes. 
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I do not know the name of this.  I don't recall the test work on it. 

DR. MORETON:  It has been done in our materials process group, and the last 
tasts I saw on it were, in comparison with finishes now used, very promising for alumi- 
num alloy lines. 

MR. SHARP:  I would like to ask, John, if you have been doing that long 
enough to find out whether it was working or not. 

MR. BURNS* The finishing? 

MR. SHARP: Yes. 

MR. BURNSt Not really long enough; about six to eight months on most of the 
critical components, particularly those with which ve had trouble; not enough service 
experience. 

MR. ROTHGERY*  Do you know why they went to sulphuric acid anodize? Why the 
regular chromic acid didn't work? 

MR. BURNS: I can't elaborate on it; I'm sorry. 

MR. CHATTLERi You selected sulphuric acid anodize because you got a thicker 
coat. 

MR. BURNS: Yes. 

MR. ROTKGERY:  Isn't it more absorbent? 

MR. BURNS: There i a depth of penetration in sulphuric anodize you don't 
get with chromic anodize. 

MR. CHATTLER: I also did hear that sulphuric acid anodize will affect your 
fatigue properties more than chromic acid anodize. Maybe for the reason that it pene- 
trated more. 

MR. PROMISEL: Actually, on a chromic acid anodize, properly treated, the 
corrosion resistance can be equivalent to the sulphuric acid, not only talking about 
thickness, but corrosion protection. You get equivalent corrosion protection from a 
chromic anodize and a sulphuric anodize. 

MR. BURNS: We were slso concerned about handling, and scratching the total 
depth of the coating. 

MR. SHARP:  I wonder if that sulphuric acid anodize helps the abrasion re- 
sistance—the finish.  Isn't i\. a good deal harder? 

MR. MARTIN: It has to bs tied down to the alloy.,, for both corrosion resist- 
ance and abrasion resistance. 

MR. SHARP! That's the thing called hard anodize? 

MR. BURNS! Sulphuric anodize is hard anodize. but it is a completely differ- 
ent process, with Just the substitution that we are making of sulphuric, over and about 
chromic. 

MR. SHARPi I was talking about the abrasion problem in service. You go to 
ail of this trouble tc protect your tubing. 

MR. ROTHGERYi I was Just going to say that the sulphuric acid anodize can 
be hard -modize, but it is operated at lower temperatures, among other things.  WG 
found that when it comos to corrosion protection on aluminum, use of this primer that 
the Navy has been using prior to the application of zinc chromate, gives very good 
corrosion protection. 

MR. CKATXLER:  Repeat that. 

MR. ROTHGERY: We use mechanical film.  I'm not Just talking about hydraulic 
components. We have been using this primer, then applying over the primer regular zinc 
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ohromate primer, and then our final finish. We get very good corrosion protection, 
very good adhesion. •Adhesion is excellent. 

MR. MIDPLETON:  Isn't that a standard Navy spec? 

MR. ROTHC-ERY: Yes, it is a standard Navy spec. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  That's a standard Navy finish we use, doing the same thing 
for protection. 

MR. C.HATTLER:  Does the industry know that we are eliminating the require- 
ment of not painting the last four inches of tubing in the airplane. 

MR. SHARP: Now you want to paint it all the way up? 

MR. CHATTLER: Now we paint it all the way up to the unit.  If you remember, 
the reason the i-equirement was originated was because maintenance personnel would take 
tubing e.part and then would get paint chips into the lines and fittings. Also paint- 
ing the valves during the early stages of the War was a very sore point, because we 
were getting paint chipping off in the valves.  It was a very definite problem, which 
was eliminated by eliminating the paint prior to installation. 

MR. PROMISELJ The things that started the ball rolling in the reverse direc- 
tion were reports ard desires of at least one, and possibly more than one company con- 
cerning corrosion of those last four inches, and the nuisance of  masking off and keep- 
ing it separated in repairing and disassembly, and lots of things of that sort. 

We have had a request from a company to paint the whole piecu  of tubing, to 
eliminate both corrosion and some of the more practical aspects cf it, 

MR. MIDDLETON:  I know you do have trouble along that line, getting corrosion 
in that last four inches. 

MR. FERENS: From the description that you have given, it seems that it 
would be optional.  From what you said ebout it, it sounded like it could be made op- 
tional in the rpec, instead of saying "Thou shalt." 

MR. PROMISEL: It seems to me that it is either good or bad. It is desirable 
that it should be painted. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  It Is both good and bad, 

MR. PROMISEL: That is true, but when you balance them out, you should come 
up with an answer either that it is good or that it is not good; that the advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages, or vice versa. 

MR. BUMS: The end of tubing doesn:t ki»ow which airplane it is on, most of 
the time. 

MR. MIDDLETON: But the paint will get into the valve when the unit is taken 
off and put on again. That's where the trouble comes in. As long as the unit is not 
removed from the airplane, you have no trouble.  It's all right. 

MR. PROMISEL: As far as I am concerned, I am fifty-fifty on the proposition, 
.lling to listen to all the arguments either way. 

MR. WEISSKOPF?  It has been our practice at Grumman to prime the entire 
length of tubing as received; that is, anodized and primed to the entire length and 
cut to stock sizes or for tubing sizes, and I don't believe v/e have ever experienced 
any particular difficulty with paint flaking off tubing and getting into valves. 

Likswise, valves are all primed that we buy—valves are primed prior to In- 
stallation, and those particular installations where you are priming valves it takes 
care of your painting technique, cleaning and painting technique, to prevent getting 
paint or cleaner solvents in where you don't want them; but once you get that straight" 
ened out, I don't believe you will nave any particular difficulty. We've been, doing 
it right along. 
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MR. MIDDLETON!  Not the way we do it now.  We paint it after it's in the 
airplane. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Well, if it's painted after it's put in the airplane, then 
when you crack tha fitting, paint chips will get into the 3ystem unless you have a 
type of paint tha'. does not chip. 

plane? 
in the air- 

MR. CHATTLER: Yes.  I don't know what the general practice is. 

MR. MIDDLETON: What we do now is paint after installation in the airplane. 
We mask off the fitting and the last four inches, I believe it is, of the tube.  I 
don't think the last four inches is particularly a critical dimension, however..  It's 
only that portion which is right back of the metal sleeve which would be important, 
where you'd be apt to chip the paint off the tube.  If it is entirely painted, when 
you have a coating of paint which is going to be broken when you disassemble the valve, 
snd that's where you get into trouble. 

MR. WEISSKOPF:  We have never experienced that. 

MR. CHATTLER: You don't paint after installation, is that correct? 

MR. WEISSKOPF:  No. 

MR. CHATTLER: You have it primed and painted before you install? 

MR. WEISSKOPF:  Right. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  The metal sleeve is not painted. 

MR. DETWEILLER:  Part of the tube goes down into the fitting and is really 
inside the system. 

MR.SHARP:  It might make some difference where your tubing is located and 
what kind of a system you use it on. The control systems we are using, with the little 
clearance in valves, the system won't tolerate It; whereas in some other instances with 
less tolerance, it might tolerate it. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I will recommend that we do some more surveying before we 
finally let this requirement go through. 

MR. MIDDLETON: Why not, as another suggestion, say "Paint everything except 
the nut and sleeve at the end of tha tubing"? In other words, eliminate the "four 
inches," ana just leave the "nut and sleeve" bare, because that Is the point that you 
pet chipped off. 

MR. CHATTLER: Th: next Item Is pumps. Item D. Now, on the remaining items, 
all I am going to do is tell you what the Air Force and Navy development programs are, 
and you will be free to comment, or if you know of anyone else that is foiug work on 
high temperature components, if you will fill us in on that we might be able to get a 
complete report of everything that is under development for high temperature. 

Break out your copy of the minutes of the 6 and 7 October WADC-BUAER Meeting, 
dated 23 October 1953•  It contains a list of most of the equipment that we are work- 
ing on. Power Plant Laboratory has a list of contracts, and it might be appropriate 
at this time to call on Mr. Maguire to outline his high temperature pump development 
contracts and also possibly say a few words on the high temperature pump testing that 
he has been conducting at the field. 

MR. MAGUIRE: On this conference report, on page 6, I will outline the pres- 
ent status of the contracts and the PR's that are presently under development at the 
Power Plant Laboratory: 

Itus lj» - The displacement high temperature pump at the New York Air Brake 
Company is coming along extremely well. At the present time they have the pump fabri- 
cati 1. They have asked and received permission to run some side studies of actual 
high temperature testing on one of their standard, modified pumps to gain high tempera- 
ture testing experience before they actually test the research and development pump. 
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The sideline testing is being conducted with Oi-1^ hydraulic fluid. 

To date,they have run several hundred hours of testing, and have had excell- 
ent results. The actual contract hydraulic pump tests will be conducted with Cal 
Research 8200 hydraulic fluid. 

Item l.b -The 5000 lb. 550 degrees F pump, which is going to be a long-life 
pump, at least ?o0 hours; a contract has been signed at Wright Flold and has been for- 
warded to Bendix for signature.  We expect to get this program under way in the very 
near future, and expect to have some concrete results in approximately two years. 

Item l,c - This is a variable displacement pump, short-life, for use in a 
metal application. This Purchase Request is in contract form, and contracts have been 
signed and work has been started.  One contract is with the Eendix Aviation Corporation 
at Hamilton. The progress on the contract to date is not too far-along, because they 
Just recently signed the contract. 

We have a second contract, for the same item with Pesco. The progress on that 
is also none at the present time, as the contract was Just recently signed. We expect 
to get final articles and satisfactory tests in approximately one year» 

Item l,d - A short-life high temperature hydraulic motor, is also for missile 
applications and is designed as a pair with the short-life high temperature pumps. 
That program also is with Bendix, and they have the contract at the present time for 
signature. 

Item l,e - Since this last conference t'lis project has been canceled. The 
main reason was lack of Air Force funds. 

Our program at the Laboratory, which we have been running for close to a 
year now, falls basically into three categories. We are running high temperature tests 
on standard pumps with 5606 oil up to 300 degrees F.  In that same program we have run 
Cal Research oil 5277, and we are at the present time running MLO 8200. 

We also have a program of a 553 pump with Mr. Keller, where we are attempting 
to satisfy his requirement fbr his particular application.  I will briefly give you 
the progress that has been made on all of these programss 

The program with MIL-0-5606; we have run a Vickers fixed displacement pump 
a total of 560 hours, with 133 hours at 10O degrees F, 167 hours at 180 degrees F, 
and 167 hours at 250 degrees F. In operation, it was considered satisfactory. We 
have not taken the laboratory data and actually broken it down to curves where I can 
quote efficiencies, loss of flow, and such items as that. Examination of th*» pump 
after the test showed that the wear of the pump parts were very satisfactory up tc 
250 degrees F. 

We ran two Vickers pumps at 350 degrees F with Cal Research fluid 527^2. 
These were variable displacement pumps, and one pump lasted a total of 16 hours; the 
other pump lasted a total of 35 hours. Both were complete punp failures. The pumps 
were -for all practical purposes completelyworn out. The universal Joints hid worn com- 
pletely, and such items as that. 

I noticed in the Perm State Report that WP.3 handed out yesterday, that scae 
Vickers pumps were tested at 300 degrees F, and tney got approximately 208 hours on. 
So based upon that und based upon the test3 that I have run at 250 degrees and 350 de- 
grees F on Vickers pumps, the present indication is that somewhere between 300 and 
350 degrees F, the performance characteristics of the pump fall off to practically no- 
thing. Just where the point is, I don't know. 

We also have run New York Air Brake pump, serifs 67WE300, using the Cal Re- 
search fluid* We ran that it 350 degrees F, mid  *e got 60 hours on the pump. This 
60 hours is at 350 degrees F. We did not record the time it took from ambient to 
350 degrees F.  No pump failures occurred. The pump was in good shape at the end of 
that time, and we have since torn the pump down and replaced all of the "0" rings and 
as of the first of the week they were Just starting up for more tests on that same 
pump. This time we will use the Cal Research 8200 fluid, from the 60 hour- portion on. 

However, we had to modify the New York Air Brake Dump to make it work.  I 
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replaced the leather back-up rings in the head of the pump with metal rings of the 
same size and the same thickness. That substitution to date has allowed us to run— 
as you can sea here--some 60 hour? on standard "0" rings. Prior to that, I was for- 
tunate to get 3 or •+ hours' running time, with the original "0" ring application. 

On our 550 degrees F test that I hav« been runnir „ we have run V?ckers pumps, 
both variable and fixed; New York Air Brake pumps; Dennisoki, Hamilton Standard and 
Bendix pumps. In this program we tested to a temperature of 550 degrees F, and going 
from ambient to 550 degrees in approximately one hour. The results of the test are as 
follows: 

On the Vickers. a variable displacement pump and ail those pumps for the 
AA3507L2 used on the F-8b airplane--the average time per test turned out to be *+.93 
hours. The average tima over 500 degrees F inlet temperature was 2.81* hours. The best 
run at 550 degrees F was 2.33 hours; that is, it ran 2.33 hours after you reached 550 
degrees F. 

On the New York Air Brake pumps that we ran—this I might point out con?tl- 
tutos around 21 or 22 pumps tested. That's total pumps. The New York Air Brake pumps 
ran an average time of 2.58 nours. The average time above *+O0 degrees F was three- 
quarters of an hour. Average time over 500 degrees F was zero hours; and of course 
the average time over 550 degrees was also zero hours. 

The Dennision pumps that we ran gave us no useable dsta; 
of average time per test of one-quarter of an hour. 

I have a figure hare 

able data. 
The Hamilton Standard pumps, of which we have run one, have given Uo no use-- 

The Bendix pump, of which I have run one, has given us no usable data to date. 

All three of those companies will have to do some work on their basic pumps 
before we cm get any data. 

The Vickers constant displacement pump—I'll add that as a final itein--the 
average time per test was U-.25 hours. Ther average time above 50O degrees F was 1.68 
hours. The best run at 550 degrees F was 3.33 hours. 

I would like to point out at this time some of the general items that we 
found, and especially on the 550 degrees F tests, some of the major problems.  One is 
in the variaole displacement pump. Considerable work is going to have t.c be done with 
th«j pump to compensate the controls, especially in the springs and the expansion of 
the housing, with the increase in temperature. That is especially true with the 
Vickers pump and the Dennison pump. 

The loss of flow as the temperature increased was in some instances, on seme 
pumps, quite high. I think I can quote you a figure on a Vickers 3911 pump which 
started out with flow of about 8-1/2 gallons. By the time it reached y^O  degrees F, 
the flow went down to about six gallons and stayed at six gallons for a.  couple of hours. 
It again dropped at the eria of that time to approximately four gallons, h-l/h  gallons, 
then 3tayed constant till failure of the pump. 

I Just brought that up to point out that we are going to have a problem, es- 
pecially with standard pumps, in actual loss of flow or horsepower due to the tempera- 
ture rise. Thatvaries with the manufacturer of the pump. 

The New York Air Brake present production pumps as a whole are not batlsfac- 
tor;' at nigh temperature. That includes all of their models, including their new 
models, the 66 series, because of the differential expensior. of the piston with the 
piston block. 

The pumps as a whole will freeze up and seize somewhere between 30u degrees F 
and 350 degrees F. However, I did get ons pump on their 67 series that ran several 
hours. In fact, ii, ran about 3-1/2 hours, with a maximum temperature of around *+80 de- 
grees F. Evidently, the clearances of the piston and piston block on that particular 
pump were large enough to get past the point of freezing. That pump number was 
No. 67WS300 series. 

Of that series, I tested four pumps.  One pump lasted, as I said, about 
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3-1/2 hours; the other three seized and failed somewhere between 300 degrees F and 
350 degrees F. 

MR. PAGLIARINI, NAMC:  Can you tell us the operating pressure of these tests? 

MR. MAGUIREJ All our 'tests to date have b'sen  done with 3000 lb. pumps. We 
did run a Vickers 3918 3000 lb. pump at IJOO psl, basically because the test stand 
that we do have would not operate the pump at full speed, full pressure.  On that 
pump, by the way, we got a total of seven hours of test time on it.  That was at 
1500 psi. 

MR. PAC,IARINIJ  Can you tell what metal you were using for back-up in the 
New York Air Brai.e Pump? 

MR. MAi/UIRE: 1 used ju3t plain aluminum.  I don't know the exact type.  It 
was a piece of stock that we had around.  W'a hacked out some back-up rings out of it. 

MR. METTEEi  What wa3 the inlet pressure GT\  the suction line? 

MR. MAGUIRE: All the te3ts were run at >+0 psi on the inlet, vith a pressure 
over the fluid, except the 67 series New York Air Brake pumps, which were run at 10 pal. 

MR. DETWEILLER:  The metal back-ups were solid, or strips'; 

MR. MAGUIREJ  Solid. 

MR. SANFILIPPOi New York Air Brake has indicated that they can modify their 
pumps to make them suitable for high temperature. Have they submitted any to you? 

MR. MAGUIREJ Yes, they can. They are testing a pump right now, and it is 
coming along extremely well. In fact, to give New York Air Brake a plug--if It sounds 
Ilka that--they are by far the leaders in the field of high temperature pump&. They 
are the only company I know that actually ha- a high temperature pump under test, and 
that has had several hundred hours of test tlm9. They are leading the rield right now, 
and are doing an exceptionally fine job. 

MR. BUMBi In that last series of testf that you describe, what fluid were 
you using? 

MR. MAOUIREJ On all the 550 degrees F tests we are using PRL-5-3961» MIL- 
0-5606, Cal Research 8200, and Perm State 3161 will all be used. We have no plane to 
data to test any other fluid. 

MR. SGLZ, REFUBLIC AVIATION! Were the pumps running at full flow all the 
time, or cycled? 

MR, MAGUIREJ We were cycling the flows on the 550 degrees tests. As a gen- 
eral rule, the hT-a^iCiintwas 300 degrees F, 350 degrees F tests. Today we are not 
cycling them, but the 350 degrees tests were all cycled at different flows at differ- 
ent pressure. 

MR. CHATTLERJ  Any other questions? 

MR. POLLARDI  This is not a questior; just for interest.  New York Air Brake 
ran a test with some 7<308, around 300 degrees F. The pump broke down after a short 
time. They found that copper has been stripped out o' the block in one place and de- 
posited all over their pistons, which seized up—actually copper-plated. 

MR. CHATTLERj  Thank you. 

As far as the Navy is concerned, we have one contract with Sundstrand to 
develop a six gpm   3000 psi 3750 rpm range, *+O0 degrees F pump. Mr. Mettee will re- 
port on that development. 

MR. METTEEj That pump is on the board now, and we expect to have it complet- 
ed about the end of the year. 

MR. CHATTLERJ Any other comments or questions on pumps? Or is there any- 
thing that you think we should be doing that we are not doing. 
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MR. MAGUIRE:  I would like to find out, If possible, what the aircraft com- 
panies are doing at the present time for high temperature tests on pumps, and what 
they plan to do in the future—if possible. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Let's briefly ask the people around the table if they are 
lonning any tests• 

Mr. Martin, Douglas Santa Monica, are you running any pump tests at any 
elevated temperatures0 

MR. MARTIN:  None that could be so defined. We are using pumps in developing 
fluids, but not to develop pumps. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Lockheed. 

MR. MIDDLETON: No, we are not. We a re pitting here with our fingers cross- 
ed very tightly. We have some Vickers pumps installed, and we are afraid they're 
going to get over-heated when they start flying the airplanes; but having seen the re- 
sults in some of the tests that have been run* we didn't k_.ow exactly where to start. 
So we have been sitting back waiting to see what development might come up that we 
might be able to seize on and carry on from there. 

Right at this moment we haven't done any high temperature tests on our pumps. 

MR. CHATTLER: Mr. Pollard, Republic. 

MR. POLLARD:  We have a New York Air Brake 66WA300 that we are going to be 
testing soon in our high temperature laboratory. We are starting to run it. around 
300 degrees F. We don't have any data on it yet, because we haven't started testing. 

They made one minor modification to compensate for difference in viscosity 
of fluid;. Aside from that, it's standard. 

MR. CHATxijiirt: You don't want to forget that we have selected two tempera- 
ture ranges, 275 degrees F ar.d WOO degrees F. So I would appreciate if you would try 
to concentrate your testing co those temperature ranges. 

MR. POLLAP.D: We will be testing at other temperatures, I assure you. 

MR. BLAND: We have two Vickers 3911 and 3913 variable delivery pumps that 
we will be running the first of the 560-hour test at 200 degrees F. That with impuls- 
ed full-flow cycle. 

MR. BUMB, NORTH .AMERICAN, INGLEWOOD: Well, as I outlined yesterday, we have 
run about fifteen different pumps, I believe; but our principal objective there was to 
try to evaluate fluid with pumps, rather than pumps with fluid, in a sense.  Those 
have been run at 300 degrees F, by and itrge; in other vords, there"? been the 275 de- 
grees F idea, rather than the ^00 degrees F idea. 

• 
New York Air Brake accepted a purchase order from us for "+00 degrees F pumps, 

they are the only company that will take a purchase order for us for any kind of a high 
temperature pump. These pumps will be delivered in about six months from now. 

In the meantime, we are running some more Vickers variable deliveries at 
300 degrees F. 

MR. CHATTLER: Mr, Kl^vin. 

MR. KLEVIN: We are releasing specifications at this time for 10 g.p.m. 
350 degree pumps, and our lntentinn is to be testing in about six months on that. 

MR. KELLER, NORTH AMERICAN. DOWNEY: We have Just received two pumps from 
New York Air Brake which have a special hot-and-oold cycle delivered to the piston 
clock in an attempt to stabilise it, so that the dimension won't change at 350 degreesF. 
We haven't run those. We will, shortly. 

In addition to that, we have two pumps on order from Vickers, and they have 
informally talked a phenomenal number of hours—350 degrees F--for these pumps.  I 
would hesitate to quote the number of hours. 
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MR.  CHATTLER:    Mr.   Sharp and Mr.  Fi.sld,  Convalr San Diego? 

...   No data  ... 

MR. CHATTLER:  Mr. Bremer, Boeing Airplane Company? 

MR. BREMSR: We have been maintaining a log on our pumps, as I outlined yes- 
terday, Just to see how the pump manufacturers produced. We're continually buying new 
ones that keep our high temperature program going. We have both New York Air Brake 
and Vickers on order right now. They are both six gallon pumps at 1500 rpm. 

We have also been hoping to find a commercial pump that we could use just 
to keep our high temperature program going, and I'd be interested in knowing if anyone 
else in the room has been looking along thos6 lines, or if they have found a commercial 
pump that is satisfactory. 

MT> POLLARD:  Dennison makes a conversion for their standard pump which they 
will guar^  ^e at 300 degrees F. 

MR. MAPT1NJ  We have one. 

MR. BREMER:  Do you have compensator control on your handwheel? 

MR. MARTIN:  No.  It's strictly a fixed displacement pump, and we run it 
through the system by-jrisses. 

MR. MAYHEW:  I just wanted to add to what Mr. Pollard said about the pump. 
As far as the temperatures go, we had anticipated tliat you would have all those troub- 
le? with the pumps, so we had planned on putting a heat exchanger in before you get 
to the pump; and we had been regulating it down to 300 degrees F. 

However, some new requirements have come up in the past few months, and we 
may have to test it at much higher temperatures. We intend to be testing on our own, 
and tests have already been run on New York Air Brake pumps with this Texas fluid that 
have been done by New York Air Brake; but our test chamber will be ready in another 
couple of months, Which is when we will be doing our own testing. 

MR. BURNS. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT, EL SEGUNDO:  No tests at El Segundo. 

MR. CHATTLER: Does that give you a good picture, Mac? 

MR. MAGUIRE:  I have only one more point to bring out.  I will take the pump 
companies' side right now, in that the companies are getting into binds. The aircraft 
companies are coming for pumps, and coming through with their special-type fluids.  I 
open that program up again. Especially at the New York Air Brake Company right now 
they have orders for high temperature pumps or inquiries, and they have eight or ninp 
different fluids that they have been requested to te3t the pumps in.  At the present 
time, their laboratory equipment cannot possibly hope to stand a program with a large 
amount of different fluids, and I would urge that the aircraft companies, if possible, 
do as much of this high temperature testing of special fluids in their own companies 
as possible, and not try to get the pump companies to do it, because they are reaching 
the point where they cannot possibly do a lot of testing with a lot of different fluids. 

They have enough problems to try to solve the high temperature problem, 
using only one fluid. That is one reason why I would have liked to see a standard 
hydraulic fluid established as soon as possible.  7t would solve the pump problem of 
these pump manufacturers. 

MR. CHATTLER:  I would say, Mac, that it appears that most of the testing in 
the next year will probably be done with OS-'-i-? and Sroc. 

MR. MAGUIRE:  Very probably. 

If fluids are held, say, to two fluids, that will ease a lot of the problems; 
and one other point, the pump companies do have the same probl'.Tis with seals that the 
aircraft companies have. You need pumps to test seals, but the pump company has to 
solve the seal problem before they can give you the pump. 
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MR. CHATTLKRj Well, they have to test the seals. 

MR. MAGUIRE:  So this whole program Is inter-related.  The pumps, fluids, 
and seals have to come along at Just about the same time. 

Now, I have toj.rt »11 of the pump companies to design all of the seals In 
the pump that they can. and to use anything and everything that will work and not 
worry about a standardization of high temperature seals yet. I hope that way that we 
will get the pumps early enough so that you can test your systems, and eventually we 
will have to resort to standard high temperature seals and pumps; but for the present, 
we are trying to get you the pumps for high temperature first, and worry about stand- 
ardization later. 

MR. CHATTLER: To sum up and categorize the pump programs For the 275 de- 
grees F system, I beJieve from what has been reported we are probably in reasonably 
good shape for pumps. 

For the '+00 degree program, there are a number of pumps under development, 
and this work, plus the impetus of the aircraft people who are gathered here—we will 
certainly get some pumps within a year. 

The next item is directional contrcl valves. First,solenoid operated; WADC 
has a contract with the Parker Appliances Company for a 600 degree solenoid control 
valve. This control valve, as I understand it, was developed for laboratory test 
equipment. However, they had aircraft process design in mind when they developed it. 

I also understand that they are not testing it; that Wright Field will be 
testing the unit. Second, manual control valve; strangely enough this Navy bid con- 
tract also went to Parker Appliance Company.  The valve is the 3000 psi, 6 gpm for 
-65 degrees F to +^00 degrees F.  In this contract, Parker tests the valve before we 
get it. 

Are there any comments on control valves? 

I presume that our one problem with 275 degree systems is going to be the 
solenoid for our solenoid control valves.  Have the companies that have been working 
at high temperatures run into that problem? 

MR. KELLERs We've had some amazing success with electrical equipment by 
usir.g high temperature core materials of various sorts and winding the solenoids out 
of  wire which has a suroc insulation and/or glass insulation.  We have received a num- 
ber of solenoid valves to operate pretty regularly at l+00 degrees Fs and we had one 
electrical item, which was net a solenoid valve but probably something which would be 
more complex.  It was a heat transformer type electrical pickup fcr a servo system, 
and we operated that thing for about 10 hours at 700 degrees F. 

It seems it is possible to get electrical equipment that operates at '+00 de- 
grees F levels-  I don't think there has been enough work done bn it yet to really be 
very secure, but it doesn't look like an irsuperable task. 

MR. BUMBi  I believe for the past three years we have required in our valves 
what we have called 250 degrees F valves, as far as your solenoid is concerned. How- 
ever, it isn't a very comprehensive test that has to be made.  In other words, our re- 
quirements have been to promptly warm the unit to 160 decrees F—a larger unit to stand 
at ISO degrees F for six hours—and then raise the temperature to 250 degrees F, allow- 
ing you to stabilize and operate then under those conditions. 

In other words, it is not a profound 250 degrees F test, but it does approach 
the problem. We nave had no particular trouble, 

MR. POLLARD;  In connection with our tests, we are getting, or have, the 
following! 

We are reworking models in 25750 for the solenoid valves, using special elec- 
trical insulation fcr Bendix 551, 590-0-1 solenoid four-way and a '+B7B50-1. 

Then we are also testing Midwestern Geophysical gyrovalve Model 3 and amp i- 
fier. 
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MR„ CHATTIER: Up to wnat temperature? 

MR. POLLARD:  500 degrees F, and so on. 

MR. CHATTLEh:  In general, we should all start specifying these nigher temp- 
eratures of electrical srlenoid valves, and I dare say that you probably should put 
some margin on it to be sure that we have something that will work at 275 degrees F-- 
for that range—and fo;- *+00 degrees F, ycu'd better consider at least a 50 degrees F 
margin. 

Now, in the manual control valves or servo valves—Mr. Sharp, do you have a 
comment on that? 

MR. SHARP: Yes, Leo. 

On high performance control system, servo system, we experienced dynamic 
instability ts we increased our temperatures to 200 degrees or 225 degrees F range. 
The rsults were really consistent. We could duplicate the range any time we wanted, 
and resolved it merely by—I guess we got above the temperatures where we were operat- 
ing: we reduced the temperature in the system, and finally got it stable throughout 
its; operating range. 

I am curious to know if anybody else had any correlation with temperature 
and dynamic instability in servo systems. 

MR. MIDDLETON: Yes, We use a special kind of dampers; in other words, that 
were relatively insensitive to temperature, end so far we have our fingers crossed. 
It seems to work all right. That's only a mockup test. We haven't tried it in the 
airplanes. 

MR. SHARP:  I'm not sure whether it's in the valves, or whether it's a func- 
tion of thevhole servo loop. 

MR. MIDDLETON: I think the whole servo loop enters into it. 

MR. POT'-ARD: Yes. We have gotten some greater indications of instability 
in valves at ele/ated temperatures. We are running some tests now which should give 
us further information on that. 

MR. CHATTLISR: That takes oare of control valves.  I guess any othe.* valves 
will follow the pattern of the control valves.  Their requirements are usually less 
stringent than the control valves. 

In case I haven't mentioned it, the whole purpose of our program is: 

a. To stimulate developments. 
b. To test components for our information and for the preparation of speci- 

fications. 
c. To test them in a complete system so we will be able to comment intelli- 

gently when you submit your schematic diagrams on high temperature sys- 
tems. 

The next item is relief valves. The Navy has a contract with Pantex which 
most of you know about for a 3000 psi WO degrees F valve.  I believe Mr. Keller is 
using some of these, and we gave six of them to the Air Force witnout the packings, 
since this is still the problem in the valve. 

MR. KELLER: We have the neoprene-W in our Pantex valves. We have three sta- 
tic seals and one sliding seal, all out of neoprene-W.  It seems to work all right. 

MR. CHATTLER: Of course you all know that the spring is an issue in the ma- 
terial problem, and I understand that inconel-X springs are being used to solve this 
problem. Are there any other foreseeable problems in the relief valve? 

Mr. Keller, in your tests of the relief valve, have you found cracking and 
reseuting pressures follow tnu general pattern of the other relief valves et lower 
temperatures'* 
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MR. KELLER: We havo just tested two types of relief valves with and without 
inconel springs, and the ones without the lnconel springs are just terrible at high 
temperatures; and there Is one we have tested with an lnconel spring that apparently 
was not affected to any marked degree by any change of temperature, so far as we were 
able to see. We soaked it overnight at -65 degrees F end got a 3^50 crack; and then 
took it up to 5C0 degrees F and soaked it for an hour and a half and got 3M-25 crack. 
It doesn't appear that we had any significant effect on this valve from temperature; 
whereas with all these ordinary spring valves that we have worked with, we've had all 
kinds of terrible reactions. 

MR. CHATTLER:  In the 275 degrees F temperature range, do you think we should 
go to lnconel springs? 

MR. POLLARD:  We made one test run that included 275 degrees F, and as I 
recall, we had some history of trouble, but I dont remember the numbers, and I ^n't 
recall whether it would be enough to give trouble or not. I suggest that you have 
someone test that. That is a simple sort of test to make 

MR. MIDDLETON:  Wouldn't it be possible to make it 275 degrees F by Just 
reducing the stress in the springs.  It makes a bigger valve, but you can work the 
springs to high working stresses under normal conditions, Just by rsducing that str 
by some fairly reasonable margin should be ablt to go to 275 degrees F. 

MR. POLLARD: Well, probably find that the 275 music wire won't be much good 
Tor springs.  We probably will have to go to lnconel or other alloy steels. 

I wonder if there is any noticeable tendency of these wires to squeal irore 
at the higher temperatures, more tendency of instability. We noticeddwith 5$0&  a ten- 
dency of a couple of valves in the lot a couple of weeks ago to squeal more with the 
oil temperature around 22; degrees F, valves that did not squeal at lower temperature, 
and I wondered if that had been noticed on any of these valves. 

MR. KELLER: We didn't run enough tests to say that we wouldn't run into 
squealing.  1 am talking of a total of maybe half a dozen different test runs, and on 
none of these have we noticed any squealing. 

MR. BUMB:  I think the falling off in pressure was due to changing elasticity 
and is not due to the operating stress of the spring. 

MR. KELLER:  The steel in the spring will drop--the elasticity will drop find 
the strength will drop. The spring takes a permanent set so it won't come back to 
where its initial setting was. 

MR. POLLARD: We have had a very definite reduction annealed in these springs. 
These relief valves, almost invariably the springs are stressed quite high, so that 
you can keep your crack tc full flow down.  It will probably affect it in that respect. 

MR. BUMB:  Another thing I've noticed is that the aluminum bodies have a 
different rate of expansion th. . the steel, which also would put it off at the high 
temperature. 

MR. CiyATTLER: The aluminum body has a different rate of expansion than the 
spring. 

MR. BUMB? I Know of one valve that we had where they run at 250 degrees r'. 
Itdropped off—I don't know what the value.was—but it was about thrae or four hundred 
pounds, and you could calculate back and take into account the difference of expansion 
from the aluminum body to the spring; and I think we allowed about two percent reduc- 
tion in loss of spring force, and we came out just about right on the nose: that you 
can predict the flow; 

MR. CHATTLER:  Does this make much difference in your cracking? 

MR. BUMB: It was flowing at. I think—as I remember it—about 300 lbs., 
Just at ?50 degrees F. 

MR. CHATTLER: That's a good point to watch.  I guess we should start quali- 
fying units at 275 degrees F. 
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The next Item Is actuating cylinders.  The Navy has a contract with Bendix 
Pacific division for 3000 psl 3" bore, 1" rod, 18" stroke ^OO degrees F cylinders.  In 
all of our developments, incidentally, we did not specify any sealing devices. As Mr. 
Maguire informed his pump people, we feel that in the end somebody might dream up 
something very juicy so that we could get away from all the "0" ring problems that we 
have o 

The packing manufacturers have been running to us, asking us for data Instead 
of the people who are developing cylinders and other components for high temperature. 
I hope some of them will start thinking about new types of sealing devices. 

MR. MAYHEW: Are. we planning on using any titanium in the cylinder? 

MR CHATTLER: We didn't specify materials or seals.  We didn't specify any- 
thing.  We just said, "We want an item that will operate at WOO degrees F, tested in 
accordance with our cylinder specs." 

It just so happens that Mr. Mettee has informed me that Bendix is planning 
on using titanium for this actuating cylinder, so we will get some information on that. 

On our actuating cylinders, what basic problems might we have, other than the 
c'.yncunic seal? 

MR. MIDOLETON:  Static seal. 

MR. CHATTLER:  IOU can use this metal "0" ring for static seal. 

MR. KELLSRj  One problem we have noticed, Leo, is that we cannot use flex 
hose coming into the actuator at these temperatures.  We don't have any flex hose; 
and if we don't have roon--and only too often we don't have room--we get coils in the 
tubing leading into the actuator, particularly when we have a servo system in whic^ 
to reduce or increase the damping.  We wish to keep the servo valve as close to the 
actuator as possible. We have a considerable problem of both the oil and the tubing 
expanding as the temperature rises, and putting a side load on the actuator, actually 
putting this thing in bending. 

We ran into what looked like it was going to give us ft lot of trouble in 
terms of side-loading on actuators and producing boiling, and burning the actuator 
out that way. 

MR. CHATTLER: You mean between the piston and the cylinder? 

MR. KELLER;  Yes. 

We are going to some unusual expedients to get away from that.  These are 
all, it so happens, on surface control actuators. We have relatively short strokes, 
but we are flange-mounting the body of the acutator to the structure, instead of tying 
it into a pin joint or bearing Joint. We are just bolting the body of the actuator 
right onto the structure and having a short and very heavy foot coming out and then 
having another link between the e"nd of the actuator, the rod end, and the surface; and 
that way, by having a short, stubby column which is firmly tied onto the structure, we 
hope to be able to take up these sideloads due to thermo-expansion without putting any 
bending on the actuator Itse.lf.  Any bending that will corne will be taken out in the 
structure, rather than in the actuator. 

MR.CHATTLER: Mr. Keller says we should also worry about the bearing Detween 
the cylindf and the piston. That might get us into some galling problems.  I insgine 
at 275 degrees F we probably won't have to worry ab""i" that.  At .somo higher tempera- 
ture we would get into trouble possibly in the TOO degrees F system. 

Aside from that, there is the dynamic seal, that we probably will be :'n 
good shape on at 275 degrees F, but which will undoubtedly requiru some work at a 
higher temperature. 

MRi BREMER: Has anyone >'_>iic any work on itetal seals? Is it Simmons cr 
Oleard type? 

MR. STRAUS:  Work has been done with the Skinner type seal and the inconel 
is about 5000, somewhere in that neighborhood; and they pack them up. four to a pack. 
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They have  a metallic adaptor, female ar.d a male, somewhat similar to the AN-6228 and 
29, I believe. 

MR. BREMER:  Do you not have a spring pick-up? 

MR. STRAUS:  No; and the results are very erratic. Both parts are not good. 

We have the metal to work, however; we don't know whether the Teflon itself 
is dissimilar or the metal.  There are two Teflon prefit packings backed up with th8 
metal, prefit packings that will work at 3000 cycles, but at lower pressure, say UOO 
or 300, it works very hadly. 

MR. CHATTLER: Any other discussion on actuating cylinders? 

MR. MIDDLETON: Ycu have to worry about the clearances between the barrel 
and the piston. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Correct. 

Were your tests on Teflon, Frank, applicable to 275 degrees F, also, or was 
that above your temperature? 

MR. STRAUS:  This was at room temperature. 

MR. CHATTLER:  You said you had some problems extruding Teflon? 

MR. STRAUS:  That was 300 degrees F.  There was an error somewhere that more 
or less tied down this clearance Job.  It's on page h,  paragraph l,b. It says: "Dia- 
metric clearances do not exceed .00?." Now, the tests we've run so far, it would only 
apply to -33 over, I believe.  That .005, we couldn't tie that down to all the other 
sizes.  In other words, in the smaller rings it might be tighter; in larger ring? i+- 
might be extended. 

MR. CHATTLER: The next Item is filters. WADC has a contract with Cuno 
Filter Corporation for 6 gpm 3000 psi 600 degrees F filter. What kind of filter is 
that, Bob? 

MR. GREEN:  That filter will be stainless steel* will have a stainless steel 
sinter element. 

MR. CHATTLKR:  It's a stainless steel sinter element.  I believe we had some 
interesting discussion on the present filters. 

Does anyone else want to discuss degree of filtration at higher temperatures? 
In other words, when we go up in temperature, do we have to go up in degree filtration? 

MR. KELLER:  I think it is not a function of temperature, but a function of 
the type of service you have. We have some sintered bronze filters that we had made 
up to 10 micron specification, and I freely admit we have no way of checking whether 
or not we are getting 10 microns filtration from them. We are using these in services 
with servo valves. We have our own servo valve. Midwest Geophysical valves, and we 
are not having any trouble when we use that. At any temperature range we can operate 
the valve, rfhich includes everything up to U00 degrees F. 

I don't think we have a problem in functional temperature there. 

MR. CHATTLER:  What is the finest filtration? 

MR. KELLER:  Ten microns. 

MR. CHATTLKR:  Douglas has a unit that they want two microns for. 

Does anyone else have units that require higher degrees of filtration? 

MR. MARTIN:  There are tome indications, I believe, in the literature that 
could be dug out, that in sinter-type filters, as you approach extremely 3mall dimen- 
sional clc.arance requirements—for instance, at two-micron filtration--that service- 
life can become very short, due to their Inability to hold very large quantities of 
contaminants. 
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Another possible—not failure—of this type of filter, but a thing that must 
be guarded against, is the difficulty of cleaning the elements.  In other words, in 
many cases, the impacted small particles of dirt in sinter-type filters are almost 
impossible to clean by rigid chemical means, by hydrofluoric acid or some means, so 
they have to be discarded. We had some test work that indicates this, in regard to 
the very dirty types of oil.  It could conceivably be a  problem. 

I mention it only as something to guard against. 

MR. FORSYTHE: We have had some experience along that line with sintered 
materials, and in talking to the various filter people, we find that when you clean 
these you never get them finely clean.  Each time you clean them, you get a finer de- 
gree of filtration, but you still have part of your dirt remaining from the old build- 
up; and, as you said, due to your lack of area in your sintered material, you get more 
convolutions of the paper in more area, and therefore you have better filter capacity 
and lower build-up. 

MR. MARTIN:  I think we have to adopt a new psychology.  We have to adopt 
the psychology of throwing away more expensive elements—although, heavan knows, the 
paper elements aren't very expensive. 

MR. POLLARDx It Just costs you more to filter, that's all* 

I believe G„E. has done some work in connection with this for autopilot com- 
ponent?.  In discussing this with them a month or so ago, we talked of staging a filter 
having a ten-micron filter followed by a two-micron filter, so as to reduce the amount 
of contaminants that the two-micron filter had to take out, and prolong its life thore- 
by. 

MR. CHATTL<2R:  Incidentally, while we are on the subject of filters, I'd 
like to deviate for one moment. We have a proposal on the present installation drawing 
for the filters to decrease the space for removing the bowl. You all know, in the in- 
stallation drawing we have a certain clearance that we require so we can remove the 
bowls,  I hAve rejected that request because In several cases where we had the allow- 
able limit, but the quarters were so tight that we could remove the bowl--and break the 
filter. 

Now, Mr. Forsythe showed me several of the screens that are involved. In one 
screen you put the filter element in the bowl and then install the bowl and screw It 
up.  Thereby the element is supposed to engage the upper part.  Of course, when you are 
removing the bowl—this you cannot do any longer. Then your elsineiit as stuck up there 
and when you take it off there is a possibility of breaking it. 

Shall we keep the same dimensions? 

. . . There was general agreement . . . 

MR. GREEN:  Speaking of bowls, in this Cuno filter that we a re buying, the 
bowl will be attached by bolts, rather than screwed ring.  I think that will be an 
advantage in replacing a laboratory filter, because we don't know wnat kind of a seal 
w'll be using, and it may be some kind of metal seal where we will have to tighten 
the bolts very tight. That woulnd't be very good where you screwed the bowl on. 

MR. FIELD: There is Just one thing that worries me about most of these sin- 
tered metal filters that I've seen. They have very little area, and in my definition, 
I use the filter to take out dirt, so it has to have some area.  If I don't have dirt 
to take out, I don't use a filter; but the ones I have seen, I am very much afraid, if 
I put them on a vibration test I would need other equipment to pick up the pieces of 
filter that came cut. 

MR. KLEVSN: Pumlator has claimed to us that they have a non-metallic, high 
temperature filter which we hava not been able to get any scr. Information on. t won- 
der If anybody has heard of that? 

MR. GREEN: We have heard of it, but we haven't received any of the filters 
yet. 

MR. CHATTLER:  That's right. We've had Information from Purolator that they 

EDITOR^ NOTFs  Present Navy tests indicate that sintered metal filters are 
only 20?? efficient compared to Q,5%  of present paper filters. 
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do have a high temperature element they have been workii. with.  I don't know if it is 
sO!De sort--1 guess It is, some non-metallic element. 

MR. SANFILIPPO:  They have a non-metallic element, but they indicate that 
the price is going to be about ten times as high.  It will give the same efficiency. 

In regard to that Air Force development, however, I would like to indicate 
that they are going to provide comparable area of filtration to the present AN filter- 
element.  It is not going to be Just that one conical surface. It Is going to be 
convolute, or some kind of a vertical or horizontal section. 

MR. FIELD:  That part I like, but will it stand the shake? 

MR. SANFIIIPPO; That will have to come out in test. We will have to speci- 
fy tests for that. 

MR. BLAND, CHANCE VOUGHT: You need not only a high temperature filter ele- 
ment, but you need a filter element that can stand a little more pressure gradient 
across the element.  For that reason, we would prefer a metal element, to high tempera- 
ture Purolator. 

MR. SHARP: In my experience, we'll have to prove the metal elements, because 
they won't take any bending. 

MR. CHATTLKR: To sum up on the filters, then, at 275 degrees F we may be all 
right with the present filter elements, but at UCO degrees F--we will have to investi- 
gate some other types of material. 

MR. GF.EEK: I don't know whether we are all right at 275 degrees F, We had 
some trouble with elements, that is, with the glue in the element coming out, at high 
temperature.  I don't know just what the temperature isviiere they fail. 

MR. FORSYTHE: Purolator has notified us that the element is good for 275 de- 
grees F, the bonding is good at 275 degrees F. We haven't tested that yet, but they 
have notified us to that effect. 

MR. BREMER:  We found that we had six to eight hours, at which time there 
was a break in the bond.. So 275 degrees F is really getting quite close. 

MR. CHATTLER:  The next item is accumulators.  The Navy has ar order with 
Bendix Pacific Division for a cylindrical accumulator,  I believe in that accumulator 
our problem is going to be, again, the seal, or the sealing means between the air and 
the oil side.  The other problem we have in the 275 degrees F MIL-C-5606 system is: 
Are we going to blow up the accumulator with the oil in the air side. Talking about 
spontaneous combustion problems in the cylindrical accumulator—that is, oil getting into 
the air side—doss it make any difference at 275 degrees F or 100 degrees F? 

MR. MARTIN:  Definitely. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Now you are going into a pressure area, don't forget. 

MR. MARTIN:  I think there is much literature to indicat9--the Shell data 
will support that—that the higher the temperature of the fluid to begin with, the 
lower the temperature at which you can get spontaneous Ignition, or with the more ease 
you can achieve this compression. 

MR, BHEMER: What if yo» use nitrogen? 

MR. SHARP:  Is that common practice in the service? 

MR. CHATTLER: No, it is not common practice in the service. 

MR. MARTIN: We have a dry set for use on our accumulators, dry nitrogem. 
We were running some production tests several weeks ago, using 2000 psi air ar,j i-eleas 
ing it suddenly in an accumulator to charge the system.  We were getting explosions. 

MR. CHATTLER:  We had one incident or. a McDonnell airplane.  They have a 
hydraulic motor application, and they wanted tc ur.e air for emergency operation . 
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Vickers said they would net guarantee the unit above '•00 psi air pressure, because of 
the dieseling problem, although they had no tests. McDonnell has run about twenty or 
thirty shots with 3000 psi air, nothing happened. 

MR. MARTIN: You can go a year and nothing will happen, and then (indication 
that there will be an explosion). 

We have been running these tests for about a year and a half and never had 
any dieselization. All of a sudden, one week, we started getting bing-bing-bing, 
one right after the other; and I think now, running the production tests using nitro- 
gen, we have gotten away from the problem; also trying to get all the oil out of the 
system that they can. 

MR. SANFILIPPOl We ran many tests in that when va wanted to see how much 
leakage we could tolerate in the piston-type accumulator. We.found out that witn rur 
standard air valve it is not possible to charge with such velocity as to cause spon- 
taneous combustion.  However, with i.he new valve, that is a question, there.  If we 
eliminate the baffle provided by the present valve in the new valve, we may inject 
that possibility of causing spontaneous combustion.  It always exists. 

We put various amounts of liquid on the air side, and then for our test we 
use an open valve, a solenoid actuated air valve; in other word3, the air piling in 
there as fast as possible, and we didn't get any appreciable combustion unless we 
had—well, I forget what the amount was—but it was maybe a cupful of oil in there. 

MR. PAGLIARINI: We removed the air core and let the air in slowly, regard- 
less of the pressure, but if you allow that charge of air to hit that puddle of oil 
inside that accumulator—we recorded temperatures up to 800 degrees F in an instant. 

MR. MARTIN:  All of these things point out that the important, thing, the 
principle of the thing, is if the rate of rise is very high, you get a high rate of 
compression before you get explosion. If you get a high temperature liquid to begin 
•with, you can tolerate an even less rate of rise, and it is one of those things that 
we have been trying for a year and a half now to get a reproducible method of checking 
with these things, because we have been working with an industrial problem along those 
lines where they are getting it quite regularly at plant air pressures of around 
28© psi only. 

They have a problem wherein high temperature{ps. is injected into this chamber 
because the oil on the walls—or this line, I should say--and the velocity of that in- 
coming gas, plus the 280 psi pressure al'aady in the line, plus the temperature of the 
incoming gas is enough so that they liberate about 60 feet of pipeline; and they are 
pumping natural gas at around 800 degrees F, and it Just makes it very skiddy. We're 
looking for a non-inflammable fluid to handle it. 

MR. MIDDLF.T0N:  It seems to me that the problem could be quite easily solved 
by just going to inert gas. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Right. 

MR. MARTIN:  This has been known for years, now; but how many years lave we 
been going on finding and charging light gas oils with 2000 psi of air, Just sitting 
hack and hoping? 

MR. MIDDLETON: I say. myself, take your regular pump to do it with. That 
is because we are normally working with temperatures which are low enough so that we 
haven't considered the problem. 

MR. MARTIN:  There is one more good reference on this, Leo, at least with 
some down-to-earth data in it.  I believe you will recall it, the Welter Kldde report 
on various lubricants which showed the effect of greatest release and the type and 
configuration of the volume in which the air was released. 

MR. CHATTLER:  This rem.inds me of something else.  We are now checking all 
of the schematics in all the airplanes to locate emergency air bottles that 1o not 
have check valves between the bottle and the control valve.  We have Just gone into 
one group of airplanes that has about half a dozen bottles in it, and we have been 
finding quantities of oil from one-tenth full to full in many airplanes. 
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So If you will, I would 3 ike you all to check over your systems and try to 
make plans for installing these check valves.  This is another place where we may 
encounter this dieseling problem,  aside from not having air for emergency operation. 

To sum up on the cylindrical accumulator, we apparently, in the 275 degrees 
F system, should require that we use an inert gas, rather than air. 

MR. FIELD:  I just wantea to point out one thing that happened a number of 
years ago, where we used an inert gas to pre-charge an accumulator.  It was perfectly 
safe with the air, so far as we could find out at the time, but some bright boy one 
night got the bottles shifted and charged them all with oxygen, and that can happen 
if you are depending on an inert gas. Some fool can use something that isn't. 

MR. CHATTLER;  The next item is hose. We had some discussion at the SAE 
meeting on that. 

Wright Field has agreed to start running tests starting at 300 degrees F and 
going up, with the peak impulses that are presently required. At one point in our 
discussions we were talking about lowering the peak pressure for impulse testing, so 
that we can get some co fistency in the life of our hose, and thereby only consider 
the temperature variable. Right now you would be considering the hose variable, as 
su-;h, plus your temperature variable.  However, in speaking to the Weatherhead Company 
thi-y foel that they have enough test experience with the higher peak pressures, that 
is required peak pressure, so that they can get a good indication by maintaining this 
pressure and increasing the +'.>mperature. 

This is something we have to do a lot of work on. 

MR. STRAUS:  I broke it up into two parts, the first part speaking of peak 
pressures.  We took some -12 hose, which isn't the best hose co begin with, and we ran 
six of the samples at l!?C#peak5 and recorded all the impulse-rate failures.  Incident- 
ally, they ..are all below a hundred thousand.  Then we ran at i?5* peak, going on the 
theory that lower peak pressures increased impulse-life.  In one case, one out of the 
six, went a hundred thousand, but some of the others failed below limits that the 150/? 
peak had gone to, which puts us back in the oil study, that there isn't enough data 
at our Institute to tell us what peak pressures you can live with. 

Another thing I should mention; that I think a lot of system peaks are get- 
ting a little above V500.  In fact, I think some of them have been electronically 
checked. 

Along the line of high temperatures, I think that with the present design of 
compression-type fittings, especially on 3000 lb. hose, there is a terrific amount of 
compression between the hose insert and the liner; and bringing it down further, it is 
a known fact now that hose assemblies that have been stored for a long period of time 
—there is a certain amount of rubber deterioration under thai, compression area, and 
the first pressure of the hose assembly is--say, there are two hose assemblies from 
the same piece of hose ir. Xy^.     Cue is first tested at 10,000 plus.  Three or four 
years later i-he first test on the other hose assemrly will probably be about 7,000. 

Now, to go to high temperatures, a. any rubber man will tell you, higher 
temperatures will degenerate the rubber further, plus the fact that you already have 
a high compression area with a certain amount of deterioration, I don't think person- 
ally that we are even going to make 275 degrees F.  We did age some hose about a week 
ago at 275 degrees F and tried to run it through and it blew the fittings right off. 
The hose itself leaked very badly.  So I think we have a real problem on hose. 

One possible solution is to rais<r our low temperature requirement. I dcr.'t 
know if it can be done, but it seems that it has to be done. For one thing, the tube 
of the hose runs about 85 durometer hardness, if I'm not mistaken. It's pretty hard, 
and it's pretty tough right now, even with 160 limit, 200, and what-have-you, to make 
the hose consistently pass about 165. 

I think that covers the rubber and wire-type hose.  Our metal hose contracts 
—the results haven't been too promising, but I think you are familiar with most of 
the metal hose construction; it's the convoluted stainless steel tube, and the end 
fitting is either bra?ed or cemented on.  Usually we have fatigue failure on the 
bottom of the conyolute. They did report one hose that went over a hundred thousand 
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cycles, but it came out that they did not impulse it. It was about six Inches l"ng, 
and the thickness of the convolute was .013, which is getting into the reaiia of tubing; 
so the contract is still going on and we hope to get something on it.  It's not too 
encouraging. 

It may be well to try to work on the principle of coiled tubing ir swivel 
joints if possible, tc maintain alignment. 

MR. MIDDLETON: Has anybody done any work with this Besistoflex hose that 
has a compound liner, metal oxide? 

MR. BUMB: les. 

MR. MIDDLETON:  Did it work? 

MR. BUMB: Not high enough pressure. 

MR. CHATTLER:  That brings us, the.i, to the possible substitutes for hose, 
one of which is of course the colled tubing. 1  tnought Ero&aBly It wouiu pe in oraer 
for us to start establishing some general practices on coiled tubing. There have been 
several companies: Grumman, Martin--I believe—that have used coiled tubing very 
successfully, and we have a large number of installations of it, and off hand I don't 
believe I recall any failures. 

MR. KELLER:  Do you know, Leo, of any place where they have made any analysis 
of how "or.y coils you need to take so much flexing? 

MR. CKATTLER;  I was going to bring that up.  I think Douglas, El Segundo, 
has some design processes on it, and also Grumman; and I thought we might obtain that 
informs tlon. 

Of course, we may have it at the Bureau already.  It would be hard to find; 
and set up some design requirements for coiled tubing. Is that right, John? 

MR. BURNS: We have some rule-of-thumb criteria. 

MR. KELLER:  That's what I'm afraid of. 

MR. BURNS: As a result of combined analyses and tests that were conducted 
five or eight years ago, I guess, before we got too far in AD production; and we havi, 
as Leo implied, extensive service application of coiled tubes, to show that if your 
excursion" or angular deflection of your cylinder is 10 to 15 degrees, it's a very logi- 
cal application fcr a coiled tube. 

We are in the range of between two and four coils, usually, and the diameter 
of those coils, quarter-inch stainless steel material, is approximately two inches-- 
two and a half inches diameter of loop. 

MR.KLEVEN: We have been doing some design study with that, to bring our 
sizes up around a half inch, clearance for half-inch. Due to the size, we have no 
room for coiling, so we are making single, large U-loops out of it* 

One thing we find is that this requirement of 10# stress increase is hard to 
meet, and we don't think that it is realistic and right, because this is stress in the 
longitudinal direction. So we feel that 15%  Is more likely; 16-1/2$ can be analyzed, 
and indicates the same stress level as to tension in that same piece of tubing. 

Another thing that enters 'into that is to arrange the fittings so that there 
will be no contortion on the fittings to tend to loosen them. The worse problem that 
we foresee is that due to fairly small displacements at the end of the tube, where it 
is secured, it will be very difficult to control the initial stress on installations 
that are not cycling up. The installation may actually bend the tube, and therefore 
it is apt to yield a point when it is operating. The fatigue life willbbe short. 

MR. CHATTLER: Have you any installation report on that? 

MR. BURNS: We have a number of decreased motion versus number of colls con- 
trolled, yes; but I don't have the dats with me. 
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MR. CHATTLER:  Al? 

MR. WEISSKOPF: Since the advent of the 10# restriction, we have not tried 
to use the coiled tubing. 

MR. CHATTLER: El Segundo always has—for the last six or eight years that 
I know of--worked very hard to keep hose out of their airplanes. They made very ex- 
tensive studies in their airplanes at one time for replacing the pump pressure and 
suction lines with coiled tubing. They didn't have tec .nuch success, but I always 
felt they probably dropped it s.  little prematurely.  I., may be a workable solution. 
What was the final number of coils that you tried? 

MR. BURNS: Eight or nine. We went from that to trying to build in a swivel 
connection, which didn't take into account all the degrees of motion that we can ex- 
pect. 

MR. CHAiTLER: This was in a piston engine, was it not? 

MR. BURNS:  That's right.  AD engine. 

MR. OHATTLERr  I was w^n^ering if in a jet engine installation you may not 
be able to use coil tubing. 

KR. MURPHY:  In a Jet engine it will become more critical, on account of 
high frequency. 

MR. BURNS: Th? vibration was the other concern, yes. 

MR. MURPHY: For our application, Leo, we don't pay too much attention to 
stress. We believe in testing every installation. 

MR. CHATTLER: That's really what it means. If you can get a better wording 
for it, I am agreeable to changing it.  I did calculate the stress at one tii^c and 
tried to consider all stresses involved and to be on the safe side came up with the 
present requirement in MIL-H-JVUo. So you can be on the safe side by getting ridicu- 
lous, sometimes. 

MR= OETWEILLER: About ten years ago we ran quite a few tests on universal 
swing joints, which was a combination swing joint and ball Joint, and tried to replace 
hoses on power plants. We had more troubles with the packing in that than we had with 
the hoses, which were developed a little bit later. 

On that same airplane, however, ve did use ceiled tubing on some of the actu- 
ating cylinders on the Constitution Airplane 3000 lb. system. 

MR, CHATTLijB:  I remember those P?V's with the swivel joints. What a head- 
ache. That can get you into trouble, I know, we replaced them all with hose again. 

This may b*> the solution, then; some form of swivel joints or the coil tubing 
or a combination, to replace the hose. Mbantchile, we will continue to investlgage hose. 

Mrt. GREEN: We have been very much interested in this coiled tubing idea, 
and felt that we don't know enough about, it. We are planning to i itiate a contract 
to have this studied, in order to obtain design criteria which can 'se generally used. 

MR. CKATTLnB: As far as I am concerned, we must p~ ahead and study this 
some more.  I think Douglas has such fabulous service experience on these tubings tlisit 
they can say:  "Insofar as this is concerned, it should be all right." However, they 
don't'have any high temperature experience. 

MR. BURNS: Not with 275 degrees F. 

MR. CHATTLER: At WOO degrees F you might have some trouble. 

MR. GREEN: Tills study we visualize to be a study of what is available and 
what work needs to be done. Then if necessary we would proceed to conduct tests on 
any additional work that would need to be done to arrive at complete design criteria. 
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MR. CHATTLKRl  I think that is very much in order, 

MR. MIODLETON:  It seems to me that business of finding something that will 
work in pump pressure and suction lines will be something that should be gone into. 
That seems to be the most critical application of all, because you can design around 
your cylinder application a lot more easily than you can around the suction line prob- 
lem. That is probably one of the hottest places in an airplane. 

MR. STRAUS:  One of the hose companies came in with a sample, and they are 
going to send some in for test at low pressure; and you can use it as a suction line. They 
indicate they can run it at 350 degrees F top and -W degrees F low. We a re going to 
test it, 

MR. MARTIN: How much time did they get? 

We have run a number of pump tests on various fluids including 5606 at o\ 
ZkO  hours. I wondered what sort of timing you were talking about? 

MR. CHATTLER: What kind of peak pressures were you running? 

MR. MAnTIN:  Those test, were pretty much non-pulsating pressures.  I don't 
mean they are not pulsating; I mean they are pulsating to tne extent that they are 
getting the pump pulse, but not the same type of pulse that you get in a hose test 
where you are pulsing between zero and three thousand.  It is true of '+500 peak. 

DR. MORETON:  That's right.  The pump doesn't get tfiat on an  uiiplane. 

Mh. MARTIN: There may be applications in aircraft tfhere you don:t need that 
sort of thing, but I think our experience so far has brought that out. We are trying 
to get a hose that simply passes the MIL-Specification test, and as a matter of fact, 
you go beyond that. We go beyond the MIL-Specification test again and again, and our 
hoses aren't the world's best. 

DR. MORETON:  1 was Just trying to get an idea of whether this was ». freak, 
or what. 

MR. CHATTLER: The margin of safety we have now--at least to me, it seems 
obvious, should be the same at higher temperatures. The degree of failures we are 
having now certainly would be accented if we went «p to higher temperatures. 

MR. STRAUS: Along that line, we have test data--and I think North American 
ran then, if I am not mistaken they ran AN-6292 hoses at 200 degrees F, impulsed 
100,000 cycles or pretty close to it, 300 degrees F satisfactorily. However, the 
outer cover did tend to flake off. I think the point that should be brought to mind 
is the time temperature to be considered. In other words, this test, as I understand 
it, rras run continuously for two days, or weeks, cr whatever it takes; but in an air- 
plane, you will have the high temperatures in there, zjid  then it will be sitting on 
the ground. You may not fly for another week, and then you go up again and subject 
it to high temperatures, and over a prolonged period of time—six months, year or 
whatever it takes--eventually that rubber under that compression, that fitting, is 
going to weaken and you are either going to get a leak or a blowoff.  I think that 
could happen even though it is 250 degrees F, over a long enough period of time. 

Are there any other comments on hose, fittings and tubings? 

MR. BREMER:  We had several pieces of hose in high temperature test, and we 
found that on sectioning the hoses the internal liner was badly cracked. The hoses 
didn-t actually leak or spray, but they did seep, prior to our taking them off and 
sectioning them.  I hive a feeling that possibly these hoses you have been running, 
if they were sectioned, you would find them cut. 

MR. MURPHY: We have been running hose tests for so long, day in, day out, 
month after month, on hoses. There is no good hose, as far as I know, at present, 
at. 160 degrees F or 300 degrees F. 

MR. CKATILER: Next we will cover the system requirements. The only item I 
have under system design requirements for a 275 degrees F system-is the airless-type 
system. Now the only thing that I don't know is, where should we start that require- 
ment; at 200 degrees F? Most of the new aircraft are coming through with the airless- 
type systems, but there are some of the higher-speed airplanes, the new airplanes, that 
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still have the oil reservoir with the air pressure on top of the reservoir- Maybe we 
should say that at 200 degrees F  and above it would be vary desirable to go to the 
airless-type system; and for the record we will say that the services will examine 
systems, and where the temperatures are above 200 degrees F, we will ask that the air- 
frame manufacturers seriously look into using an airless-type reservoir. 

Are there any other design conditions? 

MR. BUMB:  Is there anybody doing anything--I suppose somebody is doing 
something on lubricants? That's a very vital factor in this picture, 

MR. CHATTLER: You mean lubricating fluids? 

MR. BUMB:  I mean, lubricating the ends of swivel Joints, arid that sort of 
thing. 

MR. CHATTLER: Lubricants or fluids? Yes, we 3poke about that at our last 
meeting, and—do we havu anything in here on it? 

We were talking about lubricants for bending tubings, and actually I guess 
we had reference to lubricants Insofar as fabrication was concerned, so that the 
materials we use be compatible with the fluids we were developing.  I don't believe 
we had any reference to lubricants for something, as a swivel Joint. 

MR. BUMB: The end fittings of our hydraulic cylinder in atmosphere of—well, 
maybe not 275 degrees F, I'm thinking of a higher temperature as we get into a higher 
temperature, you have a lubrication problem of keeping lubricants in the end of a 
hydraulic cylinder. 

MR. CHATTLER:  On the rod? 

MR. BUMB: On the rod—on the swivel Joint.  I am thinking of the ball-Joint 
at the end of the rod. 

MR. CHATTLER:  Oh, the fittings. 

MR. BUMB:  The special grease. 

MR. CHATTLER: There are high temperature lubricants, Dick. 

MR. MARTIN:  3278 

MR. BUMB: We haven't found anything, unless we haven't found the right thing. 

MR. MARTIN: 275 degrees F for sure. 

MR. MAYHEW: The point 1 wanted to bring cut on—actually, I am going back 
to  the cylinders—nobody mentioned anything about temperature over '+00 degrees F. 
What are we going to do over WOO degrees F? Has anybody looked into asbestos-type 
wipers? 

MR. STRAUS:  I checked on that about two months ago with the Materials Lab, 
about the high temperature limitations of felt, and such, and they thought that felt 
was In the same category as leather back-up rings; in other words, an animal fibre, 
and there is no continuous lubrication to felt. 

There is one thing, when the fluid is driven cut, you Just have the dry fibre, 
and it will char Just like leather. 

However, there was one representative from the American Felt Company, who 
said he would go back and see if they could get any kind of data, but so far «e haven't 
received it; but they are working on it. 

It is very probable that leather back-ups are in the same category as felt. 

MR. KELVEN: As I mentioned before, we checked up on felt, but only up to 
350 degrees F. In dd*g it, though, we had recommended to us—I think it was orlon 
of of the synthetic fibre3—as being capable of going much higher. We found that the 
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Types 5 and 7 were satisfactory to 350 degrees F. We didn't go any further with it. 

MR. MARTIN:  Running high temperature tests we found that the f»lt apparent- 
ly didn't do much n°°d« We got failure Just as readily with felt in there as with 
felt removed.  That was run with raw temperature of 150 degrees F.  Now, when you get 
up into higher temperatures, it doesn't seem to me that the felt is earning its keep, 
because the felt isn't actually doing the Job of lubrication that you think it is 
doing.  At leart, it seemed that way to us. 

MR. CHATTLKR: You think it is drying out. 

Of course, some people designed the cylinder? so thst you gave them a shot 
of juice every time you actuate. 

MR. MARTINs  We put little grooves in there that are supposed to keep the 
felt lubricated, but it remains static for quite a period of time and the rod gets 
hot, then the felt dries out, anyhow; and neither the felt nor the leather did any 
good, in that case. 

MR. KELLER-  We're not using felt. We haven't had any trouble. We have a 
total of fifty hours of operation. We're not using any wiper at all. 

rial. 
MR. MARTIN:  In George's place, he is using a relatively low volatile mate- 

MH. CHATffLER:  Are you saying we won't have this trouble with 0S-!f5? 

:'R. MARTIN:  I'm not saying we won't have it with OS-4-5 or any other low- 
volatility material of any nature, but it is minimized; and you run into trouble with 
265 degrees F level because you are getting an evaporated condition.' We can jump up, 
certainly, another hundred degrees, and maybe a hundred and fifty, befcre you reach 
the equivalent of operative condition with the synthetics. That is the only real rea- 
son they ever started the industry in the first place, based on their low volatility. 
This is a ramification of the old ANG grease prot'em. 

MR. CHATTL>;R:  That about winds up our discussions.  I also wanted to ask 
you whet.ier you Pelt we should have another meeting like this a year from today, so we 
can tie down the WOO degrees F fluid.  I've had enough indication from most of you 
people here that you would like to see another meeting about a year, so we will plan 
on having that; let's say somewhere around the first part of next year. 

MR. BURNS:  I have one general question, and that is in regard to ail items 
that are now, say, an AN part number, and you issue QPI.'s equivalent to obtain those 
for the temperature range of 275 degrees F.  Is there reidentification procedure on 
all those pieces? 

MR. CHATTL3R: Yes, reidentification will be required.  I have that on my 
notes here.  We are going to start to re-develop our specifications to bring them up 
to 275 degrees F.  We also have a program set up to start testing standard parts to 
see if we can qualify them for 275 degrees". 

MR. ROTHGERY:  I might mention, I wouli like to say for the benefit of the 
meeting, this developmental program which the services have, if there were some way 
that you couli make some of these airplane manufacturers know just what type of fluids, 
or where these fluids are being developed, or their availability, it would certainly 
help. 

MR. CHATTLER:  All you do is make sur~ you get hold of a copy of the minutes, 
and you will have it all in there. We will also send you progress reports. 

There is a test report on the MLO-8200 fluid that will be issued. 

MR. MURPHY:  I would like to ask what the intent of the 275 degrees F require- 
ment is, as far as specifications. If you have an airplar  that normally operates in 
the 160 degrees F range, is it going to be affected at all by this? Will it stay there, 
or do I have to design it for 275 degrees F? 
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MR. CH-ITTLBR:  Negative. Any specs that we bring out that cover the 275 de- 
grees F range, these specifications will in no way affect or cancel the existing speci- 
fications for 160 degrees F. 

MR. MURPHY:  I was thinking more of 9M). 
. 

MR. CHATTLSR:  In !>!+l+0, we may start creeping in some requirewnts for higher 
temperatures. 

MR. MURPHY: Will it require that the airplanes be satisfactory within that 
temperature range? 

MR. CHATTLER: Right now it says that it shall be satisfactory within the 
temperature range that we designed the system for. This will carry us for some time. 

MR. MURPHY:  I was Just wondering if we would have to qualify the parts, 
like at the present time, if we now have 120 degrees F level system we have to qualify 
to 160 degrees F. 

MR. CHATTLSR:  I'm afraid < e won't be able to do that at thi present tiae. 

MR. MURPHY:  I'm not saying we won't be able to. We just don't want to. 

MR. CHATTLER:  It would be ridiculous for us to go ait now and say:  "Okay, 
if you can't meet 160 degrees F, you have to meet 275 degrees F." You know we can't 
say that, because it has to be on a build-up process. We, however, can't start quali- 
fying components at every temperature in the book, so what we will do is probably 
start running tests for 275 degrees F or. our present components.  The contractor parts 
should be tested at the temperature that you have set for the upper limit of your air- 
planes. 

In closing, I wish to thank all of you for coming.  I want you to express 
mine, the USAF and Navy's appreciation to your companies for allowing you to come and 
participate in this meeting. 

In addition, I hope that each one of you feel that tJils nas bnen a worth- 
while conference.  I certainly believe that it has been. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The operational temperature of the hydraulic system In 
present production aircraft has exceeded the old accepted 
maximum of 160 F, and has approached 250 F. Satisfactory 
operation has been maintained with relatively no changes 
in design or materials. Qualitative investigation has 
shown that the operational temperatures cannot be allowed 
to increase further without losing satisfactory performance 
and suitable life from present designs and materials. To 
control the temperature is a major thermodynamics problem 
with increased speeds resulting in higher skin temperatures. 
To alter design and change some materials, appears to be 
necesLary and requires considerable Investigation to allow 
higher system operating temperatures. 

1.2 Considerable effort has already been expended by 
numerous oigunizations in the investigation of materials 
for use in a high temperature hydraulic system. To review 
past accomplishments and adopt a program for the 
development of a high temperature hydraulic system appears 
necessary. 

2. PURPOSE 

2.1 To assemble all available information on performance of 
hydraulic systems and components at temperatures above 250 P. 

2.2 To determine the direction and amount of added knowledge 
needed at this time. 

3. SUMMARY 

3.1 The results of tests conducted in the development of 
a high temperature hydraulic system are summarized in 
Tables I through VI. 

MThe work to be accomplished in furthering the 
elopment of a high temperature hydraulic system IB ehcwn 

on Table VII. 

*„ REQUIREMENTS OF A HIGH TEMPERATURE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

k .1 The general requirements of a high temperature hydraulic 
system are presently 50 hr of satisfactory operation at 
ifOO P and satisfactory operation at temperatures from -65 P 
to 400 P. Obvious?y these would be very near the minimum 
requirements for pilot controlled non-expendable aircraft. 

*t.2 The fluid should have a maximum kinematic viscosity of 
approximately 2500 centistokes at -65 P. This is about the 
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maximum viscosity allowable for practical operation of a 
hydraulic pump. A minimum kinematic viscosity of 1.0 
centistokes at 400 F would probably give satisfactory 
performance of the pump based on pump tests conducted in 
Ref. 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. A maximum vapor pressure of 
3 mm of Hg. at 400 P would assist pump performance by 
suppressing cavitation and would prevent excessive loss of 
fluid due to vaporization. The fluid should have satisfactory 
hydrolytic stability and thermal stability, it should have 
satisfactory oxidation and corrosion characteristics with 
inhibitors, a minimum flash point of 400 P, a pour point 
below -65 P, and satisfactory lubricity for steel on steel 
wear. 

4.3 Obviously the remainder of the system must be compatible 
with the fluid or vise-versa. Also each unit must perform 
its function satisfactorily over the required temperature 
range for the time specified. 

PRESENT STATUS OP HIGH TEMPERATURE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

5.1 Fluid 

5.1.1 The progress 
temperature hydr&ull 
II, and III.  The OS 
considered the best 
all tests above 250 
fluid has been made 
unfavorable comments 
has been operated at 
superior to that of 
fluid. 

made in the development of a high 
c fluid has been summarized on Tables I, 
-45-1 Silicate-ester fluid is presently 
of those available and is being used in 
P.  Limited operational use of this 
at temperatures of 400 P with no 

A small system utilizing this fluid 
-65 P with performance equal or 

the same system operated with MIL-O-5606 

5.2 Pump5 

5_.2\1 The tests that have been conducted with pumps above 
an operating fluid temperature of 250 P are summarized In 
Table IV.  The principal difficulties that have been 
encountered are: (1) piston-bore clearance problems, 
(2) packing difficulties, (3) lack of lubricity of fluid in 
the pump-fluid combination, and (4) thermal differentials 
resulting in internal stresses and distortion causing binding 
of moving elements. 

5.2.2 Considerable inertia of pump manufacturers to development 
ot  a high temperature pump has been experienced. This 
reluctance has been principally due to the lack of information 
on the fluid situation. Presently all of the major aircraft 
hydraulic pump manufacturers. are attempting to produce pumps 
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capable of hi^h temperature oDeratlon with silicate-ester 
fluids. 

5.3 Systems 

5.3»1 A summary of tests conducted on system components 
is given on Tables V and VI. The principal difficulties 
encountered above 250 P involve packings. Present 
activity is centered primarily on the packing problem in 
evaluating new compounds for compatibility with OS-^-l 
fluid. Preliminary screening for swell characteristics and 
general compatibility with temperature sr° presently being 
conducted by the Material and Proceas Group of the 
Engineering Research Section. Suitable rubber compounds 
will be further tested in the Engineering Research 
Laboratory for friction and wear characteristics under 
dynamic conditions at various temperatures. 

5.3.2 Presently a small system is being operated with 03-45-1 
fluid at an operating temperature of 300 F for the purpose 
of evaluating a current model of a variable volume pump 
for endurance at 300 F with a oilicate-ester fluid. 

DIRECTION OF FUTURE EFFORT 

6.1 Work to be Accomplished  - The work to be accomplished 
in the development of a high" temperature hydraulic system 
is outlined in Table VII. The effort to be expended 
industry wide in developing a high temperature hydraulic 
system la probably commensurate with that which has been 
expended in developing hydraulic systems to this date. 
Inasmuch as considerable effort win be expended by 
numerous other organizations the effort bo be expended 
by North American Aviation should be that which is required 
to meet its needs. Since the operational temperature of 
the hydraulic system will progress approximately 50 F per 
new model aircraft, suitable systems should be developed 
at approximately the 3ame rate. 

6.1.1 Fluid - A constant evaluation of 0S-'r5-l fluid should 
be made as it is used in various tests* Also new fluids 
should be evaluated in the search for a fluid capable of 
higher operating temperatures with better performance of the 
hydraulic system with greater economy if possible. 

6.1.2 Pumps - Pumps will have to be evaluated to meet the 
requirements of the hydraulic system throughout the 
expected operational temperature range. 

-3- 
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6.1.5 System Components - The various system components 
wTTihave to be evaluated to meet the requirements of the 
hydraulic system and to provide the required operational 
control of the hydraulic system throughout the expected 
operational temperature range. 

6.1.5.1 To provide a means of being able to analyze a system 
component for possible satisfactory operation a considerable 
amount of effort should be directed to the physical 
properties of typical units. Basic problems such as the 
spring rate of various metallic springs affect the perfor- 
mance of many units in a hydraulic system. Also clearances 
are a physical feature of practically every mechanical 
device and should be thoroughly Investigated. Considerable 
difficulty has been experienced with cylinder rod-end 
bearings. Suitable lubricants for bearings must be developed 
and evaluated for high temperature use. A suitable filter 
must be adapted for aircraft use. Flexible Joints must 
be evaluated. 

6.1.5.2 An aircraft operating at high speed for a period 
of one or two hours will probably never reach a stabilized 
temperature condition; therefore suitable performance must 
be achieved under transient temperature conditions. With 
a large temperature range of variation the heat transfer 
properties of a unit may be the deciding factor in acceptable 
performance, and the methods of testing units should 
include determination of these heat transfer properties, 
as well as operation under changing environmental conditions. 

6.2 Reporting -  In order to provide current information 
on the status of hydraulic systems, it is proposed to issue 
a progress report as an addendum to this report every three 
months. This progress report will summarize all known 
activity in the development of a high temperature hydraulic 
system and provide a list of references on the subject for 
more detailed information.  It will be distributed to all 
interested groups. 
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TABLE I 

QENEfAL FLUID TYPES* 

Fluid Type 

Organo-Phoephoroue 
Compounds 

Advantagoa Disadvantages 

Dloarboxylio Aold 
eaters 

Csrbonatea 

1. Reduoed flammability 
2, Ocod lubricity 

1. Requires additives to obtain desirable 
vlsooslty - temperature relationship 

2. Requlrea additives to impart oxidation 
and hydrolytlo. stability 
Questionable thermal stability for 
extended use in presence of aetal catalysts 

High flash point 
'jow pour point 
Oood thermal stability 
Non-corrosive with 
proper inhibitors 

It Requires additives to obtain desl able 
vlsooslty - temperature relationship 

1. Viscosity - volatility 
and viscosity - temp- 
erature characteris- 
tics superior to 

 petroleum base stocks 

1. Poor thermal stability 

Borstes 

Polyglycols 

1. Viscosity - tempera- 
ture charaoteristlca 
auperlor to petroleum 
base stocks 

1. Oood lubricating 
qualities 

2. Viscosity - volatility 
and viscosity - temp- 
erature characteristics 
superior to petroioura 
base stocks 

1. Very poor hydrolytlo stability 

1. Questionable thcraal stability 
2. Requires thickening agents for use as 

high temperature hydraulic fluid 

Silicates 

Polysiloxanes 

1. Excellent Viscosity - 
volatility viscosity - 
temperature character- 
istics 

2. Oood shear stability 

1. Excellent viscosity - 
temperature and vis- 
cosity - volatility 
characteristics 

2. Oood thermal stability 
and resistance to shear 
and oxidation 

3. High flash point, low 
pour point 

Halogen organic 
compounds 

«T«ksr. from Ssf. 1 

Excellent resistance to 
chemical attack, oxldatlcr 
hydrolysis, and heat 

Inhibitors required for oxidation and 
hydrolytic stability 
Questionable high temperature stability 
and flash point 

1. Poor lubricity 

1. Very poor viscosity • volatility and 
,  viscosity - temperature characteristics 
2. Cholorlne containing organlcs are 

toxic, exhibit poor stability, and have 
limited high temperature atabillty 
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TABLE III 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OP TYPICAL HYDRAULIC PLUIDS 

Item 0S-45-1 ML0-5277* ML0-6938 MIL-O-5606 

1. Viscosity 
-65 P 
0 

100 
400 
600 

2000 ctks 
90 ctks 
8.50 ctks 
0.95 otka 
O.56 ctks 

2800 ctkn 
200 ctka 
32 CtkB 
3.2 ctka 
1.8 ctka 

2700 ctka 
200 otkB 
28 otka 

1900 ctka 
130 ctka 
14.2 etks 

2. Plash point 4o«s P 350 P 335 P 200 F 

3. Plre Point 46o P 395 P 375 F 2*5 F > 

H,  A.I.T. 696 P 693 F 693 F 300+ F 

5. Sp. Qr. at 60 P O.896 0.90 0.90* 0.865 

6. Vapor pressure 
400 P 
5CC P 
600 P 

0.09 pal 
0.78 oal 
7.00 pal 

0.05 pal — 0.81 pel 

7. Neutralization 0.12 0.05 0.0* 0.17 

•MLO-5277 la a predecessor of MLO-6938 and 1B identical to CAL. Research Corp. 
Pormula 52742 
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TADI£ V 

TESTS OP SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND UNITS 

NA-53-l^uJ 
12-31-53 

Unit Mfg. Part No. Fluid Tamp. 
P 

1 
Remarks Raf. 

Accumulator NAA 157-58029 MIL-0-5606 300 ij-rlngs unsatisfactory 10 
OS-45 
PRL 3039 

300 after 50 hr of testing 
300 with esch fJuld 

backup Rings ... AN 6244 and MIL-0-5606 300 Charred, hardened, and 10,8 
AN 624 6 disintegrated after 44 hr use 

MLO 3277 250 Carbonized after 1 hr uss 9 
5R12 or MIL O-5606 300 Slight feathering 10 
Equivalent OS-45 300 Slight feathering 10 

PRL 3039 300 Slight feathering 10 
MLO 5277 300 

400 
Slight feathering ie 

OS-45 Extruded after 1 hr use 9 
MLO 5277 400 Extruded arter 1 hr use 9 

Cylinder, Actuating ... ... MLO 5277 
MLO 5277 

300 
400 

o-rlngs unsatisfactory 
Packing failure 

16 
9 

NAA 157-58029 MIL-O-5606 300 O-rlngs unsatisfactory 10 
OS-45 300 O-rlngs unsatisfactory 10 
PRL 3039 500 O-rlngs unsatisfactory 10 

Filter Elements Purolator AN 6235-2A MIL-O-5606 Xv ?5 hr maximum use 10,8 
MIL-C-5606 300 |al. .(able, then charring and 5 
OS-45 300 era-King 10,8 
PRL 3039 300 10,8 

Permanent Special PRL 3039, 300 Oood filtering, entirely 15 
Pllter Corp. OS-45 and 

MIL-O-5606 
satisfactory, suitable 
replacement for AN 62J5 

Fittings AN 8ie All shown 
In table 

to Excessive torquing required 
400 for satisfactory sealing 1°6'9' 

Plow Regulators Waterman 196-6-140 MIL-O-5606 300 UTatlsfaetnry operation 10 
OS-45 
?RL 30 y) 

300 /of regulator but O-rlngs 
30^ ^unsatisfactory 

Hose .... MIL-H-5511 MIL-O-5606 
MLO 5277 

300 /Surface cracking and failure 
300 failure 

10,13 
16 

MIJ.-H-5512 MIL-O-5606 
cs-45 
PRL 3039 

300 Permanent set and surface 
300 4craci:lng. Extreme resistance 
300 l^o flexure 

10,13 

MIL-H-5512 MLO S?77 300 |permanent set and brlttlenasu 16 

O-rlng Linear AN 6227 and MI^-O-5606 3^0 Permanent set, weakened 10 
AN 6230 OS-45 300 Permanent set, weakened, shrinkage 10 

PRL 3039 300 Permanent set, weakened, swelling '10 
Various Special !None satisfactory for use 7,8,10, 

11,12,14 Compounds with 03-45 fluid 16 

Pressure switch 
1 
Meletron 15121523 MIL-0-5606 

1 OS-45 
'PRL 3039 
1 

300 Satisfactory operation during 
300 Y?OO hr uae - actuated 
300 (approximately 50 Mmes 

1 

10 

Tubing ... 
i 

All listed to 
400 

No difficulties reported 

Solenoid Valves Adel 24700 MIL-O-5606 

1 
300 Solenoid failure after 

44,000 cycles, 41 hr use, 
0-rings unsatisfactory, 
Excessive Internal leakage 

JC 

Saval 25412 IKIL-O-5606 300 3ame as above 10 
Mar Vista 11070 .PRL 3039 300 Jp-rlngs unsatisfactory 10 

1 OS-45 300 (excessive Internal leakage 

-11- 
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NA-53-1203 
TABLE VI 12-31-53 

OPERATIONAL TEMi'lSRATUItR LIMITATIONS OP TYPICAL HYDRAULIC SYSTIEM GOMPONBNTS 
AND  UNITS 
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SSA&X ssuoo-jo r toe* 
SSiMOff *'A#A 

MT-.TBCJ* 
t»?~S9633 

*tOXAV**C *CT\MTl*0 

mAxe MIMYtM$ 

'ft TfAS 
3tme*fit 

JAM 7 

MvM/HUNl 

sntL 
AW0AVS 

su'CATt rswr 
os*s 
03 -IS-/ 

NArt*A*AN  /»#-   .«*v/3 

AtlL-M-SSi» 

SMVKft 

•JOCF i oc F      zocr      3QQF       4ocr       jocr       6QOF 

"t 

1/M/T/N6  fJCTCK 

£ S/*f P.-VT 14S ' 

<b 
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TABLE VII 

WORK TO BE ACCOMFOLISHED IN DEVELOPMENT OF 
A HIGH TEMPERATURE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Field Work to be Accompollshed 

Fluid 

Pumps 

System Components 
Actuating Cylinders 

Filters 

Hose 

Joints 

Packings 

Tubing 

Valves 

Springe 

Bearings 

Lubricants 

System l«ats 

1. Constant evaluation of OS-^5-1 fluid when 
used in various tests. 

2. Determination of fluid friction, compressibility 
. factors, extension of design data to new fluids 

J. Evaluation of other fluids In search for a fluid 
superior to OS-45-1 at 400 F 

4. Evaluation of other fluids In aea.ch for a fluid 
sulteble for 600 F operation 

1. Evaluation of pumps to satisfy requirements in 
400 F range with OS-45-1 

2. Evaluation of pumps for compatablllty with 
fluids superior to 03-45-1 

3. Performance tests of acceptable pumps for 
response, pressure-flow characteristics, etc. in 
the too F range with accepted fluid 

4. Evaluation of pumps with suitable fluids above 
400 F 

1. Analysis of present actuating cylinder design with 
respect to strength - weight ratio between 
aluminum alloy and other materials. Effect of 
temperature differentials op clearance . 

2. Performance analysis of above evaluation with 
burst and assembly tests 

3. Performance oC  individual units for typical 
operation at high temperature and high 
differencial temperature between fluid End ambient 

1. Evaluation of sintered metal filters 

1. Impulse and flex tests of Improved hose for 
400 F operation with 3llicate-ester fluids 

2. Impulse and flex tests of metallic flexible 
units 

1. Evaluation of swivel Joints at high temperature and 
satisfactory operation throughout temperature range 

1. Evaluation of 0-ring compounds for use below 
400 F both static and dynamic seals 

2. Evaluation of new type packing for hydraulic 
use for full temperature range 

3. Evaluation of backup rings for uae with 0-rlngs 

1. Fatigue liTe of aluminum and steel tubing at 
high temperature 

1. Analysis of clearances in typical valves at 
extreme temperatures and extrem.a differential 
temperatures between fluid and ambient 

1. Analysis of spring rate as a function of 
temperature for various types of metallic springs 

1. Evaluation and search for bearings suitable for 
operation at high temperatures and satisfactory 
throughout temperature range 

1. Evaluation and search for suitable lubricants 
for bearings at high temperatures and satisfactory 
through. -:t temperature range 

1. Operation of mock-up system at 300 F, 350 F, 400 F, 
450 F, 500 F, 550 F, and 600 F when suitable materials 
for such a system become available 

-14- 
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HOT TEST NO. 2 DATA SHEET 

Note:  The circled numbers correspond to the circled numbers on the Hot 

Test No. '<>  temperature vs. time curve. 

(T)   Conditions of Test Set^ 

A. New filter element.' (AN 623Iv-UA) were installed in both 

pressure and retvrn line filters. 

B. The hydraulic f odd was the same as used in Hot Test No. 1. 

C. The pump from lot  Test No. 1 was used. 

D. No accumulator r. is used this test* 

2. The test piston was instalxed using SX11-29316-5 teflon cap 

strips with silastic #7^0 "0'» rings (AN6230-1 siae) as 

pressure members. 

P. The rod gland seals were the SK11-29323 teflon channel lip 

type with silastic #7180 "0" rings (AN 6227-19 size) aa 

pressure members. 

(?)   The AN6227-33 "0" ring static seals at both cylinder heads 

started leaking at 1375 cycles. They were not replaced. 

Qj   The h way solenoid operate cycling valve was replaced with an 

air operated h  way valve. 

Qx)       The test was discontinued at 20,000 cycles when one of the rod 

gland seals was leaking badly.  On disassembly the teflon lip 

was found"to be badly abraaed while the silastic #7180 "0" ring 

CALC 

CHECK 

ArPD _J  

REVISED DATE 

HOT TEST NO. 2 DATA SHSET 

BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
SEATTLE  l«. WAihll^ST--.'^ 

PAGE 

8AC 973 O RJ 



• »W»—. 

CALC 

CMtOj 

APPD 

A»P 

had almost disintegrated. The rod seal on the other end 

though not so badly worn was leaking. A static pressure 

check of the piston seal shoved 0 leakage. 

Both filter elements (AN6235-UA) were failed with cracks at the 

inside radius of the convolutions. 

MVISID      I    DATE 

HOT TEST KG.   2 DATA SHEET 

BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY PAGE 
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HOT TOST NO. 3 DATA SHEET 

Notei  The circled numbers on this sheet correspond to the circled 

numbers on the hot test No. 3 temperature vs. time curve. 

Q   Conditions of Test Setnp 

A. New filter elements (AN6235-UA) were installed in both 

pressure and return lines. 

B. Now hydraulic fluid was put in the reservoir after the system 

had been drained and flushed. 

C. Used Model 67WF300 (N.Y.A.B.) pump was overhauled and 

installed on the setup. 

D. The accumulator with standard AN 6227 "C" rings was pre- 

ch&rged to 1^00 PSI. 

E. #The test piston was installed using SK11-2°3U6-? teflon cap 

strips and silastic #7180 "0" rings (AN-6230-1 size) from 

Hot Test No. 2. 

F. The rod gland seals were a special XEL-F coated silastic 

#7180 "0" ring (AN6227-19 size) with solid teflon back-up rings. 

Q} After 31;7 cycles, the special "C" rings in the rod gland failed 

and were replaced with standard AN&227-19 "0" rings, The KEL-F 

coating on the special rings had burst and allowed the silastic 

#7180 "0"' ring to become abraded. 

(3) The AN6227-33 "0" ring static seals at both cylinder heads were 

leaking. They were not replaced. 

CAIC REVISED DATE 

HOT TEST NO.   3 DATA SHEET 

BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
 StATUE  !J   SVASHIV6TON  

BAC 973 D-K3 



(h)       At 25,601 cycles a total of 50 l/2 hours of operation, the test 

was discontinued due to excessive%leakage of the cyl. head "0" 

rings and increased leakage of the piston cap strip seals. The 

rod gland seals did not leak at this point. Both filter elements 

(AN 6235-UA) were failed with cracks at the inside radius of the 

convolutions. 
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HOT  TEST NO.  U DATA  SHFET 

Hotei      The oiroled numbers  on this   sheet correspond to ths  circled 

numbers on the hot test No. h temperature vs. time curve. 

(T) Conditions of Test Setup 

A. New filter elements   (AN6235"^A) were  installed. 

B. New hydraulio fluid was used after the  system had been drained 

and flushed. 

C. The pump from hot teat No. 3 wa° used. 

D. The accumulator piston was installed with an SK11-31616 teflon 

lip type  seal using an AN6230-8 "0"  rinp, as a pressure member. 

E. The No.  1 actuator was  installed withi 

1. Piston seals  - SK-293lj6-3 teflon  cap  strip AN6230-1 "0" 

ring pre3 jure member 

2. Rod gland seals - A.N6227-19 "0"   ring seal solid teflon 

backup  rinp 

F. The  Wo.  2 actuator was  installed withi 

1. Piston seal3 - SKll-29316-i-, teflon cap strip AN6227-28 

"0"  ring pressure member 

2. Rod  gland seals - SK'il-31615 teflon lip type  seal AN6227-19 

"O*   ring pressure member 

(£) Shut Down for  Pump Failure   (total 58 1/2 hours) 

.A.    Replaoed pump with N.Y.a.B. 66WF300 newly overhauled and 

run-in pump.    Former pump had plnhole  leak in pressure port. 

CHICS 

AC'O I 

APPD      I 

I    IEVIS6D DATE 

HOT TEST NO. I4 DATA SHEET 
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B. Doth filter elements  (AN6235»JJA)  had failed and were replaced, 

(total 8 hours) 

C. The accumulator  seal failed and was replaced with an SK1J.- 

teflon o.ip atrip with an AM6227-J6 "0"  ring as a pressure 

member,     (total 8 hours and  1,900 cyoles) 

D. New oil was put in the   system. 

0\ Down for Night 

© 
© 
© 
© 
© 

Town for Weekend 

Down for  1 hour - AN6227-33 Hr>»  6ea*  loaking and replace 

Down for Nirnt 

Down for  1 Hour - AN6227-33 HD.  Seal Leaking 

Down to Repair Leakage 

A. No. 2 actuator removed - severe leakage past SKll-293lio-!j cap 

strip some  leakage   (5 drops/mln.)  past SKll-31ol5 teflon  lip 

type rod seal,     (total U3 hours a>d 8,133 cycles) 

B. Put in teflon   (solid) bakcups with AH-6227-33 "0"  rings at 

head seals. 

C. T}» accumulator precharge which had dropped to 850 p*i was 

raised to 16>0 psl. 

D. Installed No.  3 actuator withi 

1.    Piston seals - SK11-3159? teflon oap  strip tilastio ^7180 

"0"   ring  (AN6227-29 size)  as pre^jure nwmber 

CALC. 

CHICK 

I 

•t 
KtviSED CAit 

_X 

VAC  V73 J Rj 

HOT T^ST .TO. h DATA  SHKET 
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2.    Rod  eland  seals - AN6227-19 "0*  ring seals   solid toflon 

backup rings. 

Q)J Down for Severe Leakage 

A. Removed No. 1 actuator - severe leakage past 3Kll-293^»6-3 

teflon cap strip. Rod gland seal O.K. (total hi hrs. and 

9,172 oyoles) 

B. Replaced  silastic #7180 pressure member in No.  3 piston seal 

with std. AN6227-2Q "o"   ring.     (Total k hrs and  1,039 cyoles) 

C. Reinstalled No.  2 actuator with Ul6277=29 "0"   ring as pressure 

nember in place of AN6227-28.    All el«e the  same. 

Down for Night 

(\\) Discontinued Test 

A. SKll-293ij6-^ teflon  seal not  leaking but AN6227-29 "O"   ring 

pressure member permanently deformed,     (total 25 hrs. and 

5,297 cyofl.es) 

B. SK11-21593 teflon seal abraded badly at thin  section but not 

leaking,     (tctal 29 hrs. and 6,761* cyoles)    AN6227-29 "0"  ring 

«   pressure member badly deformed and abraded,     (total 25 hrs. 

and 5,297 cycles) 

C. SKll-31615 teflon lip type  seal - deformed and torn at  lip. 

(total 68 hrs.  and  13,530 cyoles) 

D. AN6227-19 W07f ring seals with solid teflon backup rings failed 

at "0*  ring,     (total 29 hrs. and 6,75*4 oyoles). 

E.'   Both filter elements   (AN6235-ljA)  failed on removal. 

CALC 
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HOT TEST SO.  g DATA SHEET 

Botes      The circled .numbers correspond to the circled nutafcers on tba 

Sot Test Ho. 2  teapaxatore vs. time curve. 

fl}       Conditions of Teat Setiup 

A. Bear filter elements (aJH6235.4iA,i »«r« installed in botfe presstare 

and return line filters. 

B. Th» systea was drained «-,d  flashed and new hydraulic fluid 

was installed. 

C. The puwp froa lot Test Mo.i* ess used. 

B.    The accusnilatcr &s4w«lfM4 

E. The Ho. 1 actuator was installed vitas 

1. Piston seal    -    (2) SE!1-31«J93 teflon cap strip 

AH 6227-29 "0"' ring pressure aeabar 

2. Hod gland seal -        iH£227-19  *0*  ring seal 

solid teflon backup rings. 

F. The Ho. 2 actuator was installed with 

1. Piston seal    -    (2) SEll-293ti6-6 teflon cap strip 

AJS&227-29 *0* ring pressure sentaer 

2. Rod gland seal -        AJK6227-19 "0* ring seal solid teflon 

Backup rings. 

(T)        Syciing VBITS failed and replaced. 

Qj        The Ho. 2 actuator was  restored."    SHl-293Jso-6 teflon cap strip seal 

leaking badly.     Teflon aeaber slightly  extruded a^d AJ6227-29 pressure 
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member badly Jeforaed,     (Total 26 hrs. and iU.500 cycles). 

|_J        This punp body to head static seals filled and were replaced.    The 

leather backup rings were badly charred. (Total 115 hrs.) 

© 
© 

© 
© 
© 

Beplaced "0'" ring seal at poop servo adjusting screw. 

Down for leakage 

A. Beplaced AH6227-33 *0" ring static seals at test actuator 

heads.    (Total 6? hm.  and 26,172 cycles). 

B. Replaced bath failed A£6235*4iA filter elessnt*.    (Total 67 his.) 

C. Reserved failed pusp (B.X.A.B. 67WF300) with piston feet 

po-jnded oat.    (Total 131 hrs.) 

D. Installed used W.Y.A.B. 67 7B>0C p'jsp. 

B.    Bsplaced AK6227-29 and AA6227-19 •0" rings in test seals. 

Seal failed in pusp by-pass cap - replaceo. 

Seal failed in pusp by-pass cap - replaced. 

Seal failed in posp by-pass cap - installed.    Overhauled W.Y.A.B. 

67IT3GO pusp. 

AB6227-29 "0" ring failed in test seal.    (Total 6 1/2 hrs.). 

Beplaced failed "0" ring also put in new A3&227-19 "0" ring at 

ruv gland seal.    Soaked at yJO°7 for 7 days befor* resuadng 

cycling. 
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EOT TEST KO.   g MTA SHSBT 

Btstes      The c5ircled nranfbers correspond to the circled numbers on the 

Hot Test Bo. 2 temperature vs.  tiae curve. 

© 

© 
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TO     »<st'C   <? »t 

Conditions of Test Setup 

A. Sew filter elements (AS6235-S!**) were installed in both pressure 

and return line filters. 

B. The systee was drained and flushed and new hydraulic fluid 

was installed. 

C. Tbe pusip fro* Bot Test Bo.U was used. 

D. The •eeowiator £samF4brtp9m*&laxsb&m 

E. The lab. 1 actuator was installed si tits 

1. Piston seal    -    (2) SE11-5L593 teflon cap strip 

AM 6227-2? "0* ring pressure neater 

2. Red gland seal -       AJBS227-19 "0" ring seal 

solid teflon backup rings. 

F. The So. 2 actuator was installed with 

1. Piston seal    -    (2) S511-2?3AiS-6 teflon cap strip 

AHS227-2-5 "0" ring pressure nsoiber 

2. Rod gland seal -       AM6227-19 e0* ring seal solid teflon 

fcacru? rings, 

fiycli^z *slwe failed and replaced. 

The So.  2 actuator was  reuoTed."    SELI-293ii6-6 teflon cap strip seal 

leaking badly.    Teflon —s&cr slightly extruded and 186227-29 pressure 

c*ie 
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•eater badly defornad.     (Total 26 tors- and ti.£0O cycles). 

(kj       The pasp body to head static seals failed and were replaced*    The 

leather backup rings were badly charred.   'Tct*l 115 hrs*) 

(jT)       ieplaced *0" ring seal at poap serro adjusting screw. 

© 

© 
© 
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DOFT.  for lealcaga 

A. Replaced &M6227-33 "0" ring static seals at test actuator 

heads.    (Total 67 tars, sad 26,172 cycles). 

B. Replaced bath failed AJ&235-U filter eleventa.    {Tstal 67 hrs,] 

C. Honored failed puap  (p.T.A.S. 67KF300) with piston feet 

pounded out.    (Total 131 hrs.) 

D. Installed used K.f.A.B. 6? 7B300 puoap. 

B.    Eeplaced AH6227-29 and *2t$22?-19 "0" rings in test seals. 

Seal failed in puap by-pass cap - replaced. 

Seal failed in puap by-pass cap - replaced. 

Seal failed in puap by-pas a cap - installed.     Overhauled M.T.A.B. 

671TJQC puap. 

1*6227-29  "0* ring failed in test seal.     {Total 6 1/2 hrs.). 

Replaced failed *u" ring also put in new AB5227-19 "0* ring at 

rod gland se.il.    Soaked at 3#0°? for ? days before resaaing 

cycling. 
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Shut down test 

A.    5£n-3L«j93 teflon cap strip seal badly abraded-     {Total 78 

hrs, and 3&*ii22 cycles). 

3.    48)6227-19 and &H6227-29 "0" rings In tost seals permrjently 

deformed and abraded.    (Total k 1/2 bra. and 1,825 cycles). 

C. kc^vmrdlMtcr ««*i   O.K.  but prec barge down to 500 FSI. 

D. Both 1*6235-i^ filter elewnts failed. 
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HOT T££T KG.  6  SATA SKhiT 

Note:        The circled n'otbers cm this sheet correspond to tfci ^irol&d numbers 

on. the hot test No. 4 temperature vs. tine curve. 

(T) Cca>iitions of fast Setup 

A.    Sev filter element*  (AH&235-vA)  were installed in both pressure 

sasi return line fillers. 

S.    After the aye tec had teen drained and flushed,  aev fluid was 

installed. 

C.    A new puap (H.I.A.B. 66HAJCC) was Installed. 

IB,    The aeetaailator froa hot test So. $ was j.recharged to 15CC1 pel. 

E.    Th« t«i.t •«*«•*«? uas asaenhled with SQ1-31593 teflon cap 

stripe with AK&227-29 "0" ring pressure members on the piston 

and JHo2£7-l*   ""O* rings with solid teflon backup rings In the 

red glands. 

(a) Down for Might 

© 
© 
© 

Replaced AN£227-2fc Static Seal »0* Kings between Piston & Sod. 

Down for Sight 

Down for Sight 

3&wo for Night 

Ijowc for Inspection 

A.    Pisasgambled and «J«Ein«i pusp.    AH O.K. 
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B.    Installed new AN6227-19 "0" rings and spiral teflon backups 

in rod glands.    Old backups badly extruded.     (Total 150 hours 

and 49,339 cycles). 

Replaced cycling valve - sleeve static "0" rings failed. 

Beplsced cycling valve - added teflon spiral backups to valve sleeve 

static "0* rise seels. 

Llsce-n^iaued Teet 

A. Test actuator head failed. 

B. Both filter el enacts failed.     (Total 57 hours). 

C. SXU-31593 c*P strip worn but not leaking.    1*6227-29 pressure 

member defo^sd but not brittle.    (Total 57 iwurs and 29»623 

cycles)i 

D. M6227-19 "0" ring seals and spiral teflon backup rings in good 

i.aape.     (Total 20 hours and 10,295 cycles). 

£.    Accumulator preeharge down to 95C pel,    Acouculator seal 

SHI-31616 not abraded but the «C" ring vaa flat and brittle, 

(fetal 207 hours). 

P.    I.T.A.B.  66VA30C pmp O.K. axeepi for lose of pressure to 

2650 pel. 
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HOT TEST NO. 7 DATA SHEET 

Notet        Ths oiroled numbers on this  sheet correspond to the oircled 

numbers on the hot test No. 7 temperature VB- time ourre. 

fl) Conditions  of Test Setup 

A*    New filter elements  (AN6235«44A) were installed in both pressure 

and return line filters. 

B. After draining and flushing the system, new fluid -was installed* 

C. The pump from hot test No. 6 was used. 

D. The accumulator was assembled using AN6227-33 "0* ring vith 

speoial teflon baokup rings on the piston and preoharged to 

1500 pel. 

E. The test actuator was installed using! 

1. Piston seals - AN6227-29 U.S., Gasket Co. "0"  rings 

D. S.  Gasket Co. spiral teflon baokupa 

2. Rod gland seals - AN6227-19 tJ. S.  Gasket Co. "Cf rings 

U.S.  Gasket Co. spiral teflon baokups 

(2j Down to Repair Setup 

(F) Down for Night 

(k) Down for Night 

(5) Pump Body to Head °0" Ring Seal Failed - Replaoed with Double "0" 

Ring.     (Total 75 hrs.) 
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(£) Replaoed U.S. Gaoket Co. AN6227-29 and -19 with "Plastic and 

Rubber Products" "0" Rings of Sams Sise   (Total 22 hrs. and 

19,326 Cycles) 

Replaced U way Cyoling Valve 

Down to Replaoe Broken Tube. 

A.    Accumulator Precharge down to 1150 psi, reoharged to 1500 psi. 

Down for Night 

Down for Night 

Down to Replaoe Broken Line 

A. Both AN6235 filters failed and replaoed.     (total 51 hrs) 

B. New fluid in system. 

C. AN6227-33 "Cf ring in accumulator abraded, replaoed. 

(total 51 hours) 

D. AN6227-29 and -19 seals abraded, replaoed  (total 29 hrs and 

35,600 cycles) 

N.Y.A.B. 66 WA300 Pump Salted.     (Total  110 Hrs.)    Replaoed with 

Overhauled 67 WF300 pump. 

@ Down for Night 

(££) Dowifor Night 

(15) Down for Night 

(16) Down for Failed Pump 

A. Replaoed oraoked pump head 
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(8) 

B. Replaced failed AN5235-liA filter elementsc     (Total 12 hrs.) 

C. Accumulator prwoharge down to 950 pal.    Reoharged to IJOO pal* 

Down for Night 

DOITO for  Night 

Down for Night 

Pump Case Failed All Around.    Replaced with New Case. 

Removed Pump and Ran in with a Mixture of Molybdenum-Disulphide and 

Oil. 

Discontinued Teat 

A. accumulator preoharge down to 1200 p«i.    AN6227-33 "0"  ring 

slightly abraded and deformed* 

B. Both AN6335-i*A filter elements failed.     (Total 26 hrs.) 

C. The AN 6227-29 "0" rings in the test piston were badly spl^t 

oiroumferentially.     (Total 1*0 hrs. and 1(9*117 oyoles). 

D. The AN 6227-19 "O* rings, while leaking slightly  (2 dps./min). 

ware not badly deformed  (total itO hrs* and !#»  117 oyoles). 
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FOREWORD 

This report has been prepared by the Petroleum 
Refining Laboratory of the College of Chanistry and Physic3 
at the Pennsylvania State University under Air Force 
Contract AF33(038)13193-    Mr.  J.   C. Mosteller, Materials 
Laboratory,  WCRTR3, Engineering Division. Wright Air 
Development Center is the Acting Project Engineer for 
this work. 

Research work for the Air Force on Fluids, 
Lubricants, Fuels and Related Materials by this 
Laboratory has been a continuous project since March 
I9I4I.     The work from March 19hi to July 19U5 was 
conducted under National Defense Research Committee 
Contract QEMsrU08.    Work from July 19U5 to October 1951 
was conducted under Navy Contract NOrd 7958(B). 

..   .- 
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SOME PROPERTIES OF SPEC.  MIL-O-5606 HYDRAULIC FLUID 
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

Summary.     At- the request of the Materials Laboratory, WCRTR-3 
of the Wright Air Development Center this Laboratory has assayed in the 
laboratory some of the more important properties of Spec. MIL-O-5J606 
hydraulic fluids at elevated temperatures.     These properties are 
summarized as a function of  temperature on Table 1. 

Volatility is an important property in high temperature appli- 
cations of Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluids.     Three characteristics in hydraulic 
system applications, directly related to the fluid's  volatility, ares 
(1)  vapor pressure,  (2) inflammability, and (3)  residual film formation 
due to evaporation.     The upper limit of usefulness in a hydraulic system 
pressurized to one atmosphere would be of the order of 500°F., which is 
the initial boiling point of a typical Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluid at one 
atmosphere pressure.     The flash point of a typical Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid 
is about 220°F.,  which is approximately equal to the boiling point of the 
fluid at "!0 mm. Hg.     The spontaneous ignition temperature of the fluid is 
of the order of 500°F.     Problems of tacky films arising from the ex- 
tensive evaporation of exposed thin films of Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluids 
are related both to time and temperature.    Undesirable tacky films 
appear after about h to 6 hours exposure at 200°F.  without fluid 
scavenging.   Control of tacky film? is primarily a function of system 
design. 

The viscosity-temperature characteristics of Spec. MIL-0-5606 
fluid are good.     Pump te3ts in commercial Vickers 3,000 p.s.i.  piston 
pumps indicate that the viscosity level is adequate for successful 
operation over the entire range of -65° to •500°F.    LubriHty studies 
show that the fluid has adequate lubricating properties for hydraulic 
pumps over this same temperature range.     Volatility is probably the 
limiting factor in high  temperature pump operation.    It appears that 
fluid volatility may increase wear in pumps operating at temperatures 
above U00°f. 

The thermal stability of typical Spec. MIL-0-5606 hydraulic 
fluids is  excellent up to 500^.    In the temperature range of U50° to 
500°F.   there is some viscosity decrease due to thermal depolymerization 
of the polymeric thickener.     There is, however, no evidence of volatile 
product formation,  or of thermal  decomposition products which are 
deleterious to the fluid's use or to overall fluid stability. 

The oxidation behavior and stability are among the most important 
items in appraising the high  temperature characteristics of Spec. MIL-0- 
5606 hydraulic fluid.     The decrease with temperature in the fluid's in- 
duction period,  or stable life during oxidation, is illustrated in Table 
1.     At elevated temperatures where the stable life of the fluid is very 
short and at lower ttsnperatures when the s : able life is  exceeded,  the 
oxidative deterioration becomes a function of the amount of oxygen or 
air in contact with the fluid and on the intimacy of this air-oil 
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contact.     The data indicate that a Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid can tolerate 
the assimilation of moderate quantities of oxygen at elevated temperatures 
without excessive deterioration of the fluid or troublesome corrosion of 
metals.    It may be desirable, therefore,    o pressurize with nitrogen, or 
seal with a diaphragm, hydraulic systems designed to have a bulk oil 
temperature in excess of about 200°F. 

Oil change intervals in a closed system of this type could be 
scheduled to approximate the stable life of the tl^Jd plus the time of 
operation during which the air leakage or entrainment into the fluid is 
estimated to be 100 to 200 cubic feet (at 32°F.  and 760 mm. Hg) per fivr» 
gallons of oil.     It is believed that the assimilation by the fluid of 
the oxygen in 600 to 1,000 cubic feet of air per five gallons of fluid 
can be tolerated without causing the average hydraulic system to become 
inoperative from the standpoint cf oxidative deterioration. 

In accelerated laboratory tests copper,  copper alloys,  and 
silver cause a reduction of about 50 per cent in the stable life of a 
typical Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid at 300°F.     These metals are the most 
effective of those evaluated in this study in causing a decrease in the 
fluid's stable life.     The fluid's stable life is the time interval 
(hours) during which oxygen is not significantly absorbed, or assimilated, 
by the fluid even though there is available ample oxygen and oxygen-oil 
contact.     It is believed that none of the metals evaluated in this study 
should be excluded from aircraft hydraulic systems using Spec. MIL-O- 
5606 fluid solely on the basis of their catalytic effects in acceler- 
ating oxidation. 

A high quality Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic fluid does not corrode 
metals normally used in hydraulic systems.    It has been established that 
a typical Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid in a state of incipient oxidation does 
not corrode copper, aluminum, and steel at 500°F„    On the basis of low 
temperature (250°F.)  tests it is suggested that cadmium plats be elimi- 
nated from hydraulic systems.    High temperature oxidation and corrosion 
tests indicate that it would be desirable to eliminate magnesium from 
hydraulic systems where temperatures of 250°F.  or greater exist or are 
predicted, or where the fluid will be used to the point of incipient 
oxidation.     This applies primarily to closed hydraulic systems where 
oxidized products Including water will be in intimate contact with the 
metals of construction. 

A number of miscellaneous physical properties have been in- 
cluded in this report primarily for use in design and engineering 
calculations.     These properties include?    specific heat,  thermal conduc- 
tivity, bulk modulus of elasticity as a function of temperature, deri3ity 
as a function of temperature, cubical coefficient of expansion, and 
viscosity as a function of temperature and pressure. 

In general, these studies show that a high quality Spec. 
MIL-O-5606 fluid exhibits  good overall stability at temperatures up to 
500°F. under a variety of conditions.    It should be emphasized that the 
quality of the Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid used in this study in terms of 
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oxdd'.ticn and corrosion stability, in particular, is better by at least 
a factor of two than the minimum quality fiui'1 guaranteed by the Speci- 
fication,     The formulation of more specific limitations will require the 
testing of actual hydraulic system components and current Spec. MTL-O- 
5606 fluids. 
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SCME PROPERTIES OF SPEC. MIL-0-£606 HYDRAULIC FLUID 
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

Introduction.       The Wright Air Developnent Center requested 
that this Laboratory evaluate the properties of Spec, MIL-O-5606 hydraulic 
fluid at elevated temperatures.    Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic fluid ha3 
been used over the past 10 years as the aircraft hydraulic fluid by the 
U.  S.  Air Force and the British and Canadian Air Forces.    Indications 
••"•e that Spec. MIL-0-$606 hydrocarbon-base hydraulic fluids have 
,,-erformed satisfactorily in a wide variety of uaea over this period.    The 
bulk of the data on the behavior of this hydraulic fluid has been ob- 
tained from use in conventional World War II piston engine aircraft. 

Current developments in aircraft place emphasis on higher 
speeds and, therefore, higher ambient temperatures which result in 
higher hydraulic system temperatures.    The hydraulic system temperature 
problem is intensified in some cases by the proximity of hydraulic lines 
to the combustion chamber and to the exhaust of turbine engines.    With 
current emphasis on higher hydraulic system temperatures, a study of 
same of the practical limitations, temperature-wise, of Spec. MIL-C-S>606 
hydraulic fluid is of particular interest.    Many of the data pertinent 
to a high temperature study of Spec. MIL-0-$606 hydraulic fluid had been 
obtained and discussed in reports on contracts prior to Contract AF33 
(038)16193.    These data along with  current data are presented in  this 
report. 

Spec. MIL-O-5606, and earlier editions of this same specifi- 
cation (Spec.  AN-O-366 and Spec.   AN-W-0-366b), are used interchangeably 
in this report except in discussions on wear and lubrication.    Spec. 
MTL-0-5606 and Spec.  AN-0-366 fluids  contain tricresyi phosphate as the 
anti-wear additive while Spec.  AN-W-0-366b fluid does not contain a 
lubricity additive.    For this reason any lubrication studies discussed 
are for the fluid containing the tricresyi phosphate. 

Volatility.    The volatility of Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic 
fluid is one of the important properties determining its high tempera- 
ture behavior.     Three items in hydraulic system applications, related 
directly to volatility, are(l) vapor pressure, (2) inflammability, 
and (3) residual film formation due to evaporation. 

A typical Spec. MIL-C £606 hydraulic fluid is a blend com- 
prising a mineral oil base stock, a less volatile mineral oil as the 
anti-tack component, a polymeric additive (viscosity index improver), 
an oxidation and corrosion inhibitor, and an anti-wear or lubricity 
additive.    The mineral oil base stock constitutes the major portion of 
the hydraulic fluid.    This mineral oil base stock is also the most 
volatile component of the fluid.     Accordingly, it determines the general 
volatility level of the fluid.    The Spec. MIL-0-£606 requirements place 
considerable restrictions on the volatility of the mineral oil base stock. 
Thus, the volatility characteristics of a typical commercially-prepared 
fluid meeting the specification can be considered to be of the same 
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order of magnitude for any commercial Spec. MlL-0-5606 fluid. 

The vapor pressure-temperature relationship for a typical 
Spec. MIL-O-5606 type fluid is shown on Table 2 and Figure 1.     These 
data show that this fluid has a vapor pressure of approximately 3 mm. 
Hg at 200°F.  and 38 mm, Hg at 300^.    Expressing thest vapor pressure 
data in another way, the fluid -would begin to boil at about 500°F. and 
atmospheric pressure at sea level.    Boiling would begin in an un- 
pressurized system at 37$°F.  and at an altitude of 1*0,000 ft.   (11*0 mm. 
Hg absolute pressure).    Currently, pressurized hydraulic systems are 
being considered.    On the basis of vapor pressure, a maximum temperature 
of about $00^.  could be tolerated in a hydraulic system pressured to 
760 mm.     The data shown on Table 1 indicate about a 20 °F. spread between 
the initial boiling point and the 20 per cent distillation point.    This 
is  typical of the narrow boiling fractions commonly used as a base 
stock for Spec. MIL-O-56O6 hydraulic fluid.     Values of vapor pressure, 
or boiling point, intermediate to those shown on Table 1 can be obtained 
from the graph of the logarithm of absolute pressure versus the logarithm 
of the temperature as shown on Figure 1. 

The volatility of mineral oils and most synthetic lubricants is 
closely related to inflammability properties as revealed by the open 
cup flash and fire points.     The Spec. MIL-0-$6o6 limit on flash point 
is 200^.    The flash point for the sample used to obtain the vapor 
pressure data shown on Table 2 is 230°F. 

The relationship between flash point, fire point, and vapor 
pressure is shown on Figure 2.     These data include narrow boiling mineral 
oil fractions and some dibasic acid esters.     There is relatively good 
correlation between the Cleveland open cup fire point and the initial 
Cottrell boiling point,  or the 10 per cent distillation point when 
converted to 10 mm. Hg absolute pressure.    The fire point is slightly 
lower than the 10 mm. Hg boiling point for values above 1*00°F.    The 
correlation is  good in the 200° to 1*00°F.  region which includes the 
volatility range of Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic fluid.    The data on 
Figure 2 also show, for these narrow boiling mineral oil fractions and 
esters, that the spread between the open cup flash point and the fire 
point is about 10°F. per 100°F. 

Thin Film Evaporation,      Evaporation of the base stock from 
thin films of Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluid results in concentrating the 
polymeric additive in the residual film.    Excessive base stock evapo- 
ration gives a tacky or sticky film.    A high boiling component is 
added to the bulk of the mineral oil base stock as an anti-tack com- 
ponent to control the properties of the films left after extensive 
evaporation.    Problems in the hydraulic system due to excessive evapo- 
ration could exist in portions of the system which are wetted with oil, 
during operation, but which are not filled with oil during shut down 
periods and are open, or have access to substantial amounts of 
circulating air.    Severe film tackinees in these portions of a hydraulic 
syjtem could lead to malfunctioning of close clearance parts such as 
valves.    This is strictly an evaporation phenomenon, and if the system 
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Table 2 

VAPOR PRESSURE -  TEMPERATURE RELATIONSKIPS FOR 
SPECIFICATION AN-W-0-366b HYDRAULIC FLUID 

Test Fluid = PRL 1912 - Typical Commercially-Prepared 
Specification AN-W-0-366b Fluid 

INITIAL BOILING POINT data obtained on new sample of 
Specification AN-W-0-366b fluid 

20% DISTILLATION POINT data obtained on sample of 
Specification AN-VV-0-366b fluid after distilling 

off 20 volume per cent of the fluid. 

•"•"•  TEMPERATURE, °F. 
Initial 20% 

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE, Boiling Distillation 
mm. Hg Point Point 

700 U9U _ 

600 U81 U99 
500 U66 U8U 
Uoo UU8 U65 
300 U26 UU2 
200 397 UlU 
100 353 372 
50 315 336 
10 2U6 273 

.i - 213 

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE, mm. Hg 
Initial 20$ 
Boiling Distillation 

TEMPERATURE, °F. Point Point 

U75 558 U50 
U50 1*05 330 
1+25 297 237 
Uoo 210 162 
375 1U6 107 
350 97.5 67.0 

325 63.0 Uo.o 
300 38.2 21.5 
275 21.9 11.9 
250 11.3 lw6 
225 5.3 1.7 
200 3.0 - 

PETROLEUM  REFINING  LABORATORY 
COLLEGE OK CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 

THE  PENNSYLVANIA  STATE  UNIVERSITY 
STATE   COLLEGE,   PENNSYLVANIA 
MAPCH 22,   1949 
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Figure 1 PRL 6.3-Dec53 
VAPOR PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE RELATTONSHTPS FOR SPEC.  AN-W-0-366b 

HYDRAULIC FLUID 
TEST  FLUID:     PRL   1912 - TYPICAL   COMMERCIALLY-PREPARED  SPEC.  MIL-O-5606 

TYPE  TLUID. 

A  -   INITIAL  BOILUG  POINT  DATA  OBTAINED  OX  A NEW SAMPLE. 
O   = 20$ DISTILLATION POINT  DATA  OBTAINED ON  SAMPLE  AFTER  DISTILLING  OFF  20 

VOLUME   PER  CENT  OF  THE   FLUID. 

1000 

Temperature.   °F. 
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X 

Figure 2 

CORRELATION OF COTTRELL BOILING POINT, FLASH AND FIRE POINTS, AND 
DISTILLATION TEMPERATURE OF VARIOUS LIQUIDS 

320     360     400 

Flash and Fire Point. °F. 
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is closed, cr otherwise arranged so that evaporation is minimized, then 
these problems of thin film tackiness do not arise. 

This Laboratory developed a quantitative measure of evapo- 
ration and tackiness of thin films of hydraulic fluid.    This technique 
has been applied to both Spec. MIL-0-$606 and Spec-  Sl-F-21 (Navy) 
hydraulic fluids.     Two distinct operations are involved in the evapo- 
ration test.     These techniques are described briefly in the following 
paragraphs.     A more complete description of these te3ts is givpn in 
Formal Report No.  11 to the National Defense Research Committee dated 
March 1, 19U6, pages Ul to 67. 

The first portion of the   jest comprises evaporating a thin 
film.     A one millimeter thick fluid film is evaporated for 80 hours in 
a flat steel  cup at an oil film temperature of 190°F.    The evaporation 
cup rests on the bottom of a glass beaker which is immersed in a 
constant temperature oil bath.    Dry air at the rate of $ liters per hour 
is passed over the surface of the oil film.    At regular intervals the 
steel cups are removed from the bath and weighed on an analytical 
balance.    The weight per cent oil evaporated can be determined from the 
weight change.     The evaporation characteristics of each oil can then 
be represented by a curve of total weight per cent evaporation versus 
time. 

An 80 hour test period is employed as a reference point.    At 
the end of this period most of the more volatile components of the base 
stock of a typical Spec. KIL-O-5606 fluid have evaporated, and the rate 
of evaporation has reached a slow or negligible rate.    This appears to 
be a desirable point at which to compare weight per cent evaporated and 
film tackiness. 

The second portion of the evaporation test comprises a simple 
vacuum distillation of a portion of test fluid.    The vacuum distillation 
is carried to the same value of weight per cent distilled as the value 
of weight per cent evaporation noted in the first portion of the test. 
The temperature of the vacuum distillation is kept below UOOTT.  to 
prevent any viscosity changes due to thermal decomposition or cracking. 
The properties of the residue from the distillation are then considered 
to represent or typify the residue from the 80 hour evaporation test. 
The 100°F.  viscosity of the distillation residue is determined.     This 
viscosity is  considered to be approximately equal to the viscosity of 
the oil film after 80 hours'  evaporation in the steel cup.    It is 
believed that viscosity is the property that relates most closely to 
film tackiness. 

A complete discussion of the above test techniques for 
measuring tackiness on a quantitative basis is in Report PRL 3«U-Set»U5 
entitled "PREPARATION OF SPECIFICATION O.S.  29U3 HYDRAULIC FLUIDS WITH 
IMPROVED TACKINESS CHARACTERISTICS11 and dated September 27, 19hS-    Report 
PRL 106.11, June 1?U5 entitled "SPECIFICATION AN-W-0-366b HYDRAULIC 
FLUIDS WITH IMPROVED TACKINESS CHARACTERISTICS" describes the improve- 
ments that-can be made in the tackiness, or residi il film viscosity, by 
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using more effective anti-tack components of the dibasic acid ester 
type.    The improvements discussed in these previous reports have been 
achieved without altering the overall specification limits on fluid 
properties with the possible exception of slight increases in rubber 
swelling. 

Evaporation characteristics for typical Spec. MIL-0-£606 base 
stock components are shown on Figure 3»    These data clearly indicate 
that the thin film evaporation rates at temperatures of 190°F. and higher 
are rapid for the bulk base stock (WInkler base oil) and still appreciable 
for the anti-tack component (Voltesso 36) of a good quality Spec. MIL-0- 
56C6 fluid.    Evaporation data for a typical dibasic acid ester (di-2- 
ethylhexyl sebacate) in the same viscosity grade as the mineral oil 
anti-tack componont (Voltesso 36) are shown as a basis of comparison. 

Evaporation data for four commercial Spec. AN-W-0-366b fluids 
are shown on Figure U»    Composition, evaporation, and film viscosity data 
for the fluids shown on Figure U are tabulated on Table 3.    The film 
viscosity illustrates the relative tackiness of the residual films after 
evaporation much more effectively than data showing simply weight per 
cent evaporation.    These data indicate that there was considerable 
variation in the evaporation and tackiness characteristics of commercial 
Spec.  AN-W-0-366b hydraulic fluids.    These fluids were formulated in 
19hh.    It is of interest to note, however, that the requirements on 
evaporation and tackiness in the current Spec. MIL-O-5606 are the same 
as those in Spec.  AN-W-0-366b.    A range in film viscosity similar t.o 
that illustrated on Table 3 would be anticipated from current commercial 
Spec. MIL-0-S606 fluids. 

As hydraulic system temperatures increase, it may be desirable 
to consider placing more restrictive limits on evaporation and tackiness. 
Current limits in the specification are based on a touch test. 

Viscosity-Temperature Characteristics.    A complete viscosity- 
tempera ture-curveror~atypTcaI~§pTcTT^ hydraulic fluid (PRL 
2883) for the range of -65°F.  to +300°F. has been experimentally 
determined and is shown in Figure £.    PRL 2883 is a typical commercial 
Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic fluid prepared by the Standard Oil Company of 
New Jersey.    The fluid has a viscosity of 2.98 centistokes at 298°F. and 
and 2,000 centistokes at -65°F«    Mineral oils, in general, appear as 
straight lines on the ASTM viscosity-temperature chart.    However, fluids 
of the Spec. VTL-O-5606 type exhibit a slight curvature at temperatures 
below aboxit 0°F. which leads to higher values than predicted from a 
straight line extrapolation in this low temperature region.    The high 
temperature viscosity values have been predicted to UfJO'F. by a straight 
line extrapolation from the 210° and 298 °F, measured values. 

Improved evaporation characteristics are obtained, in general, 
at the expense of viscosity-temperature characteristics and low tempera- 
ture viscosity.     That is, the inclusion of higher concentrations of the 
same anti-tack component results in poorer viscosity-temperature charac- 
teristics.    Dlending curves showing the effects of increasing the anti- 
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Figure 3 PRL 6.3-Dec53 
EVAPORATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SPEC. MIL-O-5606 TYPE COMPOSITIONS 

AT A TEMPERATURE OF lrO°F.  AND AN INITIAL FILM THICKNESS OF 1.00 MM. 

20 30 
Time in Hours 
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THIN FILM EVAPORATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL SPECIFICATION AN- W-0-3o6b 
FLUIDS FROM VARIOUS COMMERCIAL SOURCES 

ALL TESTS CARRIED OUT AT AN INITIAL FILM THICKNESS OF 1.00 MM. AND AN AREA OF 19.7 SQUARE CM. 
THE OIL iS MAINTAINED AT A TEMPERATURE OF I9C + l°F., AND DURING EVAPORATION DRY AIR IS FASSED 
OVER THE FILM AT A RATE OP APPROXIMATELY 5 LITERS PER HOUR. 

100 
VISCOSITY AND EVAPORATION PROPERTIES ARE SHOWN Of! TABLE 5 

30    40 
Time in Hours 
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tack component concentration in typdcal Spec. WIL-0-5606 and Spec. 
5>J-V-21 (Navy) hydraulic fluids are ;,v%iwn on Figure 6.     These data are 
for Voltcsso 36 as the anti-tack component.    Voltesso 36 is a typical 
naphthenic mineral oil suitable as an anti-tack component. 

It should be emphasized that the low temperature viscosity 
ccales or. Figure 6 are accurate for only the compositions having an 
80:20 base stock ratio of Winkler base oil to anti-tack component. 
There are reasonable deviations in the viscosity-temperaturs character- 
istics for blends having ether ratios of base oil to an-W-tar.k component. 
Thi- deviation is illustrated in Table U. 

Table U 

VISCOSITY CHARACTERISTICS OF FLUIDS CONTAINING VARIOUS 
CONCENTRATIONS OF ANTI-TACK COMPONENT 

Light 
Base 

Oil 

Test Fluid 
Composition, Wt.g 

Anti-Tack 
(Volteaso          Acryloid 

36)             Polymer 

Measured 
cs. 

130°F. 

Vise. , 
at 
-U0°F. 

Predicted -U0°F. 
Vi3c.  from 
Figure 6, 

cs. 

92.0 0 8.0 10 330 U60 

83.2 9.3 7.5 10 395 U90 

7h.6 18.6 6.8 10 500 500 

65.6 28.1 6.3 10 605 590 

55-5 38.7 5.8 10 750 61i0 

U7.U U7.U 5.2 10 970 690 

Table U also illustrates the advantages in terms of the 
concentration of anti-tack component that can be gained by allowing a 
-U0°F. viscosity of 750 centistokes instead of 500 centistokes. 

High Temperature Pump Operation.    Lubrication and volumetric 
efficiency are two important items in the operation of hydraulic pumps 
at high temperatures.    Direct measurement of these properties is very 
difficult because of the lack of proven high temperature pumps.     There 
have been indications that in the temperature range above 300^. 
certain mechanical problems with currently available pumps retard or 
prohibit fluid testing.    Therefore, another approach to lubrication 
and volumetric efficiency tests has been used.    Lubricity and viscosity 
of high temperature hydraulic fluids can be measured in laboratory 
equipment.    These measured properties at the desired temperatures can 
then be built into experimental fluids in the range of 100° to 200°F» 
These experimental fluids can then be tested in a pump under lower 
temperature conditions irtiere no mechanical problems are anticipated. 

- 15 - 
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Tests reported in previous Formal Reports to the National Defense 
Research Committee indicate that Spec. AN-W-0-366b hydraulic fluids 
(•without an anti-wear additive) operate satisfactorily la a Pesco 3U9 
gear type pump at a viscosity level of 3.5 centistokes.     The current 
study has emphasized viscosities below 3.5 centistokes at the test 
temperature. 

'/ne  Lest fluids used in this study are mineral oil fractions 
containing an anti-wear additive and an oxidation Inhibitor.    The 
compositions of these test fluids, PRL 3bXh and PRL 3U15, are in Table 
6.    A comparison of the viscosities and volatilities of the mineral 
oil compositions and a typical commercial Spec. MIL-0-5606 hydraulic 
fluid are shown on Table 5. 

Table $ 

VISCOSITY AND VOLATILITY PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL MINERAL OIL COMPOSITIONS 

C.O.C. Temperature,   °F.  at Wiich 
Fire                       Indicated Viscosity Value 

Point, is Obtained 
    Test Fluid   °F. 3»0 cs.        2.0 cs.        1.5 cs.        1.0 cs. 

Commercial 
Spec. MIL-0-5606 235 295 390 U85 

PRL 3laU 230 107 1U5 178 2U0 

PRL 3U15 235 72 109 1U2 203 

rhe mineral oil fractions„ PRL 3U1U and PRL 3hl5» hav« vis- 
cosities of 1.0 to 3.0 centistokes in the range of 100° to 200 T.    The 
commercial Spec. MIL-0-5606 hydraulic fluid has viscosities of 3.0 to 
1.0 centistokes between 290°F. and the initial boiling point of the 
fluid (approx. 500°F.).    The mineral oil fractions and the Spec. 
MIL-0-5606 fluid have about the same volatility properties. 

The effect of bulk oil temperature on the wear characteristics 
measured by the Shell four-ball wear tester, of a typical Spec.  51-F-21 
fluid and a Spec. 51-F-21 type hydraulic fluid without tricresyl 
phosphate, are shown on Table 9.    This series of tests has not been 
conducted with a Spec. MIL-0-5606 hydraulic fluid.    It should be noted 
that the ingredients of Spec. 51-F-21 and Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluids are 
essentially the same except that the Spec. MIL-0-5606 does not contain 
a rust inhibitor.    Spec. MIL^O-5606 also contains less polymeric 
additive and a lower anti-wear additive concentration.    It Is note- 
worthy that there is no appreciable increase in wear with temperature 
for either blend.    The data for a Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluid would be 
expected to follow quite closely the data for the Spec.  51-F-21 fluid. 
Thus, the wear properties of Spec. MIL-0-5606 type fluids at temperatures 
up to at least uC0°F. would be expected to parallel the wear properties 

- 18 - 
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of PRL 3UlU and PRL 3U15 in the 100° to 200°F.  test region.    Wear data 
for these test fluids at 167°F. in the Shell four-ball wear testing 
machine are shown on Table u. 

Table 6 

NEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF SCME LOW VISCOSITY HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 

Tests  Conduced in the Shell Four-Ball Wear Tester. 

Test Conditions Include*    Test Time - 1 Hr.}   Test Temp.  - 75°C.  (167°F.); 
Test Speed « 850 r.p.m.j Steel Balls » SKF Industries Grade #1 
(0.5 inch Diameter) Steel Ball Bearings, PRL Batch #10. 

Average Wear Scar 
Diameter, mm. 

Steel-on-Steel 
Vise,  at Bearing Surfaces 

PRL Test Fluid 100°F. 1       10       Uo 
No. Composition in Yit.% cs. kg.       kg.       kg. 

3115    Commercial Spec. MIL-0-5606 
Hydraulic Fluid 

3UlU    O.U Paranox UUl • 5.0 Tricresyl 
Phosphate in XCT Wiite Oil(l) 

3hl5    O.U Paranox UUl +5.0 Tricresyl 
Phosphate in Kendall C-13(2J 

1U.2 0.16    0.22    0.62 

3.27      O.lU    C.20    O.UU 

2.18     0.15   0.U8   0.U5 

(1) Narrow boiling fraction of highly refined naphthenic gas oil ob- 
tained from the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. 

(2) Narrow boiling fraction of Pennsylvania gas oil obtained from the 
Kendall Refining Company. 

The behavior of PRL 3UlU and PRL 3U15 in the Vickers piston 
pump is shown on Table 8.     The pump operated satisfactorily throughout 
this series of tests.    The pump used for this series of tests is a 
standard production model.    A typical Spec• MIL-0-5606 fluid was used 
to establish a basis for volumetric efficiency at 100°F.    The volumetric 
efficiency as a function of viscosity is shown on Table 7. 

- 19 - 
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Table 7 

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY  '/ERSUS FLUID VISCOSITY IN A VICKERS 
PF-17-3911-10ZEL PISTON PUMP 

Fluid Viscosity. Volumetric X)eli very, Per Cent of Maximum 
Canti stokes g.p.ni. 

1U.2 3.10 100 
3.3 3.0U 98 
2.2 3.00 97 
l.U 2.89 93 
1.1 2,?6 89 

(1) Volumetric delivery with typical Spec. HTL-O-5606 fluid at 
100°F.  test temperature is considered 100^ of maximum 
delivery. 

These data indicate that currently available standard hydraulir 
pump8 can be operated successfully with relatively low viscosity fluids 
having good lubricity. 

The limitation in high temperature operation with Spec. MIL- 
0-5606 fluid may stem frs*r; volatility.    That is, the lubricity and vis- 
cosity properti«s of Spec. HTL-O-5606 fluid are adequate up to the iiOO0 

to 500 °F. temperature range.    The initial atmospheric boiling point of 
a typical Spec. MTL-G-5606 is about 500°F.    Some problems, such as high 
wear and cavitation, might be anticipated in the U00° to 500^.  region. 

This Laboratory has conducted Pesco gear pump and wear studies 
with typical hydrocarbon-base fluids containing 30 weight per cent of a 
low boiling hydrocarbon such as hexane or lsooetane.    These studies are 
described in report PRL 3.35-MayU7.    They were conducted at temperatures 
approximately 30° to kO°F» below the normal boiling point of the volatile 
constituent without difficulty.    Moderately high wear was noted in both 
the Pesco gear pump and the Shell four-ball wear testing machine under 
these conditions.    The determination of the actual high tempers+ure limit 
of operability of Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid, therefore, awaits the develop- 
ment of adequate high temperature pumps. 

Thermal Stability.    Thermal stability tests have been conducted 
at 500°F".  on various components of, as well as a complete, Spec. MIL-0- 
5606 hydraulic fluid.    These thermal stability data are in Table 10. 
Data for di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate are included for jomparison. 

The data shown on Table 10 indicate that the components of a 
Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid as well as di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate are relatively 
stable for the 20 hour test at 500°F. under a nitrogen atmosphere.    The 
Acryloid polymeric additive SLOWB a tendency to decrease somewhat in 
viscositj'.    The viscosity decrease is not accompanied by indications of 
decomposition of the ester group or the formation of volatile products. 
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The viscosity decrease Is believed to be attributable to thermal de- 
polymerization.     Thermal tests at 500°F„  -with the mineral oil base stock, 
anti-tack component, tricresyl phosphate, and dl-2-ethylhexyl sebacate 
show no appreciable evidence of molecular decomposition.     The test 
conducted at $00°F.  in the closed pressure cylinder on a commercial Spec. 
K'TL-0-5606 hydraulic fluid Indicates that there is no significant 
formation of volatile products.    This is indicated by the low pressure 
at the end of the test at 500°F.  and the lack of rrr*idn*C  pressure upon 
cooling to room temperature. 

These data indicate that a Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluid shows adequate 
thermal stability up to its normal boiling point (£00°F.).    in general, 
it has been found that oxidation dominates over thermal decomposition at 
high  temperaturss for mineral oil- and ester-base hydraulic fluids and 
lubricants.     Spec. MIL-0-5606 hydraulic fluid is no exception to this 
trend. 

Oxidation and Corrosion Stability.    The oxidation stability 
and corrosion behavior t\re two of the most important properties of 
hydraulic fluids and lubricants.    Their oxidation and corrosion behavior 
play a large part in governing fluid life, or the length of time between 
oil changes in service.    These two properties become more important with 
increasing operating temperatures.    The rate of oxidation and corrosion 
increases rapidly, and the in auction period, or stable life, deci-eases 
rapidly, with increasing temperature.    An oxidation and corrosion sta- 
bility of 168 hours at 25'0°F. is afforded by the specification require- 
ments for KIL-C-5>606 hydraulic fluids.    To fulfill this requirement, only 
a so-called low temperature oxidation and corrosion inhibitor is required. 
This  inhibitor is believed to be of the hindered phenol type in moat 
commercial preparation. 

The effect of tempers "-ure on the stable life, or induction 
period, for a typical Spec. MIL-L 5606 fluid is shown on Figure 7.    A 
similar curve is obtained for a Spec. MIL-Q-£606 hydraulic fluid 
prepared by this Laboratory using 0.U weight per cent Paranox Uijl as 
the oxidation inhibitor. 

These data indicate that the stable life of the hydraulic 
fluid decreases by a factor of 10 for every 60°F. increase in temperature. 
At 3a7°F.  the stable life has been reduced to about 10 to V~> hours.     This 
compares with a stable life of about U,000 hours at 200°F.  and 200 hours 
at 270°F.     These data indicate that a typical Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid has 
essentially no stable life under the oxidation conditions used at U00°F. 
and above.     Stable life refers  to the period during which little or no 
oxygen is absorbed by the test fluid even though  there is plenty of 
oxygen available.     During thi3 interval most of the changes in the fluid's 
properties are small in magnitude.     At temperatures above v;hich there is 
essentially no stable life,  the role of the conventional oxidation 
inhibitor is that of reducing the rate of oxidation, rather than of 
suppressing the oxidation entirely.     In this latter region the oxidative 
deterioration is generally a direct function of the amount of oxygen in 
contact with the test fluid. 
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Oxidation and corrosinn tests with a typical  commercial Spec. 
MIL~0-$606 hydraulic fluid are shown on Table 12.     These tests Cover 
temperatures fro® 2S>'0° to 500^.    Two different kinds of tests have been 
made.    The majority of the tests shown have been conducted using the 
procedures and techniques set forth in Spec. MTL-O~^606.     Two tests using 
the PRL thir. film oxidation and corrosion test are also included.     The 
thin film oxidation and corrosion test emphasizes the effect of large 
metal catalyst areas on thin films  of oil in intimate contact with sir. 
k detailed description of the thin film oxidation and corrosion procedure 
can be found in the Appendix of report PRL 6.1-Jan52. 

Briefly the thir. film procedure consists of allowing the test 
fliid to flow by gravity in a thin film over 2,COO sq.   cm-  of intimately 
Mixed steel and copper jack chain (1,000 sq. cm. of each metal).    At the 
saws tine, air is forced upwards (countercurrent) through the chain and 
over the falling oil film.    The fluid la lifted froa a reservoir below 
the Jack chain packing to the top of the jack chain by means of a small 
bucket type lift pomp.     Ihe oil cycling rate is about 75 ml.  per 
minute.    This  test procedure ia  somewhat atore severe than the Spec. 
HXL-O-5^06 type oxidation and CCSXAVIOB test.    This test places parti- 
cular emphasis on the dirtiress tendencies of the oil. 

The 168 hour tests at 2S0':5r. are shown on Table 12 to illus- 
trate the minor property changes that occur within the induction period 
of a typical Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid, In the specification oxidation and 
corrosion test as well as in the thin film oxidation and corrosion test. 
The data from the thin film test at 2pCcf. indicate slightly larger 
property .-Ganges in all ctssa than for the comparable tost under Spec. 
MIL-G-56O6 test conditions. 

The oxidation and corrosion testa at 3u?°F. and higher are all 
beyond the stable life of the fluid.    That is, all of these fluids after 
the test are in s state of incipient or severe oxidation.    In Ihe na«»e 
of the Jhl°F. Spec. UTL~Q-56Q6 type oxidation and corrosion test, -She 
stable life of the fluid is about 12 to lit hours under these conditions. 
compared with the test time of 2h and 36 hours.    The thin film test at 
3i»7'aF. indicates that the stable life of the fluid was exceeded, in 12 
hours under these conditions.     The thin film test, for a lesser degree 
of oxidation thai* the Spec. JLTL-C-56C6 type test,   shows sere dirtiness. 

Another point shcald be emphasised concerning the 3h7°F.  fcesiL.. 
The 130°F. viscosity after all of the 3kl°P.  tests show a decrease, 
while the 0%.  viscosity shews little decrease or an increase.     These 
data are typical for the region of incipient oxidation of low viscosity 
mineral odl-Acrylold blends.     This viscosity decrease is not a thermal 
phenomenon of the type illustrated in the previous section,     vlsccsity 
decrease of Spec. HIL-O-5606 type fluids fron thermal effects begins at 
about 1&0°P»    Iheraal effects are believed to be a factor in the viscosity 
changes noted in the &50° and $00'C,F, oxidation and corrosion tests. 

Previous oxidation studies at 250° and 3^7^. have indicated 
that mineral oils of the type used as base stocks and anti-tack 
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components in Spec. HXL-O-5606 flails show a steady tnsrnss in viscosity 
with incipient oxidation.     I.r. Acryic:o ri.7 ?;f 5,/.'   -Z:n cf   '->*• svre 
•oineral oils shows an Initial decrease in high sealers tsr*e  yfscoaitj 
(ISO0?.) with incipient cxidata.cn.    Upon farther r-.ridati.cn there is a 
subsequent increase in high tempera tare viscosity.    In all a*ase& at jkT^F'. 
and lower,  the -4tO°F.  viscosity shows a steady increase with incipient 
oxidation.    The overall effect of a decreasing blah tewperaturt viscosity 
coupled with an increasing low temperature viscosity results lb an in- 
crease in A.S.fJi.  slope,     me cause oi taie behavior is not known to 
tfai* Laboratory.    As pointed oat previously, this phenomenon is not 
attributable to simple thermal  depclymeri sation-    This can be seen by 
^Tapering the viseosity bshawicr on oxidation at higher tempera tares 
where thermal degradation is known to occur.    Under these conditions, 
ae shown on fable 12 (date at h$0° and 50C°F.), the viscosity values 
at 130° and 0^. shew a fairly uniform decrease. 

The results at 150° and $30*F., given on Table 12, differ free 
those at 3i*7°F. iiscissed nbove in that the tests at the higher tempera- 
tures show no induction period.     Ihst is, oxygen absorption begins 
iBHteciately in ttfoese tests.    In She !»?03 «o u'Q0Or.  temperature range, 
the rate of oxidation is proportional to the amount of oxygen available. 
These tests have,  therefore, been condocted at low air rates. 

The air rate of 0.6 liters per hour is still quite large in 
teras of air leakage into a sealed or pressurised hydraulic syateF..    The 
data on Table 11 give the  equivalent minimum -volume of air that would be 
required to produce the indicated amount of oxidation in a hydraulic 
system of 5 gallons capacity.    These 'data assure that all of the oxygen 
present in the air reacts vdih the hydraulic fluid.     This requires very 
intimate contact between the air and fluid for extended periods.    The 
data on "able 11 are  calculated for the three oxidation tests conducted 
at 1*50- 3isd SCOT.    T^aae are the only tests for which quantitative 
oxygen absorption data have been obtained. 

Table 11 

Cxldation Conditions for 
Spec. IDX-O-5606 Fluids 

on Table 13 
Test Test Air 
Temp.,       Time,       Sate, 

°F. Are.      Liters/fo-. 

Approx. Min. Cu. Ft. of Air 
at 32**.  and 760 mm. Hg 
Heqoired to Produce an 

Equivalent Degree of Oxidation 
in 5 Gal.  of Fluid 

1*50 

yXi 

5cc 

2U 

21* 

20 

0.6 

C.6 

5".C 

90 

90 

6-25 

These data illostrate that sizeable quantities of ilr have to 
enter a system to produce the cxl'*atf - •   * ettri oration shown on Table 12 
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under the severe high temperature conditions used.     The oxidation and 
corrosion 'data at Io©° and >O0^F., compared with the thermal stability 
data at 500*"?», indicate clearly the advantages cf using a closed 
hydra-lie sjrstss, or at lad a system with a limited air contact in 
this high tenperature range. 

fhe corrosion values for all or the oxidation and corrosion 
tests  shown on Table 12 are low.     It should be noted that magnesium has 
been omitted from the tests at U503 and 500°F*    It has been found in 
previous studies that the oxidation of mineral oils and many synthetics 
at tern per a tares in the region of i£©° to SO0°F. always result in high 
iitagnesixan corrosion.    ttagresium corrosion would be antdci_i*ted in high 
tenperature hydraulic systems where hydraulic fluid oxidation is 
encountered, even though the magnesium exists in a portion of the 
systems where temperatures are well below UOO**. 

Some oxidation and corrosion studies have been conducted with 
Spec. MIL-O-5606 and similar fluids to study toe interaction of indi- 
vidual metals and metals other than the five listed In the MTL-0-56G6 
specification.    The results of conventional Spec. MTL~0-5'6O6 oxidation 
and corrosion tests but modified by the inclusion of lead-indium coated 
silver-plated steel or copper-beryllium are shown on Table 13.    The 
Spec.  $I~F—21(Grd) fluid is prepared from essentially the same con- 
stituents as Spec. HIL-0-5606.    The essential difference between these 
two specification fluids is In viscosity level. 

It can be seen from the data on Table 13 that the corrosion of 
lead-indium coated silver-plated steel and coppar-bery]Mum alloy are 
within Hie specification limit in all tests.    In the case of the lead- 
Indium coated silver-plated steel, however, there are signs of incipient 
corrosion and the values would be considered borderline.      It can be 
noted that the Spec.  51-F-21 fluid also .gives borderline   copper 
corrosion,    There is no Indication in any of these tests that the in- 
clusion of lead-ImdH.ua coated silver-plated steel or copper-beryllium 
alloy has caused any deleterious effects on the fluid under these test 
conditions. 

Several metals have been studied individually in an oxidation 
test for their effect on the stable life of Tbltesso 36.    ¥oltosso 36 
is a naphthenic mineral oil fraction of the type used as a base stock, 
or anti-tack constituent, in Spec. MTL-O-5606 hydraulic fluid.     The 
•data obtained for the stable life of Toltesso 36 Inhibited with Paranox 
hhX, in the presence of various metals, is shewn on Table lit.    These 
•data may also be considered typical of a complete Spec. MXL-0-$6O6 
"fluid of high -quality*    A temperature of 300 ,rF. was chosen for the 
stable life tests to reduce the stable life values to a reasonable 
time for testing.    These data indicate that copper, bronze, and silver- 
plated steel cause an appreciable drop in the stable life of the fluid. 
Magnesium- and steel show seme trend toward reducing the stable life. 
The stable life in the presence of lead, cadmium, and aluminum Is 
essentially the s?sms as the stable life in the absence of metals. 
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la addition to the stable life,  the total teat time and the 
amount of metal corrosion during the teat is shorn or Table liiu    The 
difference bet-ween the tew* tl»e *nd tfcp stable life Is the amount cf 
time coring which the fluid was undergoing significant oxidation.     It 
is interesting to note, therefore,  that severe corrosion of the metals 
did not take place even In the presence of oxidized oil cf the Spec. 
KIL*0-56©6 type.    It  can also be noted that measurable corrosion of 
the metal specimens is not necessary to cause an appreciable reduction 
in the stable life of the fluid.    35J±« reduction cf stable life by 
metals without undergoing appreciable corrosion has been noted previously 
for both alneral oil and synthetic fluids.     These oxidation and corrosion 
data Indicate that sane of the metals  tested are less desirable than 
others because of their ease of corrosion or their tendency to promote 
oxidation.    However, none of the metals eradiated In fables 13 and 1L 
indicate sufficient proozidant activity (reduction in stable life) to 
be categorically eliminated from hydraulic systems containing high 
quality- Spec. MIL-0-5606 fluids.    Corrosion of all of the metals dis- 
cussed in this r?pcrt can bs controlled under nost normal operating 
conditions by high quality Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic fluids. 

It has been Indicated previously that it is  desirable  to 
exclude ragnesima froa> systems whore hip: tefflperatares and liquid 
water or oxidized oil exist together.    Cadmium-plated steal has also 
given erratic  corrosion behavior with adneral oil and synthetic hydraulic 
fluids.    The data indicate that It is possible to produce fluids of 
satisfactory.stability with respect to all of too Spec. HXL-O-5606 
requirements and, in addition, give low metal corrosion "with the metals 
discussed en Tables 13 and li., but still give unsatisfactory behavior 
with respect tc cadmium corrosion.    It would be desirable to eliminate 
cadmium completely from the portion of the hydraulic system coming 
in contact with, the fluid. 

ku^scallaneoua Physical Properties.    Ihis laboratory receives 
frequent requests for various physical properties of Spec. KIL-0-5606 
fluids for use primarily in engineering and design calculations. 
Many of  these properties havs been measured or extrapolated from 
typical Spec. MIL-0-5606 and similar fluids,     While there is some 
"variation in these properties from batch to batch and from manufacturer 
to manufacturer, it is believed that the values given in the following 
tables and figures are sufficiently accurate to be used in engineering 
calculations for equipment designed around Spec. MIL-O-5606 hydraulic 
fluid. 

Tne effect of pressure on density for a Spec. MIL-O-5606 
fluid is shown on Figure 8.    Ifae data are plotted in Figure 8 so that 
the density ratio -at any given pressure and temperature can oe determined. 
The density at atmospheric pressure at the same temperature is then 
multiplied by this ratio to give the density at the desired pressure. 
For example, at 3,000 p.s.i.  and ICO3?, , it can be seen from Figure S 
that the ratio of the density at this pressure and temperature to the 
density at atmospheric pressure and 100 ,=F.   temperature is approximately 
1.012T.    "*en this value is multiplied by 0.82? which is the fluid's 
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Figure  ? PRL &.3-Dec53 
CUMT1C3T WMttOB. OF 5PS3IFICATIOK ML-€~56S€. TIPS FLUIDS 
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><0 * F 11TEBS FIR HOUR; TEST JXUIHB CKAHSEO « !0O PL.; WO 
KET*L CKMLWIS PSESEW AS SPECIFIED. 
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OOEROSIOW SWiDiKS Blot SISSM. OIL HTBHATOIt FL1T38 

TEST PROCEDURE A*B TCCHWyfflBES   IIW ACCORBAMCE WBTff SPEC. HIIL-O-51S06.    LEAB-IN&iitlK CSDATE8 SHLWR- 
PLATEO SPFCITCHS mit mm ihcuotai IN TOES* resits.   r« LCfto-mimi SURFACE JS ffliBST»Tiura> 
FBI UUMiaN-FLAIEO STEEL IK TUBS TEST. ALL OF T#E KETAL CATALYSIS EXCEPT TfHE LEAJMNBIUM 
SPECIE! ARE I" X I• I 2© SAfiE. TRE LEMMNBI«« CATALYST IS A SECTS©* OF AI8CSSAF' r!£»i 
ERSIRE BEAR1IS MM** AF PROS II WILY E SC. I*. OF LEJt,D-*N© IU« SURFACE 01 ft r St'. IS. STEEL 
BACKUS.    ALL TESTS IRE OMUJHICTEB AT AN JUS *.ATE Cf  »0 *  t LITERS PER WSItR, 

IE Si Fiji IB ?Bi PHL    ,   . 5-81     .          1 
Jlllj'Ih' 8828*23 5115115 

TEST TSRFERATJRE, mfm 29D 
IfeS 

ZTO 290 
TEST TIKI:, HOURS f&8 I5B 

LUKlilO LOSS, tfT.it ? 6 4 

$ OMW3E  IN  (MSCOSITY 
A? S3©"F. *7 •10 •6 
AT      B»F. •no +ii - 

NEUIT.  N8.   (MS.  ICIH/fflH.  OBI 1' 
ORIGINAL o.o 0.3 O.ffl 
FIRM. ffl.n 0.5 0-0 

A.S.TJN. inrniim COLOS 
(NRISiHAL 6 c 5 
FI%AL & ' •J 

, tfT.K INSOLUBLE HATERtlAL NONE TRACE IWNE 

FINAL CATALYST CONDI Til (Ml 
l»E««HS 

<:C*"ER MILL CORRS'KB - 
STEEL HULL CQATCB - 
iSLSHISW BS3LL BULL - 
MASSES: OK BOLL DULL - 
LEAO-tROIIM DULL DEL - 
CWPEB-BERfLLIiJW - - raniL 

WT. LOSS (Rfi./SQ. CM.} 
COPPER 0.06 0.2^ - 
STEEL CDS *o.f6 - 
ALiMIMM *o«02 0.82 - 
MASMESIUlffl 0,02 0.02 - 
LEAB-IITOUW *0.20 O.IJ - 
COPPER-BTUYLL1 J!H - - •Hi   01 

{!)    CPRCRCIAL SPEC.  MIL-O-J-SoS FUIIB PSEPABEB SV THE STANOARD OIL CMMWY Of REV JERSEY. 
(t)    COHRERCIAL SPEC.  JI-F-21   i,dM) FLUID PREPARE® §» THE STAMOARB OIL "COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY. 

PETROLEUM REFIB«*B ILAWRATGRY 
C8LLESE OF WEBESTRT tHB PHYSICS 
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE HI*HVERSITY 
5'iTE ;;..•;{. "los-iywn 
JULY 27,   H'353 
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Table Ik 
PRL 6.3-Dec53 

EFFECT OF CATALYST METALS ON OXIDATION STABILITY 

Teat Procedures and Techniques in Accordance with Spec. MIL-O-5606. 
Test Conditions IncludeJ    Test Temperature «= 300 - 3°F.j  Test Time as 

Indicated}   Test Fluid • 100 ml-»   Air Rate - 10 * 1 liters per 
hourj Metal Catalyst - One Inch Squares of Indicated Metalsj 

Test Fluid - Voltesso 36^2/ + O.U Wt.# Paranox Ull. 

Catalyst Metal 

Approx. 
Stable Life, 

Hours(l) 

Test 
lime, 
Hrs. 

Catalyst 
Wt. Loss, 

mg./S(l«   cm. 

No Catalyst 300 365 - 

Copper, Steel, Aluminum, Magnesium, 
and Cadmium-Plated Steel 230 360 0.0,; +0.06, 

•0.05, +0.10, 
0.3? 

Copper 190 212 0.02 

Bronze 190 2li0 0.19 

Steel 2^0 365 +0.08 

Sheet Lead 300 330 0.10 

Silver-Plated Steel 1U0 220 0.29 

Cadmium-Plated Steel 280 310 0.02 

Aluminum 280 311 0.00 

Magnesium 2U5 26ii 0.03 

(1) Stable life determined by the sharp break in the curve of neutral- 
isation number versus time. 

(2) Voltesso 36 is a highly refined riaphthenio gas oil typical of good 
quality base stocks for Spec. MIL-O-5606, Spec. 5l-F-21(0rd), Spec. 
5l-F-23(Ord), Soec. MIL-L-7870 and Spec. AN-0-9- 

Petroleum Refining Laboratory 
College of Chemistry and Physics 
The Pennsylvania State University 
State College, Pennsylvania 
February 2k, 1953 
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density at atmospheric pressure and 100°F% t a value of O.838 is obtained 
for the density of the fluid at 3,000 p.s.i.  and 100°F. 

The effect of pressure on the viscosity of a typical Spec. 
MIL-0-5>606 hydraulic fluid has been calculated from data obtained from 
fluids of this class.     These data are showi on Figure   9.     The kinaaatic 
viscosity is plotted against absolute pressure in pounds per square 
inca.    £« a. temperature of lOO^P.  and a pressure adf 3,000 p.s.i., it can 
be seen that Spec. MXL-O-5605 hydrwriic fluid increases in viscosity 
from approximately lit.2 (at 1 atmosphere pressure) to 21 centistokes. 
"This represents an increase of 1|8 per cent.    The rate of change in 
viscosity with pressure increases with decreasing temperature.    At 
-!iO°F., the viscosity increase is 83 jter cent for a pressure increase 
from one atocsphere to 3,000 p.s.i.    The corresponding value for 
200*^. 1M 36 per cent increase ir. viscosity. 

She bulk mcdif*;-' «f elasticity has been calculated for Spec. 
KIL-G-56Q6 type hydraulic fluids*    The bulk modulus of elasticity of a 
fluid is the reciprocal of the compressibility" and. can be defined by 
the equation: 

Stress (p - p ) ? 
m    gj.,,1 

-J MiToj-n ^ v   _ y j 

B - Bulk modulus of elasticity 
P    = Aiaospheri.: pressure 
P m Absolute pressure 

?0 » Specific volume at P0 
V • Specific volume at P 

Bulk modulus data for Spec. HIL-O-5606 fluid are calculated 
from the compressibility data presented in Figure 10.    These data are 
tabulated in Table 15. 

Table 1$ 

MM. M0UJ1US TO/3ES FOR SPEC. MTL-0-56Q6 FUJID 

£11 values calculated for 100°F. 

Test Fluid 
Pressure, 
p.s.i. 

Sp. Vol. 
Average Bmik 

Modulus 
p.s.i. x 10"'3 

Spec. HIL-O-5606 
(li*.2 cs. at 100 °F.) 0 

1,000 
3,000 

1.209 
1.203 
1.193 

2.2 
2.U 

If the Limits of errer in reporting density to three decimal 
places are considered to be * 0*031, the resultant error in balk modulus 
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is * 0.2 at 1CP p.s.i-    The compressibility of ELaoy mineral oils ha-ro 
been studied by Do^r and Fink in thi? laSKsratesy*      Thei'»" conclusion is 
that -fee compressibility (and the bulk modulus) of essentially all 
petroleusi derived mineral ills is the same id thin the limits of 
experimental erro.. The -mime for bulk aodalas is not altered signifi- 
cantly by the Acrylold thickener used in fOBBulating Spec. MIL-0-$6©6 
type fluids. 

The temperature function of balk modulus has been dster-_!--ssd 
for a typical Spec. MJL-C-S606 flclc.    Bfessa data are shown on Figure 10, 
along with the effect of temperate-- on density.    The solid lin? on the 
bulk modulus carve is for the aver* ;« ¥alue over the range of 0 to 
10,000 p.s.i. pressure.    The dotted line is an extrapolated curve for 
the average value of 0 to 5,000 p.s.i. pressure. 

The values for mange in density with temperature shewn on 
Figure 10 have been used to calculate the average cubical coefficient 
of expansion for the range of +•130° to -iiOTP.    The average values ob- 
tained are 7.9 x 10"** ec./cc/^C. or ibi.h x 10~u cc./ce./%. 

Data for specific heat and thermal conductivity of Spec. 
MIL-0-5606 type fluids are shown on '"able 16.    Ko appreciable differences 
in these values would be expected due to batch to batch variations. 

Table 16 

J5TSZCAL FECF2E7IF5 FOR SPEC. MIL-C-5606 FLL'ID 

Specific                  Thermal Conduct! wi by 
'eroperature,          Density                     **«&.&                     B.T.U./Sq. Ft.Mr./ 

°F. ' g.jfeU B.T.H«AWfr. («*.  per Ft,) 
• 

rsta for Typical Spec. M~L-0-56Oc 
Mineral Oil. Hydraulic Fluid 

-65 ^.89 — 
0 0.86 o.fcS 

ICC • S3 0.50 
200 i>-79 0.55 
300 0.7$ 0.60 

0.031 
O.C79 
0.076 
G.07h 

Conclusions.    The hi^a temperaxure studies with Spec. MTL- 
0-5606 hydraulic fluid indicate  that one of the limitations" to high 
tsssparatare operation is fluid volatility.    The bulk base stock component 
of the fluid exhibits an initial boiling point of about 500°Fm at 760 num. 
Hg.    Extensl-*e evaporation of the base stock results in the formation of 
tacky or silefcy films wtass Spec. SEEL-O-5606 fluid is exposed to reasonably 
high temperatures (200IF. and upwards) in a thin film for extended periods 
of time when exposed to circulating air. 

» Dow, R.  B. and Fink, C.  E. , Journal of Applied Physics, U, 3>3 (191*0). 
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Figure 9       PEL 6.3-Dec53 
EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE VISCOSITY OF A TYPICAL 

SPECIFICATION MIL-0-5'6c6 TYPE FLUID 

SJS.^S based on Spec,  AN-\rV-0-366b Fluid Prepared by the 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, 1GS-U91 (PRL 1912) 
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Figure   10 ^ 6o3-Dec53 

VARIATION OF BULK MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND DENSITY WTP. 
TEMPERATURE FOR A SPEC. MIL-O-5606 HYDRAULIC FLUID 

TEST FLUID   IS  A  COMMERCIAL   SPEC.   MIL-O-5606  HYDRAULIC  FLUID  PREPARED   BY  THE   STANDARD  OIL  CO.   OF  N.J. 
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This problem of tacky film formation can be solved by:   (i) 
changes in the mechanical design of hydraulic systems to reduce the 
amount of air in contact with oil films,  and (2)  tne inclusion of a 
more effective anti-tack component such as di-2-ethylhexyl yebacate. 

Tests indicate that Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluid has sufficient 
viscosity and lubricity at b00° to 500°F„  to operate satisfactorily 
is properly designed high temperature hydraulic psxzps.    Such -"»^i 
are based on the operation of a standard Vi r.k«rs piston pump at £00^F. 
on fluids with viscosity and lubricity properties at 200°F.  that 
'fetch those of Spec. MlL-0-5606 fluid at ii00° to 500°F.     These data 

„rther indicate that fluid volatility will be the limiting factor in 
high +•'   nerature pump operation. 

All of the components as well as  the finished Spec. MIL-0- 
5"6o6 fluid show adequate thermal stability at 500°F. for extended periods. 
The conventional oxidation stability, or the length of time the fluid 
is inhibited against oxidation, for a Spec= MTT—0-5606 fluid decreases 
rapidly with increasing temperature.    Stable life values for a typical 
fluid decrease from about 3,000 hours at 200°F.,  to 200 hours at 275 °F., 
and to 10 to 15 hours at 3U7°F.    There is essentially no induction 
period above U00°F.    Test data indicate that the Spec. MIL-O-5606 
fluid can be used for  considerable lengths of time in the region of 
3u7° to 500°F. if care is taken to control or to limit the Mcr.r-^*- of 
air or oxygen filtering into the hydraulic system (see Tables 12 and 13). 
A reasonable amount of oxygen can be assimilated by the hydraulic fluid 
without causing sufficient property changes to render the fluid in- 
operative.    The extent of service life might effectively be increased 
for operations above 200°F. by the use of a closed hydraulic system 
pressurized by nitrogen or separated from the pressurizing medium by a 
diaphragm. 

No appreciable metal corrosion has been noted in oxidation 
and corrosion tests with Spec. MIL-O-5606 fluids over the temperature 
range of 250° to 500°F. under conditions of incipient oxidation of the 
fluid. 

The reduction in the stable life of Spec. MIL-O-5606 type 
hydraulic fluid by the presence of silver, copper, and some copper 
alloys is readily demonstrated.     The  extent of the reduction in stable 
life is not believed  to be sufficient, however, to exclude these metals 
from hydraulic systems  for this reason alone.     The corrosion of cadmium 
plated surfaces by otherwise satisfactory hydraulic fluids makes it 
desirable to eliminate wherever possible the use of cadmium plated 
surfaces in hydraulic systems.     The use of magnesium in hydraulic systems 
containing hot spots or bulk temperatures in excess of 250°F. is not 
recommended where liquid water and/or oxidized hydraulic fluid may 
exist or be formed at an appreciable rate. 

Several physical properties  of Spec. MIL-0~5606 includingi 
viscosity as a function of pressure, density as a function of pressure. 
density as a function of temperature,     the bulk modulus as a function 
of temperature, specific heat,  thermal conductivity, and the cubical 
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coefficient, of axpansiv.M have been measured and/or calculated.     These 
properties are given primarily as ?.r. aid in engineering and design 
calculations. 

In general,  these studies show that temperatures up to 
}OG°F.  can be tolerated by Spec, MIL-0-$6o6 fluid under a variety of 
conditions.    The forrSolation of specific Hmitati--:? id.ll. require testing 
in actual hydraulic systems *dth the individual hydraulic system com- 
ponents . 

Petroleum Refining Laboratory 
College of Chemistry and Physics 
The Pennsylvania State University 
State College, Pennsylvania 
December 30, 1953 
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